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Zusammenfassung

Die Erkennung und Unterscheidung chemischer Signale ist für das Überleben aller
Organismen essentiell. Bemerkenswerte Fortschritte wurden in der Kenntnis chemosen-
sorischer Wahrnehmung bei Insekten gemacht, weitgehend basierend auf der Identi-
fizierung von Genen für Chemorezeptoren in Drosophila melanogaster. Vier Rezeptor-
genfamilien liegen der chemischen Geschmackswahrnehmung in Drosophila melanogaster
zugrunde: die “gustatory receptor”- (Gr), “DEG/ENaC pickpocket”- (Ppk), “tran-
sient receptor potential”- (Trp) und “ionotropic receptor”- (Ir) Genfamilie. Das
Geschmackssystem von Drosophila Larven weist eine bemerkenswert geringe Anzahl
von Neuronen auf. Dennoch erkennen und reagieren Larven auf eine Vielzahl von
Geschmacksreizen mit stereotypische Verhaltensmustern. Die sensorische Kodierung
des Geschmacks kann durch genetische Werkzeuge auf Einzelzellebene untersucht
werden. Diese Eigenschaften machen Drosophila Larven besonders geeignet, um die
Mechanismen zu untersuchen, die der Erkennung und der Verarbeitung von Geschmack
zugrunde liegen.

Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht anatomische und funktionelle Eigenschaften von
Sinnesorganen im Geschmackssystem von Drosophila Larven. Insbesondere wurde die
Morphologie der Sensillen von Larven mit einer Kombination aus Volumenelektronen-
mikroskopie und 3D-Bildrekonstruktion untersucht. Die Verwendung von genetisch
manipulierten Larven in Kombination mit anatomischen, Verhaltens- und physiolo-
gischen Experimenten erlaubte die Spezifizierung der Expression und Funktion von
Rezeptorgenen und Neuronen im Geschmacksystem der Larve.

Die vorliegende Arbeit zeigt, dass Geschmacksorgane entlang des Pharynx zur
Wahrnehmung von Bitterstoffen beitragen, abhängig vom Verhaltenskontext in dem
der Bitterreiz der Larve präsentiert wird. Es wird gezeigt, dass ein einzelnes Paar
von Geschmacksneuronen in den “dorsal pharyngeal sensilla” den Bitterstoff Koffein
wahrnimmt. Die Signalübertragung durch dieses Neuronenpaar ist für die Larve
erforderlich, um den Zusammenhang zwischen dem Geschmack von Koffein und einem
Geruch zu erkennen. Zur Verringerung der Nahrungsaufnahme auf einem koffeinhaltigen
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Substrat jedoch, ist die Signalübertragung durch diese Neurone nicht nötig. Für die
Wahrnehmung von Koffein durch das pharyngeale Neuronenpaar werden drei Mitglieder
der Gr- Genfamilie benötigt: Gr93a, Gr33a, Gr66a.

Das wichtigste externe Geschmacksorgan der Larven ist das Terminalorgan (TO)
an der Spitze des Larvenkopfes. Die vorliegende Arbeit bietet eine systematische
anatomische und molekulare Analyse der TO-Sensillen und ihrer sensorischen Neurone.
Die Verwendung der Fokussierten Ionenstrahl-Rasterelektronenmikroskopie (FIB-SEM)
ermöglichte serielles schneiden und abbilden der TO-Sensillen und anschließende 3D-
Bildanalyse. Aufgrund dieser detaillierten Analyse war eine genaue Klassifikation der
Sensillen möglich. Weiterhin wurde das Repertoire von Rezeptorgenen, die zu den
Ir, Gr, Ppk und Trp Genfamilien gehören, für jedes Sensillum bestimmt. Es wurde
eine Karte des TOs erstellt, in der die Rezeptorgene Neuronen einzelner Sensillen
zugeordnet sind. Diese Karte des TOs bildet die Grundlage für weitere Untersuchungen
darüber, wie der Geschmack durch die Signale der Geschmacksneuronen kodiert wird.

Durch Optimierung des Präparationsprotokolles für FIB-SEM zur Untersuchung
von Insektensensillen konnte die Morphologie weiterer larvaler Sinnesorgane am Kopf-
(Dorsal-, Labial- und Ventralorgan), Thorax- und Abdominalsegment (“hair”-, “peg’-’
und “spot”- Sensillen). Die vorliegende Arbeit bietet eine umfassende Analyse dieser Or-
gane anhand ihrer äußeren und inneren Morphologie. Es war möglich, die Nomenklatur
und die mutmaßliche Funktion der Sensillen, die in früherer Literatur vorgeschlagen
wurde, zu klären. Die Ergebnisse der vorliegenden Arbeit zeigen, dass Larvensen-
sillen, mit Ausnahme des olfaktorischen Dorsalorgans und des gustatorischen TOs,
überwiegend morphologische Merkmale der Mechanosensorik aufweisen.

Die Prinzipien, die der Rezeption von Sinnesreizen zugrunde liegen, können nur
erfasst werden, indem sowohl die Anatomie als auch die funktionellen Eigenschaften der
Sinnesorgane entschlüsselt werden. Diese Arbeit liefert eine umfassende anatomische
Analyse von Sinnesorganen und deren funktionelle Implikationen und trägt dadurch
zum Verständnis der sensorischen Wahrnehmung in Drosophila Larven bei.
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Summary

The detection and discrimination among chemical cues is essential for living organisms
to survive. Remarkable progress has been made in the knowledge of chemosensory
perception in insects, largely based on the identification of chemo receptor genes in
Drosophila melanogaster. Four receptor gene families underlie chemical detection of
taste: the gustatory receptor(Gr), DEG/ENaC pickpocket (Ppk), the transient receptor
potential (Trp) and the ionotropic receptor (Ir) gene families. Drosophila larvae sense
and respond to a multitude of taste stimuli, though their taste system has a remarkably
low number of neurons. Nevertheless, it triggers stereotypic behavioral responses
associated with taste sensing, and the sensory coding of taste can be studied by genetic
tools at the single cell level. These properties make Drosophila larvae particular suitable
to study the mechanisms underlying sensation and processing of taste.

The present thesis investigates anatomical and functional properties of sense organs
in the taste system of Drosophila larvae. In particular, the morphology of larval
sensilla was examined using a combination of volume electron microscopy and 3D
image reconstruction. The use of genetically manipulated larvae in combination with
anatomical, behavioral and physiological tests allowed to specify the expression and
function of receptor genes and neurons in the larval taste system.

The present thesis reveals that taste organs along the pharynx contribute to the
perception of bitter compounds dependent on the behavioral context in which the
bitter stimulus is presented to the larva. It is shown that a single pair of taste neurons
in the dorsal pharyngeal sensilla sense the bitter compound caffeine. Signaling through
this pair of neurons is required for the larva to learn the association between the taste
of caffeine and an odor but dispensable to reduce feeding on a substrate containing
caffeine. Three members of the Gr gene family are required for the reception of caffeine
in the pharyngeal neuron pair: Gr93a,Gr33a, Gr66a.

The major external taste organ of larvae is the terminal organ (TO) situated
on the tip of the larval head. Present thesis provides a systematic anatomical and
molecular analysis of the TO sensilla and sensory neurons. The use of focused ion beam
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scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) enabled serial sectioning of the TO sensilla
and subsequent 3D image analysis. Due to this detailed analysis precise classification
of sensilla was possible. Further, the repertoire of receptor genes, belonging to the
Ir, Gr, Ppk, and Trp gene families, for each sensillum was determined. A map of the
TO was generated, in which the receptor genes are assigned to neurons of individual
sensilla. This map of the TO provides the basis for further investigation of how taste
is encoded by the signals of the taste neurons.

By optimizing the preparation protocol for FIB-SEM for the investigation of insect
sensilla it was possible to efficiently analyze the morphology of further larval sense
organs on the head (dorsal, labial and ventral organ), thoracic and abdominal segments
(hair, peg and spot sensilla). The present work provides a comprehensive analysis
of these organs based on their external and internal morphology. It was possible
to clarify the nomenclature and putative function of sensilla proposed in previous
literature. The findings of the present thesis show, that, except for the olfactory dorsal
organ and the gustatory TO, larval sensilla mostly display morphological features of
mechanosensation.

The principles underlying the reception of sensory stimuli can only be captured by
deciphering both the anatomy and the functional properties of sense organs. Providing
comprehensive anatomical analysis of sensory organs and their functional implications
this work therefore contributes to the understanding of sensory reception in Drosophila
larvae.
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General Introduction

Theoretic Background
Animals have evolved specialized sensory systems to detect various stimuli from their
environment. These enable vision, hearing, smell, taste, and touch. Sense organs are
the part of the sensory system dedicated to each of these senses as they are receptive
to their underlying stimuli. In any case, what is utilized for the reception of a stimulus
is always a form of energy that has to be transduced to electrical signals by highly
specialized structures of the sense organ. In vision, the energy of photons is utilized to
induce a chemical reaction. In hearing, the energy lies in the moving particles evoking
acoustic waves. In chemosensation, the energy lies in the chemical bond between the
atoms of a molecule.

Within sense organs the stimuli set off a train of events ultimatley leading to the
generation of a nerve impuls. In higher animals this nerve impulse then is transmitted
to the brain for further processing and integration with other signals culminating in
the generation of a behavior.

Despite the various forms of sense organs within and accross species, the central
element of a sense organ is always the receptor accompanied by accessory structures.
Optimal sensation of stimuli requires the receptor to be highly specialized. It should
have an optimal sensitivity and the ability to discriminate and measure different
parameters of the stimulus - not only on-off states but also temporal or directional
changes. The surrounding accessory structures modify the properties of the stimulus
in many ways before it contacts the receptor. They are crucial in refining the response
profile of the receptor by filtering and directing the stimulus to it. One prominent
example, therefore, is the complex labyrinth of the vertebrate inner ear. The watery
liquid of the cochlea moves in response to the sound vibrations coming from the middle
ear. This movement is sensed via thousands of hair receptor cells and converted to
action potentials, which are transmitted to a particular region in the brain. The sensory
apparatus of the ear not only affects the sensitivity of the sensory system but also the
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General Introduction

parameters of the stimulus that are used by the receptors (e. g. amplitude, freqency).
Hence, not only the receptor itself has evolved to overcome its imperfections but also
the surrounding sensory structures (Dethier, 1963; Smith, 2008).

Insect Sensilla

To overcome the strict barrier that the cuticle forms to the environment, insects have
evolved specialized structures, sensilla, for the reception of diverse stimuli. Despite
their various functions, sensilla are built according to a common “bauplan”. The
central component of sensilla are the sensory receptor neurons responding to status and
change of environmental stimuli. They are embedded in a stimulus-receiving aparatus
formed by the accessory cells of the sensillum. The modalitiy of a sensillum can be
inferred from the structural properties of the sensory neuron and even better from the
construction of its cuticle components that enable stimulus transduction (Keil, 1997).

All cells making up a sensillum derive from a single sensillum progenitor cell (SOP).
The different cell types of a sensillum are generated through stereotypic divisions of the
SOP. Fate of the sensillum type is based on intrinsic genetic factors (Hartenstein, 2005).
The general organization of insect sensilla has been extensively described and reviewed
(Altner and Prillinger, 1980; Shields, 2008; Slifer, 1970; Steinbrecht, 1984; Zacharuk
and Shields, 1991). A sensillum consists of several non-neuronal sheath cells, glia cells,
and the sensory neurons. The sheath cells surround the sensory neurons distally and
optionally also their cell bodies that lie in variable depths below the cuticle. The outer
sheath cells are folded around the sensory neurons like a doughnut. They form the
socket and the shaft of the sensillum. Sensory receptor neurons are bipolar neurons
sending a dendrite to the cuticular structure of the sensillum and an axon to the central
nervous system. Dendrites of sensory neurons are divided into two segments: an inner
and an outer dendritic segment. The latter constitutes a modified primary cilium.
Depending on the function of the sensillum the outer dendritic segment innervates the
cuticle shaft of the sensillum or terminates at its base. The inner sheath cells form the
parts of the sensillum that can not be seen from the outside. They form the cylindric
sensillum lypmph cavity in which the dendrites bath. The inner sheath cell also secrets
the dendritic sheath that confines the lymph cavity. The composition of the sensillum
lymph is important for the generation of receptor potentials generated in the dendrites
due to stimulation (Thurm and Küppers, 1980).

The special morphology and the molecular composition of the sensory neurons
adapts the sensillum towards the sensation of a wide range of stimuli: mechanosen-
sation, chemosensation, humidity and temperature. Sensilla display many different
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morphological adaptations to their sensory modality. Structurally one can roughly
distinguish between hairs (sensilla trichodea), bristles (sensilla chaetica), domes (sen-
silla campaniform), cones (sensilla basiconica), and sunken cones (sensilla coeloconica).
However, many variations of this classification exists across insect species living in
diverse environments.

The different morphological types are associated with particular functions. In
dome-shaped sensilla the dendritic tip is typically inserted at the center of the cuticle
protrusion. Stretching of the cuticle would lead to pressure on the outer dendritic
segment leading in turn to activation. Therefore, campaniform sensilla are stretch
receptors. In hairs and bristles the dendritic tip is inserted at the base of the cuticle
shaft responding to deflections of the shaft. These sensilla are touch receptors. Cones
and sunken cones are often associated wih hygro- or thermosensation. At least one
outer dendrite innervates the lumen of the cone. The cone might respond to changes
in humidity and/or temperature by dilatation or contraction. Following compression
of dendritic tips might initiate neuronal activation. Hairs, bristles and cones can also
function in chemosensation. Here, they can be characterized by pores in the cuticle of
the shaft. Typically gustatory sensilla have a single terminal pore, whereas olfactory
sensilla are perforated by a multitude of tiny pores (Hartenstein, 2005).

Depending on their sensory function the dendritic outer segments display character-
istic morphology, too. Olfactory receptor neurons most often branch extensively, the
tips of mechanosensory neurons compose dense arrays of microtubuli (tubular body),
and thermosensory neurons were associated with membrane lamellations (Altner and
Prillinger, 1980; Steinbrecht, 1997).

Insect Taste

Taste is, together with olfaction, one of the two senses enabling chemoreception. Taste
sensation requires direct contact with chemicals on substrates, whereas the olfactory
sense receives chemicals from distant sources. Obviously, the sense of taste serves the
evaluation of food sources. This offers a distinction between compatible and nutritious
or harmful and toxic food. In accordance with olfaction, taste is involved in many
behavioral tasks, for instance in the communication with conspecifics, in navigating
through the environment, or mating and egg laying.

In contrast to mammals, insects have taste organs all over their body. Flies possess
taste sensilla not only on the mouthparts and the labellum but also on their legs,
wings or the ovipositor. Consequently, taste information is not only important for
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feeding behavior in insects but also mediates all sorts of social behavior or egg laying
(Chapman et al., 2013).

Taste sensilla share the general bauplan of insect sensilla. However, taste sensilla
bear characteristic structures. Typical taste sensilla have a pore at the tip through
which chemicals are supposed to enter the sensillum lymph to get into contact with
specialized receptors on the dendritic membrane. This tip is the only passage for
chemicals to enter. In contrast, the cuticle wall of olfactory sensilla might be perforated
by a multitude of tiny pores. Taste sensilla typically house 2-4 chemosensory neurons
along one mechanosensory neuron, that ends at the base of the sensillum forming a
tubular body. The chemosensory dendrites extend towards the tip of the sensillum.
Other than olfactory neurons, gustatory neurons never branch (Altner and Prillinger,
1980; Shields, 2008; Slifer, 1970; Steinbrecht, 1984). The form and distribution of taste
sensilla can strongly differ between insect species. Especially in immature insects, the
form of sensilla might be strongly modified, compared to adult sensilla (Zacharuk and
Shields, 1991).

The subesophageal ganglion (SOG, or “zone”: SEZ (Ito et al., 2014)) is considered
to be the first relay center of gustatory processing in the insect brain, because most
axonal projections of gustatory sensory neurons terminate here (Kent and Hildebrand,
1987; Mitchell and Itagaki, 1992; Mitchell et al., 1999; Stocker and Schorderet, 1981;
Thorne et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004). Gustatory innervation of the SOG seems to
follow a somatotopic and chemotopic organization (Colomb et al., 2007; Inoshita and
Tanimura, 2006; Thorne et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004). According to the location of the
sense organ (proboscis, mouthparts, legs), axons project to spatially segregated areas
in the SOG. Here, axonal projections further segregate depending on their functional
type, e. g. bitter-or sugar-sensing neurons. In Drosophila it was demonstrated that
bitter-sensing taste neurons from the proboscis converge medially in the medial SOG.
In contrast, sugar-sensing neurons from the proboscis terminate in two bundles close
to the area of the bitter-sensing neurons (Thorne et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004).
This anatomical organization might indicate that the segregation of taste information
is maintained by higher order central processing as projections from different types
of taste neurons might synapse to different second-order neurons. Recent studies
characterizing central taste neurons support this assumption (Flood et al., 2013; Kain
and Dahanukar, 2015; Kim et al., 2017).
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Physiological Properties of Taste Sensilla and Neurons

The transduction of a taste stimulus starts when a chemical enters the sensillum lymph
surrounding the dendrites of the bipolar receptor neurons. There, the tastants come
into contact with specialized receptors on the dendritic membrane eliciting a receptor
potential eventually initiating an axon potential that propagates to the brain (Kaissling,
1986; Kaissling and Thorson, 1980). The taste neurons are typically classified by the
category of tastants they physiologically respond best to. Accordingly, a taste neuron
that responds best to a sugar is called a ”sugar/sweet” cell and one that responds best
to a bitter compound is called a ”bitter” cell. Notably, most thus categorized taste cells
have been tested with only a limited number of substances. It is therefore likely that
the true, best stimulus has not been found yet. In addition, physiological experiments
have been carried out mostly with a singular component in the stimulating solution,
which is likely very different to the natural activation of taste neurons exposed to
complex mixtures of many different chemicals (Glendinning, 2008).

Classically, taste neurons of taste sensilla were classified as sweet-, bitter-, water-,
and salt- sensing (Dethier, 1976). However, taste neurons of each class were also
found to respond to tastants of a different taste category, or not fitting into one of the
general taste categories at all. For instance, taste neurons also respond to fatty acids
or pheromones (Ahn et al., 2017; Bray and Amrein, 2003). Some sweet-sensing neurons
are activated not only by sugars, but also by low concentrations of salt, which elicits a
positive feeding behavior, too. Bitter-sensing neurons might also be activated by high
concentrations of salt, which is normally a repulsive stimulus (Hiroi et al., 2004; Kim
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2013).Therefore, taste neurons might rather be classified
according to sensing aversive or appetitive compounds (Schoonhoven and Blom, 1988).
Using genetically modified Drosophila flies, Marella and colleagues (2006) provided
first strong evidence for this theory. A capsaicin receptor was artificially expressed
in sugar-sensing taste neurons or in bitter-sensing taste neurons. Upon activation of
the modified taste neurons by feeding the flies capsaicin, they displayed the behavior
commonly elicited by sugar or bitter consumption, respectively. Flies expressing the
capsaicin receptor in sweet neurons displayed an appetitive response and vice versa
expression of the capsaicin receptor in bitter neurons lead to aversive response. This
results demonstrate that not the nature of the tastant is crucial for the generation of a
behavior, but the type of neuron that is activated (Marella et al., 2006).

Taste neurons not only get excited by tastants, but also can be inhibited. Several
studies showed that the response of a sweet neuron to a sugar is inhibited by the
simultaneous presence of bitter substances in the stimulating solution (Chen and
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Amrein, 2014; French et al., 2015b; Jeong et al., 2013; König et al., 2014). Vice versa,
bitter-sensing neurons might be inhibited by the presence of acids or sugars (Charlu
et al., 2013; Chen and Amrein, 2014)

Therefore, the identity of a given tastant might be perceived by the brain based on
the pattern of excited and inhibited taste neurons (Reiter et al., 2015).

Receptor Genes Underlying Taste Sensation

The reception of tastants requires specialized receptors in the dendritic membranes of
the taste neurons. To date four receptor gene families have been identified encoding
these receptors: gustatory receptors (Grs) (Clyne et al., 2000), ionotropic receptors
(Irs) (Benton et al., 2009), degenerin/epithelial sodium channels (DEG/ENaC s) (Liu
et al., 2003a) and transient receptor potential channels (Trps) (Montell and Rubin,
1989). Most studies on the molecular fundamentals of taste sensation have been carried
out in Drosophila (Liman et al., 2014; Scott, 2018).

Grs and Irs

Grs and Irs are the two large gene families that participate in taste sensation in insects.
Grs are widely expressed in taste tissue (Clyne et al., 2000; Dunipace et al., 2001;

Scott et al., 2001). Most taste neurons expressing Grs are sensitive to bitter or sweet
substances. Up to 33 Grs are expressed in one taste neuron in Drosophila (Weiss et al.,
2011). The current model states, that individual Grs are tuned to a small number of
bitter or sweet compounds and that the combination of Grs expressed in one neuron
confers the response profile of the neuron (Scott, 2018).

Irs, too, show expression in taste organs, but additionally in olfactory organs and
were shown to be implicated in the sensation of humidity and temperature (Benton
et al., 2009; Croset et al., 2010; Knecht et al., 2017, 2016; Rimal and Lee, 2018; Stewart
et al., 2015). Gr expression analysis left many taste neurons orphan (Kwon et al., 2011;
Weiss et al., 2011) and Irs, were proposed to be candidate taste receptors (Benton
et al., 2009; Croset et al., 2010).

Grs are an ancient receptor gene family that still might undergo gene duplication
and divergence. Grs putatively encode 7-transmembrane domain proteins, all sharing a
common C-terminus motif (Clyne et al., 2000; Dunipace et al., 2001; Robertson et al.,
2003; Scott et al., 2001). Though they lack the typical recognition motifs, Grs were
first thought to act as G-protein coupled receptors. Indeed, G-protein subunits were
evidently shown to be involved in the sugar-sensing pathway in taste neurons (Ishimoto
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et al., 2005; Ueno et al., 2006). However, more recent studies demonstrated that Grs
are likely ligand-gated cation channels (Kikuta et al., 2016; Sato et al., 2011). It is
possible, that Grs function through both pathways in a context-dependent manner
(Liman et al., 2014).

Irs are supposed to form ligand-gated ion channels. They comprise an extracellular
N-terminus, a ligand-binding domain with two lobes that are separated by an ion
channel domain. Irs are extremely divergent sharing amino acid sequence similarities
of only 10-70%. Ion domains are most conserved, whereas the ligand-binding domain
shows high divergence (Benton et al., 2009). Considering their diverse functional
implications, the details of their modes of transduction remain unclear. At least one Ir
might function as a leaky Na+ channel. Ir76b was shown to mediate sensitivity to low
salt concentrations in taste neurons of adult Drosophila. Ir76b is not gated by voltage
or salt. Instead, this channel is continuously open for Na+ ions. Salt concentrations
might be extremely low in the sensillum lymph surrounding taste neurons (Kaissling
and Thorson, 1980). Therefore, Na+ conductance is low as long as the taste sensilla do
not take up salt from a substrate (Zhang et al., 2013).

Grs and Irs both are ancient gene families dating back to early animal evolution.
Gr-like genes and Irs are present in protostomia (Croset et al., 2010; Robertson, 2015),
Gr-like genes additionally in nonchordate deuterostomia and nonbilateria (Robertson,
2015). The number of Grs in ecdysozoans ranges from 10 in the honey bee Apis
mellifera (Robertson and Wanner, 2006) and up to 447 intact Grs in the two-spotted
spider mite Tetranchynus urticae (Ngoc et al., 2016). Between drosophilid species, the
number of Grs varies, too. Drosophila sechellia and Drosophila erecta are specialized
feeders for a particular fruit. They show accelarated loss of Gr genes in contrast to
generalist Drosophila species (McBride, 2007; McBride and Arguello, 2007). These
findings indicate that recognition of chemicals is tuned to environmental niche. Irs,
too, likely play a conserved role in the detection of chemicals since they are expressed
in a variety of species. The number of Irs also varies substantially, ranging from 3
in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans to 85 in the crustacean Daphnia duplex, and
58-69 in drosophilid species. Diptera, in general, have a larger number of Irs than
other species (Croset et al., 2010).

DEG/ENaC and TRP channels

DEG/ENaC and Trp receptor gene families both display a daunting diversity in modes
of actions and physiological roles. Only few members of each family seem to be involved
in chemosensation.
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Ion channels encoded by the Trp gene superfamily are non-selective cationic channels
with six transmembrane domains. TRP channels appear to be conserved in all metazoan
organisms including worms, insects and humans. Flies encode 13 TRPs, most of which
are expressed and function in sensory neurons. They impact behaviors ranging from
phototaxis to thermotaxis, gravitaxis, the avoidance of noxious tastants and smells,
and proprioception (Fowler and Montell, 2013; Montell, 2005; Montell and Rubin,
1989). They might be ligand-gated, directly activated by the stimulus or downstream
in the signaling pathway. For instance, aristolochic acid activates the TRP channel
TRPA1 in taste neurons in the proboscis of Drosophila flies via a phospholipase
C dependent signaling pathway (Kim et al., 2010). Nevertheless, TRPA1 in taste
neurons of the flie’s mouthparts can be activated directly by the irritant chemical allyl
isothiocyanate, the pungent component in wasabi (Kang et al., 2011). TRP receptors
can also be mechanical gated. In Drosophila NOMPC, another TRP channel, connects
to microtubuli within the cell via ankyrin repeats and force the ion channel to open
due to mechanical stress acting on the cell membrane (Liang et al., 2013; Zhang et al.,
2015).

DEG/ENac channels are called pickpocket (PPK) channels in Drosophila. These
animal-specific cation channels show a remarkable diversity of sequence and function
in different species and seem to function in diverse sensory modalities. Functions
for DEG/ENaC channels have been implicated in mechanosensation as well as in
chemosensory transduction pathways. In spite of overall sequence diversity, all family
members share a unique protein topology. They form two transmembrane domains
with a large extracellular loop that is a hallmark characteristic of DEG/ENaC chan-
nels, likely essential for both mechanosensory and chemosensory function. These
channels are likely ionotropic ligand-gated cation channels (Bazopoulou et al., 2007;
Ben-Shahar, 2011; Garty and Palmer, 1997). Interestingly, the number of genes in
Drosophila or Caenorhabditis elegans is higher than in mammals (Kellenberger and
Schild, 2002; Tavernarakis and Driscoll, 2001; Zelle et al., 2013). This finding indicates
that DEG/ENaC channels in mammals developed either to serve a broader spectrum
of functions, or to specialize for certain functions (Ben-Shahar, 2011). Of the 31 Ppk
genes of Drosophila, only few have been shown to be involved in chemosensation. One
example is Ppk28 that is exclusively expressed in water-sensing neurons of Drosophila
and mediates physiological and behavioral responses to water (Cameron et al., 2010;
Chen et al., 2010). At least, in this case, water-sensing by Ppk28 could be explained
by a mechanosensory mechanism. The receptor might respond to changing physical
properties of the dendritic membrane due to changed osmolarity (Ben-Shahar, 2011).
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Motivation
All living organisms have to adapt their behavior to the conditions of their environment.
Therefore, they rely on their sensory systems to process information about these
environmental conditions. Understanding, how sensory information is processed by the
nervous system is one of the biggest challenges of biology. In this regard, processing of
chemical information is one of the most-studied examples. Animals use this information
to discriminate between chemical cues in their environment. Insects are preferred
model organsims for the study of chemical senses. Their chemosensory system is
numerically simpler, though sharing similarities with that of vertebrates and mammals
(Hildebrand and Shepherd, 1997; Yarmolinsky et al., 2009). Anatomical, physiological
and molecular underpinnings of chemosensory information processing can be studied
in great detail. Simple innate behaviors can be studied to quantify stimulus-response
relations. Behavioral condition experiments show how their brains interpret chemical
stimuli. Physiological experiments allow to correlate the activity of neurons with
behavior (de Bruyne and Warr, 2006; Glendinning, 2008).

Important progress has been made in understanding cellular and molecular basics
of chemosensory perception through the study of Drosophila. This has been possible
mainly due to the discovery of receptor gene families for olfaction and gustation and
the multitude of techniques available for genetic manipulation. These chemosensory
receptors are central elements in chemosensory perception, enabling sensory neurons to
respond to various chemical cues from the environment. Understanding the principles
of insect chemosensation shows us how nervous systems process complex information
and also how these systems evolve to cope with the particular ecological requirements
of species. Further, this knowledge is crucial for the development of effective insect-pest
control and the development of biomimetic sensors for various purposes.

Nevertheless, we are still far from a complete understanding of the mechanism
underlying chemosensory perception. In particular, many details of the primary events
of stimulus detection are unknown, e.g. how the stimulus is transduced to the receptor,
what the true ligands for many receptors are, or how the structure of receptor proteins
relates to ligand binding. Further, it is unclear how signaling from the different
chemosensory organs and neurons is combined to generate the perception of a taste
and is processed to eventually generate distinct behaviors related to chemosensation
(de Bruyne and Warr, 2006; Glendinning, 2008; Joseph and Carlson, 2015; Liman et al.,
2014; Scott, 2018).

The study of Drosophila larvae is particular suitable to find answers to these open
questions about the principles of chemosensory perception. Their nervous system is
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numerical simple, however triggers a clear set of robust behaviors (Gerber and Stocker,
2007). Anatomical and functional experiments benefit greatly from the well-established
multitude of techniques for genetic manipulation in Drosophila (see Chapter 1). In
addition, the study of their sensory system allows for comparison with that of adult
Drosophila. These comparative aspects of the larval and adult sensory systems give
insight into how the respective system adapted towards the requirements of their stage
specific environments. In this regard, the larval taste system is of particular interest
because one part of it survives metamorphosis into the adult life, whereas the other
fades away (Gendre et al., 2004).

Neuronal and molecular fundamentals of sensory perception in Drosophila have
been extensively studied recently (Croset et al., 2016; Kwon et al., 2011; Mishra et al.,
2013; Stewart et al., 2015; van Giesen et al., 2016). Less is known about the structural
organization and the functional contribution of associated sense organs. Therefore, in
the present thesis the morphology of larval sensilla and associated receptor neurons is
examined based on ultrastructural and molecular data. In addition, it is addressed
how the different taste organs contribute to the sensation of taste in larvae.

Overview
The aim of this thesis is to contribute to the understanding of the principles underlying
chemosensory perception by deciphering relations between the structure and the
function of Drosophila larval sensory organs, in particular of their taste organs. The
thesis comprises four chapters, each dealing with a separate topic:

Chapter 1 reviews the current state of knowledge on larval taste sensation based on
recent literature on the neuronal, molecular and behavioral basis of larval taste
perception.

Chapter 2 addresses the question, how taste organs along the pharynx contribute to
the perception of bitter taste.

In Chapter 3 a comprehensive anatomical analysis of the larval major external taste
organ is performed, based on ultrastructural data of sensilla and receptor gene
expression of taste receptor neurons in these sensilla.

In Chapter 4 the analysis of larval sensilla is extended to the remaining sense organs
of the larval head, thoracic and abdominal segments.
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Chapter 1

Taste processing in Drosophila
larvae

Anna Rist, Anthi A. Apostolopoulou, Andreas S. Thum

1.1 Abstract
The sense of taste allows animals to detect chemical substances in their environment to
initiate appropriate behaviors: to find food or a mate, to avoid hostile environments and
predators. Drosophila larvae are a promising model organism to study gustation. Their
simple nervous system triggers stereotypic behavioral responses, and the coding of taste
can be studied by genetic tools at the single cell level. This review briefly summarizes
recent progress on how taste information is sensed and processed by larval cephalic
and pharyngeal sense organs. The focus lies on several studies, which revealed cellular
and molecular mechanisms required to process sugar, salt, and bitter substances.

1.2 Introduction
Gustation is one of the two major senses, along with olfaction, which enables animals
to perceive their chemical environment. This applies to rather simple animals like the
larvae of the fruit fly, too (Colomb et al., 2007; Heimbeck et al., 1999; Kwon et al., 2011;
Stewart et al., 2015). Drosophila larvae highly depend on the food resources available
at the site where they were placed as eggs. Therefore, gustatory information is of
special importance to distinguish between edible, non-edible or even noxious substances
(Colomb et al., 2007; Heimbeck et al., 1999; Kwon et al., 2011; Stewart et al., 2015).
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Taste processing in Drosophila larvae

Female Drosophila melanogaster flies lay their eggs on overripe fruits (Atkinson
and Shorrocks, 1977). The embryonic development within the egg lasts about 24 h.
After hatching, larval development takes about 5 days and includes three distinct instar
stages defined by the molting of the larva. Finally, the larva pupates and undergoes
metamorphosis into the adult fly, which takes about 5 days (Ashburner et al., 2005).
Larvae spend most of their time foraging for food (Green et al., 1983; Sokolowski,
1980). Yeast that grows on the decaying fruits is their major source of proteins (Becher
et al., 2012; Cooper, 1960), which are essential for development. Carbohydrates are
important, too: larvae develop faster on a diet containing sucrose in addition to yeast
(Schwarz et al., 2014). To recognize proteins and sugars but also salty and bitter
substances, larvae need a sensory system that detects these substances and defines the
preference or avoidance for them. This system is modifiable: in the mid 3rd instar,
larvae switch from food-related to wandering behavior to select a food-free pupation
site (Sokolowski et al., 1984).

In the last decades a number of studies have addressed the neuronal organization
of the larval taste system. In addition, standardized assays have been established
to assess taste driven behaviors (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a; Colomb et al., 2007;
El-Keredy et al., 2012; Kwon et al., 2011; Niewalda et al., 2008; Python and Stocker,
2002; Stewart et al., 2015).

Compared to its adult counterpart, the larva displays a significantly simpler anatom-
ical organization (Python and Stocker, 2002). Therefore, sensory neurons and receptor
genes can be defined individually. Recently established genetic techniques allow to
manipulate them. Thus, taste processing can be analyzed with cellular resolution on
the anatomical, behavioral, molecular, and physiological level (Apostolopoulou et al.,
2014a). We suggest that the Drosophila larva is particularly suitable to study the
mechanisms underlying the sensation and processing of taste.

1.3 Neuronal Fundamentals

1.3.1 The Larval Chemosensory System

In larvae, at the peripheral sensory level, taste processing partially overlaps with the
olfactory system. Therefore, we describe both sensory systems in combination (Figure
1.1). On the tip of the larval head three pairs of major external chemosensory organs
are located: the dorsal (DO), the terminal (TO) and the ventral (VO) organ pairs
(Figure 1.1A). In addition, four pairs of internal organs are located along the pharynx:
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1.3 Neuronal Fundamentals

the dorsal (DPS), the ventral (VPS) and the posterior (PPS) pharyngeal sensilla
(Python and Stocker, 2002; Singh and Singh, 1984), and the dorsal pharyngeal organ
(DPO) (Gendre et al., 2004) (Figure 1.1B).

The sensory organs’ sensilla are innervated by bipolar neurons. Their cell bodies
cluster in ganglia close to the respective organ. Their dendrite extends to the organs’
surface and the single axonal projection ipsilaterally innervates the brain. Gustatory
neurons of the cephalic and pharyngeal organs are supposed to terminate at the
subesophageal ganglion (SOG), and olfactory receptor neurons at the larval antennal
lobe (LAL) (Kwon et al., 2011; Python and Stocker, 2002; Tissot et al., 1997). The DO
can be divided into two substructures with distinct sensory functions: a multiporous
dome-shaped compound sensillum encircled by additional six sensilla. The prominent
“dome,” which has olfactory function, houses 21 olfactory receptor neurons organized in
seven triplets. In total, eleven neurons innervate the six peripheral sensilla, which are,
based on anatomical studies, assumed to mainly serve gustation (Chu-Wang and Axtell,
1971; Fishilevich et al., 2005; Heimbeck et al., 1999; Kreher et al., 2005; Oppliger et al.,
2000; Python and Stocker, 2002; Singh and Singh, 1984). However, a recent study
described three thermosensory neurons in the DO that probably innervate these sensilla
(Figure 1.2) (Klein et al., 2015). The cephalic TO and VO, and the four pharyngeal
organs are the larval main gustatory organs (Python and Stocker, 2002). The TO
comprises about 37 sensory neurons organized in 17 sensilla. Electrophysiological
experiments corroborate its role in taste perception (Oppliger et al., 2000). However,
ultrastructural studies indicate a more diverse function: the TO sensilla might also
serve other modalities like mechano-, thermo- or hygrosensation (Chu-Wang and Axtell,
1972a; Singh and Singh, 1984). The VO is located on the ventral side of the cephalic
lobes and consists of seven neurons organized in five sensilla. Their morphology suggests
a role in gustation and mechanosensation (Python and Stocker, 2002; Singh and Singh,
1984).

The pharyngeal sensory organs are organized in the following way: The DPS
consists of about 16 neurons in six sensilla, the VPS of about 17 neurons in four
sensilla, the DPO of only five neurons, and the PPS of six neurons organized in two
sensilla (Gendre et al., 2004; Python and Stocker, 2002; Singh and Singh, 1984). Based
on their anatomical properties a gustatory function was assumed (Gendre et al., 2004;
Python and Stocker, 2002; Singh and Singh, 1984). Taken together, the chemosensory
system of the DO, TO, VO, DPS, VPS, DPO, and PPS consists of only about 119
sensory cells (Figure 1.2). As 21 of them have olfactory function, and at least additional
17 might serve other modalities, like mechano- or thermosensation, a maximal number
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Taste processing in Drosophila larvae

Fig. 1.1 Anatomy of the larval taste system. Fine structure of the larval cephalic organs:
frontal view of the larval cephalon with the external sensory organs on each cephalic lobe: the dorsal
organ (DO), the terminal organ (TO), the ventral organ (VO), which is hidden behind a row of cirri
(hairlike, cuticle structures around the mouth opening). All organs are located as paired structures
dorsally to the mouth and mouth hooks. (B) Schematic overview on the cephalic and pharyngeal
chemosensory system. Shown are the major gustatory and olfactory organs, respective ganglions and
central projections. Four main nerves connect the chemosensory organs with the central nervous
system: antennal nerve (AN), labral nerve (LN), maxillary nerve (MN) and labial nerve (LBN). The
brain is shown in grey. Olfactory processes of the DO innervate the larval antennal lobe via the AN.
Putative gustatory DO projections are assumed to enter the subesophageal ganglion (SOG). Three
cells from the DO ganglion send their dendrites into the TO. The TO and the VO project along the
MN which enters the SOG. Four pharyngeal organs locate along the pharynx (PH). Projections from
the VPS innervate the SOG over the LBN. The DPS, the DPO and the PPS send projections along
the LN to the SOG. (Figure modified from Gerber and Stocker, 2007). Scale bar: 20 µm.
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of only 81 potential gustatory sensory neurons establishes the larval peripheral taste
system (Python and Stocker, 2002). Therefore, gustatory information within the SOG
relies on these few cells, too. However, multimodal functionality cannot be excluded for
these sensory neurons. Accordingly, the above proposed numbers would be different.

It can be assumed that every single pair of sensory neurons has a unique response
profile due to the expression of a single or several different types of receptors (Kwon
et al., 2011; Stewart et al., 2015). Therefore, similar to the olfactory system, the larval
taste system lacks cellular redundancy (Ramaekers et al., 2005).

1.4 Molecular Fundamentals

1.4.1 Gustatory Receptor Genes (Gr)

The gustatory receptor gene family (Gr) in Drosophila consists of 68 members encoded
by 60 Gr genes (Clyne et al., 2000; Scott et al., 2001). They broadly serve in gustation:
Grs were shown to detect sweet (Wang et al., 2004) and bitter (Weiss et al., 2011)
stimuli in adults and larvae (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a; Mishra et al., 2013) but
also non-volatile pheromones (Bray and Amrein, 2003), so far only corroborated for
adult Drosophila. In addition, Gr expression was observed in other types of sensory
and central neurons (Thorne and Amrein, 2008), but also in endocrine cells of the
gut (Park and Kwon, 2011). Therefore, they might have additional yet unidentified
functions.

In larvae, Grs were described anatomically by studying the expression patterns of
GAL4 lines (Colomb et al., 2007; Kwon et al., 2011). Kwon et al. (2011) found 43
Gr-GAL4 lines which drove expression in larvae, 39 of them in the larval gustatory
system. Each identified gustatory receptor neuron expressed a distinct set of multiple
Grs and therefore allowed the authors to establish a receptor-to-neuron map for the
DO and TO. Surprisingly, Grs covered only about one quarter of the larval gustatory
system: they were expressed in 22 of the 81 potential gustatory neurons (Figure 1.2).

1.4.2 Ionotropic Receptor Genes (Irs)

Ionotropic receptors (Irs) are a family of recently identified chemosensory receptors in
Drosophila. The Ir family consists of 61 ionotropic glutamate receptors expressed in
adult sensory neurons, which do not additionally express any Ors Or Grs (Benton
et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2013). Irs might play a role in gustation and olfaction
(Benton et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2013). In larvae, 14 members of the Ir family were
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so far shown to be expressed in the gustatory organs throughout larval development
but only 10 of them in 3rd instars (Croset et al., 2010; Stewart et al., 2015). Stewart et
al. (2015) recently examined a subgroup of Irs, the Ir20a clade, that includes about 35
members. The organization of the Ir20a clade appears different from that of the Gr or
the Or family in larvae: Ir-GAL4 lines did not label TO neuronal cells. Instead, eight
of them drove expression in sensory neurons of the pharyngeal taste organs that varied
between the different larval stages. Based on co-labeling experiments it was concluded
that there are at least three distinguishable pairs of DPS neurons in 3rd instar larva
each expressing a different member of the Ir20a clade (Stewart et al., 2015). However,
Croset et al. (2010) analyzed members of a different Ir clade and found expression
in the terminal organ for one line, Ir7a-GAL4. In addition, two other lines labeled
sensory neurons in the VPS and PPS respectively (Croset et al., 2010). Remarkable is
the expression pattern of Ir76b and Ir25a, which in contrast to above listed Irs, were
expressed in a broad number of sensory neurons of all taste organs. Therefore, they
were assumed to function as co-receptors.

In summary, Irs seem to be expressed in at least nine neurons of the potential 81
bilateral larval gustatory neurons. For clarity reasons, the broadly expressed Ir25a and
Ir76b, and Irs without expression in the 3rd instar were not included in the presented
neuronal map (Figure 1.2) (Stewart et al., 2015). So far, nothing is known about the
functional contribution of Irs in larvae.

1.4.3 Pickpocket Genes (Ppk)

The DEG/ENaC pickpocket receptor gene (Ppk) family has been identified in many
multicellular organisms across the animal kingdom. Individual ENaC subunits associate
as homo or heteromultimers to form voltage insensitive, amiloride sensitive sodium
channels. Their function seems to be very diverse (reviewed in (Ben-Shahar, 2011)).
In Drosophila, 31 members of the pickpocket gene family were identified so far, each
representing a channel subunit (Ben-Shahar, 2011). In larvae, previous studies showed
that Ppk1 is involved in nociception (Zhong et al., 2010), and that Ppk11 might be
involved in liquid clearance in trachea (Liu et al., 2003a). In addition, Mast et al.
(2014) showed that larvae produce two long-chain fatty acids that are attractive to
other larvae. These pheromone stimuli are detected by a single sensory neuron in
each TO. On the molecular level Ppk23 and Ppk29 are required to respond to these
pheromones (Mast et al., 2014).

Regarding gustatory function, Ppk receptor genes might be involved in water
sensation and salt taste. In adults, a study by Chen et al. (2010) revealed that Ppk28
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might serve as osmolarity sensor for gustatory water reception. In larvae, Ppk subunits
seem to contribute to salt taste: Ppk11 and Ppk19 were found to be expressed in
gustatory organs. Disrupting these genes affected the larva’s ability to discriminate
low salt concentrations and affected the behavioral response to high salt concentrations
(Alves et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2003b).

1.4.4 Transient Receptor Potential Channel (Trp)

Trp channels are cation channels, which are conserved throughout the animal phylogeny.
They display remarkable diversity in their modes of action including sensory modalities
like vision, thermosensation, olfaction, hearing and touch (Fowler and Montell, 2013;
Venkatachalam et al., 2014). Trp channels seem to be the primary receptors for
nociceptive compounds including menthol and capsaicin (Bandell et al., 2007). In
addition, they have been shown to take part in gustatory sensing of acids (Huang et al.,
2006). Trps were also found to serve gustation. Two members of the Trp receptor
gene family were found to be involved in gustation by mediating hygrosensation (Liu
et al., 2007). In larvae, it was suggested that the Trp painless is required for fructose
avoidance and migration to food-free sites before pupation. The related sensory neurons
were assumed to be located at the thoracic segments (Xu et al., 2008). This finding
indicates that additional sensory neurons might contribute to the larval gustatory
system.

1.5 Behavioral and Functional Fundamentals

1.5.1 Sugar Sensing

Drosophila larvae cover their metabolic needs in carbohydrates by consuming a mixture
of fructose, glucose, sucrose and other sugars, which are available in fruits (Widdowson
and McCance, 1935). In the laboratory, they can sense and do prefer different sugars in
preference assays. These responses are dependent on concentration (Miyakawa, 1982;
Rohwedder et al., 2012; Schipanski et al., 2008).

The neuronal and molecular background of sugar sensing in larvae has been puzzling:
eight gustatory receptor genes (Gr5a, Gr61a, Gr64a-f ), which perceive different aspects
of sugar information in adults (Dahanukar et al., 2007; Slone et al., 2007) showed no
expression in the larvae (Colomb et al., 2007; Kwon et al., 2011). But Mishra et al.
(2013) proposed that the receptor gene Gr43a is the main sugar receptor in larvae:
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Gr43a was reported to be expressed in the brain, in the pharyngeal organs, as well as
in neurons innervating the lumen of the larval foregut (Mishra et al., 2013).

Sweetness indicates the presence of sugars and caloric content. However, sweet
taste can be an unreliable predictor of nutrient value because some sugars cannot be
metabolized. Therefore, it is important for larvae to not only detect the taste, but in
addition the nutritional value of the food to appropriately cover their metabolic needs.
Actually, it was shown that in the presence of sugars with nutritional value (such
as fructose, sucrose, glucose maltodextrin and sorbitol) larvae decrease their feeding
behavior compared to that on pure agarose. On the contrary, in the presence of sugars
without nutritional value (such as xylose and arabinose) feeding remains comparable
to feeding on pure agarose (Rohwedder et al., 2012). In addition, larvae are able to
perceive and to prefer sugars as rewarding independent of their nutritional value or
their sweetness (Rohwedder et al., 2012). Thus, it is obvious that larvae can perceive
different characteristics of sugars.

1.5.2 Bitter Sensing and Processing

Bitter sensing is important for larvae in order to avoid noxious substances. Recently, a
few studies have investigated larval bitter sensing of quinine, a substance perceived as
bitter by humans. El-Keredy et al. (2012) have shown that larvae respond negatively
to quinine: they avoid it, they feed less if it is included in a substrate, and perceive it as
punishment during associative conditioning (El-Keredy et al., 2012). In adults, Gr66a-
expressing GRNs were identified as “bitter” neurons (Weiss et al., 2011). Similarly,
in larvae co-expression of Gr66a and Gr33a was suggested to define a set of only 12
“bitter” neurons in total (six neurons in the TO, two in the DPS, VPS, and PPS,
respectively) (Kwon et al., 2011). Indeed, neuronal activation of these was necessary
to drive quinine dependent choice behavior and was sufficient to initiate aversion
(Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a; Colomb et al., 2007). Furthermore, single cell analysis
revealed that the C3 neuron of the TO (besides the joined action of the C1, C2, and
C4 neurons) mainly contributes to this response (Figure 1.2) (Apostolopoulou et al.,
2014a). Therefore, it was suggested that choice behavior is instructed by sensory
neurons of the TO (Figure 1.1B).

1.5.3 Salt Sensing and Processing

Sodium chloride is necessary for many physiological processes of animals. Therefore, it
is important that larvae sense and precisely regulate its intake. In line with this, larvae
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prefer low and avoid high salt concentrations (Niewalda et al., 2008). Furthermore,
larvae perceive the former as rewarding and the latter as punishing (Niewalda et al.,
2008). The concentration dependent shift from appetitive to aversive perception
depends on the diet of the larvae: They prefer salt concentrations lower than those
consumed in their diet (Russell et al., 2011).

As mentioned above, it was observed that Ppk11 and Ppk19 (expressed in three
and at least one neuron of the TO, respectively) are necessary for salt perception
(Alves et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2003b). In addition, the serrano protein, assumed to be
co-expressed with Gr66a in the TO, was shown to be required for the detection of high
salt concentrations (Alves et al., 2014). Thus, salt perception can be linked to the TO
(Figure 1.1B).

1.5.4 Amino Acid Sensing and Processing

In nature, larvae cover their protein needs by feeding on yeast which grows on fruits
(Becher et al., 2012). Recent data revealed that aspartic acid can be used as appetitive
reinforcer to induce associative olfactory learning in larvae (Schleyer et al., 2015). In
addition, larvae can detect a lack of essential amino acids in their food. Dopaminergic
neurons sense amino acid imbalance through GC non-derepressing 2 (GCN2) kinase
and GABA signaling, which induces avoidance of the deficient diet (Bjordal et al.,
2014).

1.5.5 Interaction of Bitter-sweet and Salt-sweet Processing

Recently, König et al. (2014) revealed that sweet processing in larvae interacts with
bitter and salt processing. In detail, they showed that quinine inhibits fructose
dependent choice behavior. In addition, high salt concentrations inhibited glucose
dependent choice behavior. Both in a concentration dependent manner. The 12
identified “bitter” neurons were not involved in quinine induced fructose inhibition
(König et al., 2014). Therefore, the neuronal and molecular background of these
interactions remains to be investigated.
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Fig. 1.2 A neuronal map of the larval taste system. The neuronal map defines the single
neurons of the larval taste system based on their molecular and functional properties. The peripheral
chemosensory system of the larva consists of three major external organs. The DO dome comprises 21
olfactory sensory neurons, which all were shown to express Ors (Fishilevich et al., 2005; Kreher et al.,
2005). There are additional 11 sensory neurons at its base (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1971; Kwon et al.,
2011; Singh and Singh, 1984). Of these, two neurons are putatively involved in taste sensing (A1 and
A2) due to the expression of Grs (Kwon et al., 2011), and three further neurons mediate thermal
stimuli (T1-T3) (Klein et al., 2015). We consider the temperature sensitive neurons to be different
than the Gr-expressing ones, though this was not corroborated by co-localization experiments. The
TO can be separated into a dorsolateral group and a distal group consisting of seven and 30 sensory
neurons, respectively (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1971; Python and Stocker, 2002; Singh and Singh,
1984). The dorsolateral group was shown to perceive bitter taste (B1-B2) (Apostolopoulou et al.,
2014a; Kwon et al., 2011), pheromone (B3) (Mast et al., 2014) and likely mechanosensory information
(Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1972a; Singh and Singh, 1984). The identity of two sensory neurons remains
yet elusive.The distal group was suggested to mainly serve gustatory function. Its sensory neurons
sense bitter as well as salt taste (C1-C4) (Alves et al., 2014; Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a), taste (C5)
and CO2 (C6) (Kwon et al., 2007, 2011). The function of further cells is unknown but they are
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Fig. 1.2 (Continued) characterized by the expression of Irs (C7 and C8) (Croset et al., 2010).
In addition, some Ppks (Ppk11, Ppk6, Ppk23 ) showed expression in neurons of the TO (Colomb
et al., 2007). However, they were not mapped to defined neurons. Co-expression with Grs is possible,
because two Ppk receptors, Ppk12 and Ppk23, were found in neurons that express Gr66a, too (Colomb
et al., 2007; Mast et al., 2014). However, the nature of the remaining neurons is unclear. The VO
was often excluded from anatomical or functional studies. However, from ultrastructural data on
house fly and fruit fly larvae gustatory function was derived (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1972a; Singh
and Singh, 1984). Taste sensing is corroborated for at least one neuron due to the expression of a
Gr, Gr2a, (Colomb et al., 2007) (H1). The pharyngeal sensory system of the larva consists of four
sensory organs. The DPS provide mainly gustatory function. They house bitter (Kwon et al., 2011)
(D1 and D2) and sugar sensing neurons (Mishra et al., 2013) (D3). Additionally, four Irs (Ir60e,
Ir67c, Ir60b, and Ir94f ) are expressed in three neurons (Stewart et al., 2015) (D4–D6). Hence, the
identity of 10 additional sensory neurons is unknown. Expression of several other Grs was found in
the DPS but not mapped to defined neurons (Kwon et al., 2011). The VPS was assumed to serve
gustatory function, too. Bitter (E1 and E2) and sugar sensing neurons (E3) are indicated by their
expression of respective receptor genes (Colomb et al., 2007; Kwon et al., 2007). A Ppk receptor,
Ppk6, is expressed in two neurons (Colomb et al., 2007) (E4 and E5), and one Ir, Ir11a, in one neuron
(E6) (Croset et al., 2010). Their function is unknown. Two more neurons were suggested to perceive
mechanosensory input cite (Python and Stocker, 2002). The identity of additional nine neurons
remains elusive. The DPO consists of only five sensory neurons (Colomb et al., 2007; Gendre et al.,
2004). One neuron is labeled by the Ir20a-GAL4 driver (Stewart et al., 2015) (G1) . Two further
neurons are putatively bitter sensing, due to the expression of Gr66a (Colomb et al., 2007) (G2 and
G3). Interestingly, one of them co-expressed PPK12 (Colomb et al., 2007). The PPS consists of six
sensory neurons that probably serve gustatory function(Kwon et al., 2011; Python and Stocker, 2002).
Two neurons putatively sense bitter (Colomb et al., 2007; Kwon et al., 2011) (F1 and F2) and another
one sweet (Mishra et al., 2013) (F3). Two further neurons can be characterized due to the expression
of Ir100a (F4 and F6) (Croset et al., 2010). Seven additional Gr-GAL4 lines label cells in the PPS
(Kwon et al., 2011). In all taste organs, Ir76b and IR25a showed expression in a broad number of
cells and therefore were assumed to be co-receptors (Croset et al., 2010; Stewart et al., 2015). The
identity of proposed neurons was not in every case definitely corroborated by co-expression studies.
Nevertheless, we consider the “bitter” Grs, GR66a and GR33a to be co-expressed in bitter sensing
neurons in all organs, though this was only shown for the TO (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a; Kwon
et al., 2011). Further, we assume Ir-expressing neurons to be different from Gr- and Ppk-expressing
neurons, because they have not been shown to co-express with these receptor genes, yet. For some
receptor genes, e.g., Gr66a, the numbers of associated neurons varied in the literature (Colomb et al.,
2007; Kwon et al., 2011). In this case, the lower number was chosen for the presented neuronal map.
An exception was Gr43a, of which we included the expression data from Mishra et al. (2013).

1.6 A Neuronal Map of the Larval Gustatory
System

As outlined in previous paragraphs, several studies collected information of the expres-
sion and function of different receptor gene families in the larval gustatory system. In
Figure 1.2 we propose a neuronal map of the gustatory system, which defines associated
neurons based on their molecular and functional properties. It shows that data is only
available for a fraction of the potential taste neurons. Gustatory receptors are only
represented sparsely. This finding is based on the expression pattern of GAL4 driver
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lines (Colomb et al., 2007; Kwon et al., 2011; Mishra et al., 2013), which might, due to
technical restrictions, underestimate the endogenous expression of Grs. Nevertheless,
the presence of other types of receptor genes is likely. Hence, which receptor genes
might be expressed in the remaining “empty” taste neurons? Members of the Ir, Ppk
and Trp gene families are without doubt promising candidates. However, their analysis
added only a few more receptors to the larval taste system so far. The presence of
Trps was not reported at all. A reason therefore certainly is the restricted availability
of GAL4 lines of the Trp and Ppk family. In principal, it is questionable, if all of
the proposed taste neurons (Python and Stocker, 2002) indeed exclusively serve the
sensation of taste modalities. Likely, some of them instead serve hygro-, osmo-, proprio-
or mechanosensation as indicated by ultrastructural properties of the sensilla described
in house fly larvae (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1972a). Elucidating, how and in which
sensillum types sensory neurons are organized will be crucial to understand their
functionality.

1.7 Additional Taste Systems
Several studies were recently initiated to analyze taste processing in Drosophila larvae.
The work exclusively focused on the role of the peripheral and the pharyngeal taste
organs. These organs serve in evaluating the food quality. However, most likely there
are additional checkpoints further downstream that collect sensory information to
organize subsequent food dependent behaviors.

Infact, Park and Kwon (2011) showed that 15 Gr-GAL4 drivers express in the
gut of the adult. Although we miss such an analysis for larvae, different studies have
shown that Gr-GAL4 lines express in the larval gut, too (Park and Kwon, 2011) (e.g.,
Gr43a-GAL4 shows expression in the proventriculus, (Mishra et al., 2013)). Therefore,
the gastrointestinal tract might contribute to food information signaling.

Another system of importance is the stomatogastric system (Spiess et al., 2008).
Early studies in the blowfly by Dethier and Gelperin (1967) have demonstrated that
cutting the recurrent nerve, which connects the stomatogastric system with the brain,
leads to hyperphagia. The authors further showed that information from the foregut
region, which controls feeding behavior, is lost by this treatment. The result was
excessive food intake (Dethier and Gelperin, 1967).
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1.8 Perspectives
A primary goal in neuroscience is to understand how animals detect, discriminate and
respond to the huge variety of sensory stimuli in the environment. A simple nervous
system, like that of Drosophila larvae, offers the possibility to study the neuronal
correlates underlying these complex processes. Knowledge about their chemosensory
system emerges rapidly. In order to enhance our understanding of the processing
of taste in larvae, we suggest that future studies would benefit from clarifying the
contribution of the stomatogastric and gastrointestinal systems to taste perception.

Furthermore, it is promising to advance the anatomical and functional dissection of
the larval taste system on the single cell level. A deeper knowledge of the peripheral
organization of taste organs and neurons will improve our understanding of their
functionality. Therefore, the nature of the so far unidentified sensory neurons needs
to be revealed by screening an expanded set of receptor gene GAL4 lines and subject
them to a precise analysis for co-expression. However, due to technical restrictions
GAL4 driver lines might not reflect the true endogenous expression pattern of sensory
receptor genes. In situ hybridization would be preferable to corroborate receptor gene
expression, but an effective protocol for larvae has not been established, yet.
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Chapter 2

Caffeine Taste Signaling in
Drosophila Larvae
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2.1 Abstract
The Drosophila larva has a simple peripheral nervous system with a comparably small
number of sensory neurons located externally at the head or internally along the
pharynx to assess its chemical environment. It is assumed that larval taste coding
occurs mainly via external organs (the dorsal, terminal, and ventral organ). However,
the contribution of the internal pharyngeal sensory organs has not been explored. Here
we find that larvae require a single pharyngeal gustatory receptor neuron pair called
D1, which is located in the dorsal pharyngeal sensilla, in order to avoid caffeine and
to associate an odor with caffeine punishment. In contrast, caffeine-driven reduction
in feeding in non-choice situations does not require D1. Hence, this work provides
data on taste coding via different receptor neurons, depending on the behavioral
context. Furthermore, we show that the larval pharyngeal system is involved in bitter
tasting. Using ectopic expressions, we show that the caffeine receptor in neuron D1
requires the function of at least four receptor genes: the putative co-receptors Gr33a,
Gr66a, the putative caffeine-specific receptor Gr93a, and yet unknown additional
molecular component(s). This suggests that larval taste perception is more complex
than previously assumed already at the sensory level. Taste information from different
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sensory organs located outside at the head or inside along the pharynx of the larva is
assembled to trigger taste guided behaviors.

2.2 Introduction
Taste is a vital sense for animals. Sensory cells located in taste organs, such as the
tongue of mammals or the proboscis of insects, are dedicated to discriminating between
structurally diverse chemical compounds (reviewed in (Apostolopoulou et al., 2015;
Freeman and Dahanukar, 2015; French, 1988; Joseph and Carlson, 2015; Kikut-Ligaj
and Trzcielinska-Lorych, 2015)). Some of these compounds indicate the presence of
nutrients in a food source, while others may even signal toxicity. In humans, harmful
compounds are often perceived as bitter and induce innate aversion (Barretto et al.,
2015; Ventura and Worobey, 2013). By extension, bitter sensation is inferred in animals,
including insects, for substances that elicit innate aversive reactions. Taste-driven
behavior has many facets, including food-seeking or feeding-related behaviors and
also communication and the identification of mating partners and predators (Bray
and Amrein, 2003). Tastant valence can be concentration-dependent, as low salt
concentrations are appetitive whereas higher concentrations are aversive (Alves et al.,
2014; Niewalda et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2013). In addition, innate attraction can
be reversed during the animals’ life (Xu et al., 2008). Furthermore, taste-dependent
behavior is state-dependent. Feeding depends on the hunger state of an animal and
otherwise aversive compounds can become appealing for reasons of self-medication
(Abbott, 2014; Bernays and Singer, 2005; Milan et al., 2012). Given this complexity
it is not surprising that many details of taste coding such as a precise number and
molecular function of sensory neurons and taste receptors or the functional dissociation
between internal and external sensory organs remain to be investigated.

To learn more about bitter taste perception at the cellular and molecular level we
studied caffeine sensation using Drosophila larvae as a model system. The Drosophila
larva has a simple peripheral nervous system with a small number of sensory neurons
to assess its chemical environment (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b; Kwon et al., 2011;
Python and Stocker, 2002; Singh and Singh, 1984; Tissot et al., 1997). Three external
chemosensory organs are located at the tip of the larval head; the dorsal (DO, which
mainly serves olfactory function), terminal (TO), and ventral organ (VO). Internally,
three organs are located along the pharynx: the dorsal (DPS), posterior (PPS), and
ventral (VPS) pharyngeal sensilla. In total these organs give rise to about 114 pairs
of sensory neurons which have been suggested to function in gustation, olfaction,
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thermosensation, hygrosensation, and mechanosensation (Apostolopoulou et al., 2015;
Fishilevich et al., 2005; Klein et al., 2015; Kreher et al., 2005; Ni et al., 2016; Python
and Stocker, 2002; Singh and Singh, 1984). Thus, larvae have at least two taste
subsystems, an external one and a pharyngeal one. Taste coding in the pharyngeal
system was not analyzed so far.

Anatomical studies suggest that the larva perceives bitter taste by a total of 12
gustatory receptor neuron (GRN) pairs, six in the TO and six located internally
along the pharynx (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b; Kim et al., 2016; Kwon et al., 2011).
Related GRNs acquire their function by the expression of different combinations of
gustatory receptors (Grs). In Drosophila 60 gustatory receptor genes code for 68
gustatory receptors. Their majority detects bitter compounds (Clyne et al., 2000;
Dunipace et al., 2001; Robertson et al., 2003; Scott et al., 2001). Although Grs in
Drosophila share no homology to mammalian taste receptors (Robertson et al., 2003;
Zhang et al., 2011), they seem to share similarities in processing the valence of bitter
and sweet stimuli. Current data from adult Drosophila suggest that several Gr proteins
are needed to form a functional receptor unit (Jiao et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2010, 2009).
Bitter receptors may need the co-expression of Gr32a, Gr33a, Gr66a (Lee et al., 2010;
Moon et al., 2009) which may be bitter co-receptors (Weiss et al., 2011). Beside these
co-receptors, additional receptors may have a more specific role in the detection of
particular chemicals such as Gr59c for berberine, lobeline, and denatonium (Weiss
et al., 2011), Gr8a for L-canavanine (Lee et al., 2012), and Gr47a for strychnine
(Delventhal and Carlson, 2016; Lee et al., 2015). Whether this is true for the larval
stages has not been addressed systematically.

How larvae manage to sample and process a wide range of chemicals with only a
few neurons that express different sets of Grs remains unknown. Of the three putative
bitter coreceptors found in adults, the larva expresses only Gr66a and Gr33a in 12
GRNs (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b; Kim et al., 2016; Kwon et al., 2011). Only some of
them express Gr32a (Kwon et al., 2011). One GRN of the TO was suggested to respond
to opposing tastes, such as sweet and bitter (van Giesen et al., 2016). These results
suggest a complexity that is far from being understood. Therefore, more experimental
work is required to understand larval bitter sensation and taste processing in general.
Especially the role of the pharyngeal sensory neurons remains elusive given the lack of
anatomical, molecular, and behavioral data.

Here we find that larvae require only a single pharyngeal GRN pair called D1,
which is located in the DPS, in order to avoid caffeine and to associate an odor with
caffeine dependent punishment. In contrast, caffeine-driven reduction in feeding in
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non-choice situations does not require D1. In addition, we show that the molecular
mechanism which provides D1 with the ability to detect caffeine is conserved throughout
metamorphosis. As in adult Drosophila, caffeine sensation requires Gr33a, Gr66a,
and Gr93a receptor gene function (Lee et al., 2009). Caffeine sensation also requires
an additional unknown Gr gene because co-expression of Gr33a, Gr66a, and Gr93a
receptor genes in the pharyngeal D2 neuron pair is not sufficient to introduce caffeine
sensitivity. Yet, we cannot exclude the possibility that additional Gr genes expressed in
the D2 neuron pair antagonize Gr93a receptor gene function (Delventhal and Carlson,
2016). Together, this work provides - to our knowledge - the first functional study on
taste coding via the larval pharyngeal system.

2.3 Materials and Methods

2.3.1 Fly Stocks and Maintenance

Flies were maintained on standard Drosophila medium at 25 °C. For all experiments,
flies were transferred to new vials and allowed to lay eggs for 2 days. Experiments were
performed 5 or 6 days after egg laying. Third instar, feeding stage larvae were used in
groups of about 30 animals for behavioral experiments or individually for anatomical
approaches and Ca2+-imaging experiments. Gr-GAL4 lines (Gr66a-GAL4, Gr33a-Gal4,
Gr10a-GAL4, Gr36c-GAL4, Gr94a-GAL4, Gr97a-GAL4, Gr57d-Gal4, Gr59d-GAL4,
and Gr93a-GAL4 ), WT CantonS, UAS-hid,rpr, and UAS-mCD8::GFP stocks were
kindly provided by the Carlson, Scott, Heisenberg, Sprecher, and Tanimoto labs. UAS-
GCaMP6m and mutants for gustatory and olfactory receptor genes (Gr66aex83, Gr33a1,
and Gr93a3 ) were obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center (Bloomington Stock
Numbers 42748, 35528, 31427, and 27592). w1118 was crossed to different lines for
heterozygous controls. In addition, we used Gr33a1 ; Gr66aex83 double mutant larvae,
UAS-GCaMP6m; Gr33a-GAL4 larvae, UAS-GCaMP6m; Gr33a1 larvae, Gr93a-GAL4 ;
Gr33a1 larvae, UAS-GCaMP6m; Gr93a3 larvae, and Gr93a-GAL4 ; Gr93a3 larvae
that were established by crosses using a double balancer stock (Bloomington Stock
Number 3704).

2.3.2 Caffeine-Dependent Choice Behavior

Experiments were performed using standard methods (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b;
El-Keredy et al., 2012; Niewalda et al., 2008; Rohwedder et al., 2012; Schipanski
et al., 2008). 1.0% (w/v) agarose solution (Sigma Aldrich Cat. No.: A5093; CAS No.:
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9012-36-6) was boiled in a microwave and filled as a thin layer into Petri dishes (85
mm diameter, Cat. No.: 82.1472, Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany). After cooling, the
agarose was removed from half of the plate. The empty half was filled by 1.0% (w/v)
agarose solution in addition containing 50 mM caffeine (Sigma Aldrich cat. no.: 27600)
if not indicated otherwise. For the test, 30 larvae were put in the middle of a Petri
dish. Larvae were counted after 5 min as being located on either the caffeine side,
the no-caffeine side, or a middle neutral side (an area of about 10 mm width running
vertically in the middle of the plate). The preference indices for choice behavior were
calculated as follows:

# preference index = (# caffeine - # pure agarose) / # total

Negative preference indices therefore indicate aversion to caffeine.

2.3.3 Feeding

Experiments were performed using standard methods (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b;
El-Keredy et al., 2012; König et al., 2014; Rohwedder et al., 2012; Schipanski et al.,
2008). For control experiments, Petri dishes were filled with a solution of 1% (w/v)
agarose and 2% (w/v) indigo carmin (Sigma Aldrich cat. no.: 73436). For experimental
groups, Petri dishes were filled with a solution of 1% (w/v) agarose, 2% (w/v) indigo
carmin, and 50 mM caffeine. Experimental larvae were allowed to feed on dishes for 30
min. They were then washed in tap water and homogenized in 500 µl of 1 M ascorbic
acid solution (Sigma Aldrich cat. no.: A7506). The homogenate was centrifuged for 5
min at 13,400 rpm and the supernatant was filtered using a syringe filter (millipore, 5
µm pores, Darmstadt, Germany) into a new Eppendorf cup. Subsequently, the mixture
was centrifuged again for 5 min at 13,400 rpm. 100 µl of the supernatant were loaded
onto a 96-well plate (Hartenstein, Würzburg, Germany). The absorbance of each
mixture was measured at 610 nm using an Epoch spectrophotometer (BioTek, Bad
Friedrichshall, Germany). To calculate the final absorbance of each single measurement,
the mean absorbance of the blank control (1 M ascorbic acid) was subtracted from the
absorbance of the relative mixture:

absorbance = absorbance of the mixture - absorbance of the blank control
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2.3.4 Odor-Caffeine Learning

Experiments were performed using standard methods (Apostolopoulou et al., 2013a,
2014b; El-Keredy et al., 2012; Niewalda et al., 2008; Rohwedder et al., 2012; Schipanski
et al., 2008). Petri dishes filled with a thin layer of 3.0% agarose were used containing
either pure agarose or agarose plus caffeine at a concentration of 50 mM. As olfactory
stimuli, we used 10 µl amyl acetate (AM; Fluka 46022; diluted 1:250 in paraffin oil,
Fluka 76235) and benzaldehyde (BA; undiluted; Fluka 12010). Odorants were loaded
into custom-made Teflon containers (4.5 mm diameter) with perforated lids. A first
group of 30 animals was exposed to AM while crawling on agarose medium also
containing caffeine as a negative reinforcer. After 5 min, larvae were transferred to a
fresh, pure-agarose Petri dish and exposed to BA (AM+/BA). This cycle of training
trials was repeated two more times. A second group of larvae received reciprocal
training (AM/BA+). Then larvae were transferred onto test plates containing agarose
plus caffeine on which AM and BA were presented on opposite sides. After 3 min,
individuals were counted as located on the AM side (AM), the BA side (BA), or in
a 10 mm neutral zone. We determined a preference index for each training group as
follows:

PrefAM+/BA = (# AM - # BA) / # total

PrefAM/BA+ = (# BA - # AM) / # total

To measure specifically the effect of associative learning, we then calculated the asso-
ciative performance index (PI) as the difference in preference between the reciprocally
trained larvae:

PI = (PrefAM+/BA - PrefAM/BA+) / 2

Negative PIs thus represent aversive associative learning. Division by two ensures
scores are bound within [−1;1]. The sequence of training trials (i.e., AM+/BA or
BA/AM+) was alternated across repetitions of the experiment.

2.3.5 Survival on Caffeine Diet

Experiments were performed using standard methods (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b;
Rohwedder et al., 2012). Vials prepared for control groups were filled with 1% (w/v)
agarose solution. Vials prepared for experimental groups were filled with 1% (w/v)
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agarose plus 50 mM caffeine. Twelve wild-type first instar larvae were placed in each
vial and kept at 25 °C during the experiment. The number of surviving larvae was
counted each day for 9 consecutive days. During the experiment, drops of tap water
were occasionally added to the vials to prevent dehydration. The relative survival of
the larvae, in each vial, was calculated every day by dividing the number of living
larvae on this day with the total number of larvae on day 1.

relative survival = # living larvae on a specific day / # total larvae on day 1

2.3.6 Statistical Methods

Kruskal–Wallis tests were performed and, in case of significance, followed by Wilcoxon
rank-sum tests; Holm–Bonferroni corrections were used for multiple comparisons as
applicable. Likewise, Wilcoxon signed-ranked tests were used to compare values against
chance level. All statistical analyses were performed with R version 2.14.0 and Windows
Excel 2010. Figure alignments were done with Adobe Photoshop. The behavioral data
are presented as boxplots (middle line, median; box boundaries, 25%/75% quantiles;
whiskers, 10%/90% quantiles; circles, outliers). Asterisks (*, **, ***) and “n.s.” indicate
p < 0.05, p < 0.01, p < 0.001, and p > 0.05, respectively.

2.3.7 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

For SEM, larvae were bathed in hot water for 1.5–2 min. Fixation was carried out in
2.5% glutaraldehyde buffered in 0.05 M Na-cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4, 396 mOsm) at
4 °C. After 30 min, approximately the anterior third was cut off and put back in fresh
fixative for additional 18 h at 4 °C. After fixation, samples were washed three times
for 10 min, respectively, in 0.1 M Na-cacodylate (pH 7.4), followed by post-fixation
in 1% osmium tetroxide (OsO4) for 2 h at 4 °C. After additional washing steps (3 ×
10 min with 0.2 M Na-cacodylate, pH 7.4), specimens were dehydrated in ascending
ethanol concentrations and then transferred into a critical point device (Bal-Tec CPD
030, Liechtenstein) and dried via CO2. After mounting on aluminum stubs with CCC
(Conductive Carbon Cement, Plano GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany), specimens were coated
in a sputter coater (Balzers SCD 030, Liechtenstein) with 5 nm gold-palladium in order
to enhance conductivity. Samples were examined in a FESEM Auriga TM Crossbeam
workstation (Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Images were analyzed and processed with Image
J software (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij).
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2.3.8 Light Microscopy

Dissection of third instar larvae was performed in phosphatebuffered saline (PBS).
After fixation in 3.7% formaldehyde (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) in PBS for 30 min,
heads were washed seven times in PBT (PBS with 3% Triton-X 100, SigmaAldrich,
St. Louis, MO). Next, 5% normal goat serum (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA)
in PBT was added for 2 h. The primary antibody was applied for 2 days at 4 °C.
Samples were then washed six times with PBT. The secondary antibody was applied
for 2 days at 4 °C and specimens were washed eight times with PBT. Finally, samples
were mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) between two cover
slips and stored at 4 °C in the dark. Anti-elav (Anti-elav mouse, DHSB (Iowa City,
IA), 1:100) served to visualize neuronal nuclei in the periphery. As secondary antibody,
IgG Alexa Fluor 647 (goat anti-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 647 A21236; Molecular Probes,
1:200) was used. Images were obtained using a Zeiss LSM510 confocal microscope
with a 25x oil immersion objective. Image stacks were projected and analyzed with
Image J software (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij). Photoshop (Adobe Systems Inc., San
José, CA) was used for contrast and brightness adjustment as well as for rotation and
organization of the images.

2.3.9 Calcium Imaging

For calcium imaging experiments, third instar larvae that carried the genetically
encoded calcium sensor UAS-GCaMP6m in the D1 (via Gr93a-GAL4 ) and D2 (via
Gr33a-GAL4 ) pairs of neurons were used. Larvae were prepared as follows: First, two
thirds of the caudal part of the larval body were removed to reduce body movements.
Only the rostral part, including mouth hooks and the pharynx were kept. The head
cuticle was opened dorsally to improve visibility of the GRNs. The preparation was
fixed with minutien needles to allow visual access from dorsal direction to the DPS and
was bathed in Drosophila saline solution (130 mM NaCl, 36 mM sucrose, 5 mM KCl,
5 mM HEPES, 2 mM CaCl2, and 2 mM MgCl2, pH 7.3). Movements of the mouth
hooks and the anterior body part were not completely abolished in these preparations,
but largely reduced. The calcium responses of the pair of D1 neurons to caffeine
(25 mM), denatonium (10 mM), quinine (5 mM), theobromine (25 mM), canavinine
(12.5 mM), salicin (12.5 mM), and fructose (25 mM) stimuli were recorded using a
Zeiss Axio Examiner D1 microscope (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with a Zeiss
water immersion objective (Zeiss W“PlanApochromat” DIC VIS-IR, 40X/1.0; Zeiss,
Jena, Germany). Excitation light was provided by a 470 nm LEDColibri Modul. The
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intensity of the excitation light was adjusted for every larva in the range between 5
and 10% to obtain similar basal fluorescence values. Emission light was recorded via
the camera Axiocam 506 (Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Imaging frames were acquired with
a frame rate of ≈ 4 Hz.

2.3.10 Gustatory Stimulus Application

Gustatory stimuli (dissolved in Drosophila saline) were applied with a custom-built
gustatometer with computer-controlled valves into a flow chamber. The protocols for
stimulus application started with a constant saline flow for 30 s to allow for recording
of the background fluorescence. Then, gustatory stimuli were applied in a constant flow
for 20 s, followed by 20 s bath application of the gustatory stimuli without flow. Finally,
the preparation was washed with saline for 80 s before the recording was stopped.

2.3.11 Data Analysis

First, calcium imaging recordings were corrected for lateral movement artifacts. Using
the function “Align slices in stack” in Image J software (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij).
Afterwards, the calcium response time traces were extracted from the somata by
selecting an elliptical region of interest (ROI). Movement in the z direction, when
the neuron left the focal plane, was observed as strong fluorescence decreases in the
recordings and in the resulting time traces. These z movement artifacts were not
corrected and not visible in the final averaged values of several animals. Responses
were calculated as the relative fluorescence change δF/F = (Fi - F0)/F0 (with Fi being
the fluorescence value at each time point (i) during the recording, and F0 the mean of
frames 60–99, before stimulus application). Animals were pooled according to their
genotype and type of gustatory stimulus. The mean time traces with the standard
errors are shown. The response delay (shown as seconds after stimulus onset) was
calculated as the duration after stimulus onset, at which 10% of the maximum 1F/F
signal was reached. The response delay was calculated for each single animal. Then
the animals were pooled according to their genotype to display the mean value and
the standard error of the mean. Wilcoxon rank sum test was performed to test for
significance between the genotypes.
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Fig. 2.1 Drosophila larvae perceive caffeine as an aversive stimulus. Wild-type larvae avoid
caffeine in concentrations ranging between 0.5 and 500 mM in a dose dependent manner (n = 15-16
for each concentration; p = 0.4953 for 0 mM, p = 0.0024 for 0.5 mM, p = 0.0006 for 5 mM, p =
0.0007 for 50 mM, and p = 0.0007 for 500 mM caffeine). (B) Feeding on a substrate that contains
50 mM caffeine (red box) is significantly reduced compared to baseline feeding on a pure agarose
substrate (blue box; n = 15-16; p = 2 * 10-6). Yet, they did ingest low amounts of caffeine-containing
food (when tested against zero p = 0.0005 and 0.0007 for 0 and 50 mM caffeine, respectively). The
continuous line indicates the median absorbance at 0 mM caffeine. The dashed line indicates zero
absorbance and thus no feeding. (C) Caffeine can act as a negative reinforcer in associative olfactory
conditioning (n = 16; p = 0.0097). (D) Survival of wild-type larvae on an agarose substrate, which
contains 50 mM caffeine (red) is reduced in comparison to survival on pure agarose substrate (blue; n
= 15). Differences between groups are presented over the related box plots in (B). Differences against
a mean of 0 are shown above (in (A) and (C)) or below (in (B)) each box plot. n.s. non-significant p
> 0.05, **p < 0.01 or ***p < 0.001; small circles indicate outliers.
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2.4 Results

2.4.1 When Exposed to Caffeine Drosophila Larvae Initiate
Avoidance Behavior, Suppress Feeding, Establish Aver-
sive Olfactory Associations, and Die Earlier

Caffeine-Dependent Choice Behavior

First, we assessed if naïve wild type larvae (WTCS) are attracted to caffeine or avoid it
(El-Keredy et al., 2012; Niewalda et al., 2008; Rohwedder et al., 2012; Schipanski et al.,
2008). On control Petri dishes, with only pure agarose, larvae distributed randomly
(Figure 2.1A). When groups of larvae were placed on half–half test plates with one
half containing pure agarose and the other half containing agarose with caffeine at
concentrations ranging from 0 to 500 mM, larvae avoided the caffeine side. Increasing
concentrations of caffeine resulted in increasing avoidance of the caffeine-containing
medium with a maximum response at 50 mM (Figure 2.1A). Therefore, a concentration
of 50 mM was chosen in most of the experiments. Please note that the avoidance
at 500 mM is slightly reduced. A reason could be a harmful effect for high caffeine
concentrations or the initiation of a more undirected escape response that was also
seen for high agarose concentrations (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a).

Feeding

We assessed whether larval feeding was altered on agarose containing 50 mM caffeine
compared to a control medium of pure agarose only (Figure 2.1B). In these experiments,
larvae did not have a choice of substrate, but they were allowed to eat different amounts
of it (El-Keredy et al., 2012; Niewalda et al., 2008; Rohwedder et al., 2012; Schipanski
et al., 2008). We evaluated the amount of consumed substrate by supplementing the
food with dye (see Section Methods). Although larvae avoided caffeine when given a
choice (Figure 2.1A), they did ingest caffeine-containing food in a non-choice situation.
However, larvae consumed significantly less of the 50 mM caffeine containing substrate
compared to the control (Figure 2.1B).

Associative Olfactory Learning

After experiencing an odor together with high salt concentrations or quinine, Drosophila
larvae learn to avoid that odor in a later test; hence, these gustatory stimuli can be used
as negative reinforcers (unconditioned stimulus, US) (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b;
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Fig. 2.2 A single pair of pharyngeal GRNs located in the DPS is necessary for caffeine
dependent choice behavior.(A) Schematic diagram of the larval gustatory system depicting the
external (DO, dorsal organ; TO, terminal organ; VO, ventral organ) and internal gustatory organs
(DPS, dorsal pharyngeal sense organ; VPS, ventral pharyngeal sense organ; PPS, posterior pharyngeal
sense organ), their respective ganglia (DOG, TOG, VOG), and their connections (AN, antennal nerve,
LN, labral nerve, MN, maxillary nerve, LBN, labial nerve) to the suboesophageal ganglion (SOG,
modified from Python and Stocker, 2002). (B) High-resolution scanning electron microscope image
of the larval head showing the DO, TO, VO, and mouth hooks (MH). Upper inset: detail view of
DO and TO. Lower inset: detailed view of VO. The VO is located behind two rows of cirri. Scale
bars: 20 µm, upper inset: 15 µm, lower inset: 2 µm, (C) Light microscopy: Dorsal view of the larval
head region, which shows the DO, TO, and DPS. The ventral pharyngeal sensilla and the posterior
pharyngeal sensilla are hidden under the pharynx and are not visible. DOG and TOG are visualized
by marking all neurons using an anti-elav marker (magenta). Scale bar: 100 µm. (D) Schematic
organization of the set of 12 bitter GRNs that is used to summarize the GAL4 line expression pattern
in the following. (E-M) Screen to identify caffeine sensitive GRNs that instruct larval choice behavior.
The left panels show a schematic representation of the 12 bitter neurons of the TO (B1, B2, C1-C4),
DPS (D1 and D2), VPS (E1 and E2), and PPS (F1 and F2). The panels on the right show the results
for caffeine-dependent choice behavior after ablation of the GRNs marked in red via the apoptosis
inducing genes hid and rpr. Control genotypes are shown in gray, experimental groups at the center
in red. Ablation of all 12 GRN pairs completely abolishes caffeine dependent choice behavior (E,F: p
= 0.3635 and 0.1092, respectively), whereas in both cases genetic control groups avoid caffeine (in
(E) p = 0.0011 for the GAL4 control and p = 0.0211 for the UAS-control; in (F) p = 0.0131 for
the GAL4 control and p = 0.0211 for the UAS-control). The same loss of caffeine dependent choice
behavior is seen when specifically ablating the D1 GRN pair (p = 0.9499 against chance levels, p = 2
* 10-5 compared to the GAL4 control and p = 0.0051 compared to the UAS-hid,rpr control) (M). No
change in choice behavior was detected when ablating only B2 (G), C1 (H), C2 (I), C3 (J), C2 and
C3 (K), or C1, C2, and C4 (L) GRNs (p = 0.1406 when Gr10a/UAS-hid,rpr is compared
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Fig. 2.2 (Continued) to the GAL4 control and p = 0.0022 when compared to the UAS control;
for all other experiments there was no difference between the three groups: p = 0.1349 for Gr36c, p =
0.0574 for Gr94a, p = 0.0504 for Gr97a, p = 0.1035 for Gr57a, and p = 0.2142 for Gr59d). Sample
size for each group n ≥ 14; Significances against a mean of 0 are given at the bottom of each panel
in (E-M). Significances between experimental groups are depicted above the respective box plots in
(E-M). n.s. non-significant p > 0.05, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001. Small circles indicate
outliers. Please note that in (E) and (F) the same data is shown for the UAS control. The same is
true for (G-J) and (L).

El-Keredy et al., 2012; Gerber and Hendel, 2006; Niewalda et al., 2008; Schleyer et al.,
2011; Selcho et al., 2009). Whether caffeine has a similar function for larvae was
not tested to date. We trained larvae by presenting one odor with 50 mM caffeine
and a second odor with pure agarose. In the subsequent test larvae could choose
between the two odors in the presence of caffeine. Larvae avoided the odor previously
paired with caffeine, indicating that under these circumstances 50 mM caffeine had
negative reinforcing function (Figure 2.1C and Supplemental Figure 2.1B). In additional
experiments, we found that the agarose concentration influenced the behavioral output
(Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a). When the agarose concentration was reduced, the
learning effect decreased (Supplemental Figure 2.1), indicating an interaction between
caffeine and agarose concentration, possibly related to substrate stiffness.

Survival

We measured larval survival rates on caffeine by placing first instar larvae in vials that
contained 50 mM caffeine mixed into agarose as their only food source (Figure 2.1D;
(Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b; Rohwedder et al., 2012). Compared to control animals in
pure agarose vials, experimental larvae on 50 mM caffeine showed reduced survival. No
survivors were left on caffeine after day 3, whereas on pure agarose survivors were still
present after day 5 (Figure 2.1D). In summary, our results show that larvae perceived
caffeine as a negative stimulus. Larvae avoided and fed less on a caffeine containing
substrate, they showed aversive olfactory learning, and they died earlier.

2.4.2 Identification of GAL4 Driver Lines that Express in
Single Gustatory Neurons

How do Drosophila larvae perceive caffeine? Are there specific GRNs that respond to
caffeine? First, we visualized the external sensory organs (Figure 2.2A) via scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, Figure 2.2B). The DO at the tip of the larval head is a
prominent multiporous cuticle structure and the principal olfactory organ. Sensilla
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surrounding the DO dome may serve gustatory and other sensory functions (Figure
2.2B; (Klein et al., 2015; Ni et al., 2016; Python and Stocker, 2002; Singh and Singh,
1984). The TO is located in close proximity, ventral to the DO, and its sensilla respond
to different modalities including gustation ((Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b; Kim et al.,
2016; Oppliger et al., 2000; Python and Stocker, 2002; Singh and Singh, 1984; van
Giesen et al., 2016); Figure 2.2B). The VO is located on the ventral side of the cephalic
lobes, covered by a row of cirri. It may also serve gustatory, as well as mechanosensory
function (Figure 2.2B; (Python and Stocker, 2002; Singh and Singh, 1984)). Second, we
visualized the individual somata located in the ganglion of the external and pharyngeal
sensory organs by light microscopy using an anti-elav antibody (Figure 2.2C; (Gendre
et al., 2004)). These organs served as a reference to study the neuronal expression
patterns of different Gr-GAL4 lines in the entire set of GRN pairs (Figures 2A,D).
Expression of UASmCD8::GFP (Ito et al., 1998) via the two driver lines Gr66a-Gal4
and Gr33a-GAL4 (Kwon et al., 2011; Weiss et al., 2011) confirmed that they were
co-expressed in 12 GRN pairs. These 12 pairs were suggested to represent the entire
set of larval bitter receptor neurons. They were: (i) two pairs B1 and B2 in the
dorsolateral group of sensilla of the TO, (ii) four pairs C1–C4 in the distal group of
TO sensilla, (iii) two pairs D1 and D2 in the DPS, (iv) two pairs E1 and E2 in the
VPS, (v) two pairs F1 and F2 in the PPS (a detailed anatomical description is given
in Figures 2.2A,D and Supplemental Figures 2A,B). Regarding single GRNs, we found
that Gr10a-GAL4 was expressed in B2 neurons, Gr36c-GAL4 was expressed in C1
neurons, Gr94a-GAL4 was expressed in C2 neurons, and Gr97a-GAL4 was expressed
in C3 neurons ((Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b; Kwon et al., 2011); Supplemental Figures
2C–F). Gr57a-GAL4 and Gr59d-GAL4 labeled C2 and C3 neurons and C1, C2, and C4
neurons, respectively (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b; Kwon et al., 2011). Both of these
latter lines showed additional expression in the pharyngeal sensory system that was not
further analyzed (Kwon et al., 2011). Gr93a-GAL4 crossed with UAS-mCD8::GFP
labeled the single D1 neuron pair (Supplemental Figure 2G) plus two olfactory receptor
neurons (ORNs) in each DO, which projected to two glomeruli of the antennal lobe
(Supplemental Figure 2H, see arrows). Please note that by using Gr33a-GAL4 it was
not possible to distinguish between individual GRNs in the same cluster (B1 and B2;
C1–C4; D1 and D2; E1 and E2; F1 and F2). The identification of individual GRNs in
Gr10a-GAL4, Gr36c-GAL4, Gr94a-GAL4, Gr97a-GAL4, Gr57a-GAL4, Gr59d-GAL4,
and Gr93a-GAL4 was verified based on the data of Kwon et al. (2011).
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2.4.3 TO Neurons are Not Necessary for Caffeine Avoidance

To analyze if any of the above described GRNs were necessary for sensing caffeine, we
crossed each GAL4 line with UAS-hid,rpr. Ectopic expression of hid and rpr induced
apoptosis through caspase activation (Kurada and White, 1998; White and Steller,
1995; White et al., 1996). We tested experimental larvae and their appropriate controls
for caffeine-dependent choice behavior. For both Gr66a-GAL4 and Gr33a-GAL4 we
found—in contrast to the genetic controls—that ablating the complete set of 12 GRN
pairs completely abolished the caffeine-dependent avoidance (Figures 2E,F). These
results suggest that at least one of these 12 GRN pairs was necessary to induce caffeine
avoidance behavior. Ablation of B2 (Gr10a, Figure 2.2G), C1 (Gr36c, Figure 2.2H),
C2 (Gr94a, Figure 2.2I), or C3 (Gr97a, Figure 2.2J) neurons at the TO did not alter
larval caffeine avoidance. Ablation of multiple TO neuron pairs, like C2 and C3 (Gr57a,
Figure 2.2K), or C1, C2, and C4 together (Gr59d, Figure 2.2L) also did not alter
the caffeine avoidance of the larvae. We therefore conclude that these combinations
of GRNs in the TO might not be necessary for caffeine-dependent choice behavior,
although we cannot exclude that in individual animals always each GRN is ablated and
that ablation of individual GRNs may lead to perturbing side effects at the entire TO.

2.4.4 Caffeine Avoidance is Mediated by a Single Pair of D1
Neurons in the DPS

To investigate the role of pharyngeal sensory neurons in caffeine perception we crossed
Gr93a-GAL4 with UAS-hid,rpr to induce apoptosis in the D1 neuron pair of the DPS
(plus two ORN pairs). The resulting larvae did not display any caffeine avoidance
behavior (Figure 2.2M) but where able to avoid quinine (Supplemental Figure 3),
suggesting that caffeine sensing was abolished in this behavioral context. Since Gr93a-
GAL4 additionally labeled two ORN pairs and was also found to be expressed in the
third antennal segment of adult Drosophila (Menuz et al., 2014), we tested whether
olfaction contributed to the behavioral response to caffeine. First, we tested whether
caffeine could act as an olfactory rather than gustatory stimulus in this assay (Huser
et al., 2012; Rohwedder et al., 2016; Selcho et al., 2014). Larvae were placed on an

agarose test plate with a container that included 50 mM caffeine on one side and a
second container that included no caffeine on the other side. The container prevented
direct contact of gustatory organs with caffeine. As larvae distributed randomly on
the test plate (Supplemental Figure 2.4A) we argued that larvae could not smell 50
mM caffeine. As a second control experiment, we used the Orco mutant, which shows
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Fig. 2.3 The pharyngeal D1 GRN pair responds to caffeine stimulation. (A) Schematic
drawing of the preparation used for calcium imaging. The location of the DPS organ is highlighted in
green. MH, mouth hooks; CNS, central nervous system. The red line indicates the place where the
preparation was cut (B) Calcium increases of pharyngeal D1 neurons of Gr93a-GAL4 ;UAS-GCaMP6m
larvae upon caffeine stimulation were recorded as fluorescence increases. The panel depicts the raw
fluorescence images before and during caffeine application (25 mM) in a single larva preparation as
morphological images (upper row), and the corresponding 1F/F false color coded images (lower row).
(C) Caffeine (25 mM) induced strong calcium responses of pharyngeal D1 neuron (red time trace),
even when presented a second time to the preparation after extensive washing (yellow time trace).
Denatonium (10 mM, light green trace), quinine (5 mM, dark green trace), and theobromine (25 mM,
light blue trace) also induced calcium responses of the D1 neuron. In contrast, canavinine (12.5 mM,
dark blue), salicin (12.5 mM, purple trace), and fructose (25 mM, magenta trace) did not elicit any
responses. Responses are plotted as the relative response strength 1F/F (n = 39, 12, 7, 11, 6, 7, 8, and
38, respectively; different animals were used in each group, individual animals were used for several
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Fig. 2.3 (Continued) stimuli). The dark gray bars below each trace indicate stimulus solution flow
into the application chamber. The light gray bar indicates when the stimulus solution was present in
the application chamber without flow. During all other time points a saline flow through the chamber
washed out gustatory stimuli. Saline buffer did not trigger any neuronal responses.

normal gustatory behavior but fails to respond to a broad range of odors (Larsson
et al., 2004). Consistent with previous results (Kim et al., 2016), Orco mutant larvae
performed well in the caffeine-dependent choice assay (Supplemental Figure 4B). As
in larvae all ORNs co-express Orco, we conclude that ORNs did not contribute to
caffeine-dependent choice behavior. Hence, we conclude that the single Gr93a-GAL4
positive gustatory neuron pair (D1) in the DPS was necessary to express caffeine
avoidance (Figure 2.2M).

2.5 D1 Neurons Respond to Bitter Substances In-
cluding Caffeine

If Gr93a neurons mediate caffeine aversion, they should respond to caffeine physio-
logically. To test this hypothesis, we expressed the calcium sensor GCaMP6m under
the control of Gr93a-GAL4 (Chen et al., 2013) and established a method to record
intracellular calcium increases to bitter substance stimulation in cells of the DPS
(Figure 2.3A). We found that 25 mM caffeine evoked strong intracellular calcium
increases in the D1 neuron (Figures 3B,C: caffeine 1 shows the initial response of the
cell to caffeine; caffeine 2 shows the response of the same cell to a second stimulation
after an additional washing step). In addition, we detected calcium responses of the D1
neuron when stimulating with denatonium (10 mM), quinine (5 mM), and theobromine
(25 mM). All of these responses were delayed as compared to the caffeine-dependent
responses, suggesting some differences in sensitivity or the transduction mechanism.
No calcium responses were detected with canavinine (12.5 mM), salicin (12.5 mM), or
fructose (25 mM; Figure 2.3C). All substances except for fructose were reported to be
bitter (Kim et al., 2016; König et al., 2014). In published behavioral studies, larvae
only avoid denatonium, quinine, and canavinine, but do not respond to theobromine
and salicin (Kim et al., 2016; König et al., 2014). Thus, denatonium and quinine
avoidance may also be mediated by D1, while other neurons must be responsible for
canavinine avoidance. It is puzzling, though, that D1 responded to theobromine, yet
the animals did not avoid it (Kim et al., 2016). Thus, further work has to address
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Fig. 2.4 The single pair of pharyngeal D1 GRNs is necessary for caffeine reinforced
learning but dispensable for caffeine-dependent feeding. (A,B) Associative olfactory learning:
Genetic ablation of Gr33a-GAL4 - or Gr93a-GAL4 -positive GRNs via the apoptosis inducing genes
hid and rpr completely abolishes 50 mM caffeine reinforced learning (for Gr33a p = 0.1591, for Gr93a
p = 0.5282). Sample size for each group is n ≥ 15. (C,D) Feeding: Genetic ablation of Gr33a-GAL4 -
or Gr93a-GAL4 -positive GRNs via the apoptosis inducing genes hid and rpr does not restore feeding
on 50 mM caffeine substrate to baseline feeding levels on pure agarose substrate (p = 10-05 for
Gr33a-GAL4/UAS-hid,rpr and p = 1.7750 * 10-05 for Gr93a-GAL4/UAS-hid,rpr compared to wild
type controls), suggesting that these GRNs are not controlling feeding in this context. A slight but
significant increase in feeding was detectable when ablating all twelve pairs of GRNs (p = 0.0011
compared to the GAL4 control, p = 0.0025 as compared to the UAS-hid,rpr control) (C). This was
not the case for the pharyngeal D1 GRN pair (p = 1.7750 * 10-05 compared to wild type controls, p
= 0.9668 compared to the GAL4 control, and p = 0.0025 compared to the UAS-hid,rpr control) (D).
Sample size for each group n ≥ 12. Significances against a mean of 0 are given at the bottom of each
panel in (A) and (B). Significances between experimental groups are depicted above the respective
box plots in (C) and (D). n.s. non-significant p > 0.05, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.
Small circles indicate outliers.

how the physiological response of individual GRN pairs correlates with the avoidance
behavior of the larva.
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2.6 D1 Neurons are Necessary for Caffeine-Induced
Learning

Do Gr93a-GAL4 positive D1 neurons provide the sensory information about caffeine
as a negative reinforcer? To answer this question, we ablated either the entire set of
12 pairs of bitter neurons using Gr33a-GAL4 ;UAS-hid,rpr, or the single pair of D1
neurons via Gr93a-GAL4 ;UAS-hid,rpr. Experimental larvae did not learn to avoid
the caffeine-associated odor (Figures 2.4A,B). In contrast, GAL4 and UAS-hid,rpr
control groups in both experiments were able to form odor-caffeine associations (Figures
2.4A,B). As this manipulation left task relevant odor-processing intact (Supplemental
Figure 5), we conclude that D1 neurons were necessary to signal caffeine punishment
in larvae.

2.6.1 D1 Neurons are Not Needed for Caffeine Dependent
Feeding

Are D1 neurons also needed to sense caffeine in other behavioral contexts, specifically
when feeding? Drosophila larvae ate low amounts of caffeine-containing food when they
do not have another choice (Figure 2.1B). This allowed us to ask whether Gr93a-GAL4
D1 neurons were also necessary for caffeine driven feeding suppression, or whether
there may be an additional caffeine-sensing channel required for feeding. Ablating
the 12 pairs of Gr33a-GAL4 neurons only marginally increased feeding on a 50 mM
caffeine-containing substrate when compared to both genetic controls (Figure 2.4C).
The amount of consumed caffeine-containing substrate was clearly reduced compared to
baseline feeding on caffeine-free agarose substrate (Figure 2.4C). Next, we tested feeding
behavior on caffeine-containing substrates of larvae ablated of D1 neurons. There
was no explicit effect on feeding (Figure 2.4D). The performance of larvae without D1
neurons was similar to the GAL4 control larvae but different from UAS-hid,rpr control
larvae. The amount of consumed caffeine-containing substrate was clearly reduced
compared to baseline feeding on caffeine-free agarose substrate, too. Our data suggest
that the D1 neuron pair was not required for caffeine-dependent feeding avoidance,
unlike as observed in case of caffeine-dependent choice behavior and caffeine-dependent
learning. Other neurons in the Gr33a group partially contributed to caffeine feeding
avoidance, even though they were not involved in choice behavior. Furthermore, since
this effect was not complete, it suggests that other, so far unidentified, mechanisms
contribute to caffeine driven feeding suppression.
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Fig. 2.5 The receptor genes Gr66a, Gr33a, and Gr93a are necessary for caffeine-
dependent choice behavior.(A) Gr66a and Gr33a receptor gene mutants (Gr66aex83 and Gr33a1,
respectively) show reduced caffeine-dependent choice behavior compared to the w1118 control larvae
(p = 0.0061 for Gr66ex83 and p = 0.0044 for Gr33a1 ) but can still avoid caffeine (p = 0.0061 for
Gr66ex83 and p = 0.0021 for Gr33a1 against chance levels). (B) Gr33a1 ;Gr66aex83 double mutants
do not show any caffeine-dependent choice behavior (p = 0.4124 against chance levels and p =
0.0046 for Gr33a1 ;Gr66aex83 compared to w1118). (C) Gr93a receptor gene mutant larvae (Gr93a3 )
show no caffeine-dependent choice behavior (p = 0.7474). Sample size for each group is n ≥ 11
experiments, with 30 larvae each. Significances against a mean of 0 are given at the bottom of each
panel. Differences between experimental groups are depicted above the respective box plots; n.s.
non-significant p > 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001. Small circles indicate outliers.

2.6.2 The Caffeine Receptor is Likely a Heteromultimer

Gr93a neurons co-express at least Gr66a and Gr33a receptor genes (Kwon et al.,
2011). But how do these receptors contribute to caffeine perception? Adult flies
lacking one of the Gr66a, Gr33a, or Gr93a receptor genes show impaired caffeine
avoidance and no electrophysiological responses to caffeine (Moon et al., 2006, 2009).
Thus, we assessed Gr66aex83 (Moon et al., 2006) and Gr33a1 (Moon et al., 2009)
receptor gene mutants in the 50 mM caffeine-dependent choice assay. Both mutants
showed reduced caffeine avoidance as compared to the w1118 control larvae (Figure
2.5A). However, they showed significant residual caffeine dependent choice behavior
different from random distribution (Figure 2.5A). Larvae carrying the double mutation
Gr33a1 ; Gr66aex83 for both receptor genes were completely unable to avoid caffeine
and accordingly behaved differently from control larvae (Figure 2.5B). In addition, we
tested Gr93a3 receptor gene mutant larvae (Lee et al., 2009), which failed to avoid
caffeine (Figure 2.5C). Therefore, Gr93a, Gr66a, and Gr33a were necessary for caffeine
sensing. Gr66a and Gr33a, however, could partially compensate for each other’s loss.
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Fig. 2.6 Gr93a receptor gene expression in the pharyngeal D1 neuron is necessary to
elicit proper caffeine-dependent responses (A) Response profiles of the pharyngeal D1 neuron
upon 25 mM caffeine stimulation in wild-type larvae (purple), Gr93a3 mutant background larvae
(orange), and Gr33a1 mutant background larvae (gray). To this end, we introduced Gr93a-GAL4 ;
UAS-GCaMP6m into three different genetic backgrounds. Gr93a3 mutants showed a delayed response
to caffeine that quickly disappeared in comparison to wild type and Gr33a1 mutant larvae. Responses
were plotted as the relative response strength 1F/F (n = 8, 6, 8, respectively). Grey bars indicate
stimulation as in Figure 2.3. (B) Detailed evaluation of the response delay in seconds of the three
measurements shown in (A). The response delay was calculated as the time it takes from stimulus
onset, until 10% of the maximum δF/F response is reached. Barplots show the mean response delay of
the same animals as in (A). Differences between experimental groups are depicted above the respective
box plots; n.s. non-significant p > 0.05, *p < 0.05 tested with Wilcoxon rank sum test. (C) In contrast
to the pharyngeal D1 neuron, no response to 25 mM caffeine was seen for the pharyngeal D2 neuron
in Gr33a-GAL4 ; UAS-GCaMP6m larvae. The increase in fluorescent light observed in D2 is similar
to that in a control background region in similar proximity to D1. Number of analyzed neurons: n =
18, 12, and 10, respectively. (D) Ectopic expression of Gr93a receptor gene in D2, is not sufficient to
elicit a caffeine-dependent response. D1 neurons were activated by caffeine, but D2 neurons showed a
similar response to a control region in Gr33a-GAL4 ; UAS-Gr93a; UAS-GCaMP6m larvae. Number
of analyzed neurons: n = 16, 6, and 5, respectively.
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To determine how Gr93a, Gr66a, and Gr33a contributed to the physiological response
of the D1 neuron, we analyzed caffeine dependent calcium responses (25 mM) of the D1
neuron in a wild type background, in a Gr93a3 homozygous mutant background and
in a homozygous Gr33a1 mutant background (Figure 2.6). All groups showed strong
responses after caffeine application, but their time traces differed: without a functioning
Gr93a gene, calcium response onset was delayed, and returned to baseline quicker
(Figure 2.6A,B). Thus, Gr93a gene function was necessary for a proper physiological
response of the D1 neuron. Having observed that Gr93a was necessary, we next asked
whether this gene was sufficient to provide a GRN with the function to respond to
caffeine. We expressed UAS-GCaMP6m via Gr33a-GAL4. Gr33a-GAL4 drove calcium
sensor expression in the D1 neuron pair of the DPS that responded to caffeine (Figures
2.3B,C, 2.66C) but also in the D2 neuron pair that showed no caffeine response (Figure
2.6C and Supplemental Figure 6). The fluorescent increase found in D2 was entirely
due to scattered light from the D1 cell, as shown by comparison with an unlabeled
tissue area. D2 neurons were reported to co express the Gr33a and Gr66a genes but
not the Gr93a gene (Kwon et al., 2011). We then used Gr33a-GAL4 to drive both
UAS-GCaMP6m and UAS-Gr93a, thus overexpressing the Gr93a receptor gene in D1
neurons and artificially expressing it in D2 neurons. However, while D1 gave increased
responses as compared to a wild type background, suggesting that Gr33a-GAL4 was
strong enough to drive expression of Gr93a to physiological effects, D2 did not show
any caffeine-dependent calcium increase (Figures 6C,D). We conclude that Gr93a gene
function was not sufficient to provide a GRN with the ability to physiologically respond
to caffeine, even in a Gr33a and Gr66a positive background, suggesting that additional
components would be necessary for a functional caffeine receptor protein complex.

2.7 Discussion

2.7.1 Pharyngeal Taste Processing in Larvae

Analysis of bitter taste processing in Drosophila larvae, similar to its adult counterpart,
focuses almost exclusively on the external sensory system ((Alves et al., 2014; Apos-
tolopoulou et al., 2014b; Kim et al., 2016; König et al., 2014; Kwon et al., 2011; Mishra
et al., 2013; van Giesen et al., 2016) for the adult pharyngeal system see (LeDue et al.,
2015)). Although there is growing interest in mechanisms following food ingestion, the
pharyngeal sense organs remain basically unexplored (Hergarden et al., 2012; LeDue
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et al., 2015; Manzo et al., 2012; Marella et al., 2012; Pool et al., 2014; Pool and Scott,
2014; Yapici et al., 2016).

Here, we show - to our knowledge - for the first time a taste dependent function for
the larval pharyngeal sense organs. Larvae perceive their environment with a small
number of GRNs that are occasionally genetically accessible on the single cell level
(Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b; Kwon et al., 2011). Until now several studies identified
single GRNs located at the external TO that are necessary for particular aspects
of bitter food avoidance. C7 neuron pair function is required to keep larvae away
from quinine and denatonium (van Giesen et al., 2016). C3 neuron pair function is
necessary for larvae to avoid quinine and its activation suffices to trigger avoidance
(Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b). Yet, although certain aspects of bitter sensation can
be attributed to individual GRNs, it is likely that some bitter chemicals are not only
perceived by single neuron pairs of the TO, but rather by an ensemble of gustatory
neurons. GRN inactivation by Gr-GAL4 drivers such as Gr66a-GAL4, Gr33a-GAL4,
Gr59d-GAL4, Gr97a-GAL4, Gr57a-GAL4, Gr9a-GAL4, Gr23a-GAL4, or GMR57B04-
GAL4 reduces or even inverts larval avoidance of quinine (Apostolopoulou et al., 2015;
Kim et al., 2016; van Giesen et al., 2016). These results suggest that the C1, C2,
C4 neuron pairs and the pharyngeal system are also required for quinine perception,
in addition to C3 and C7 function (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b; Kim et al., 2016;
van Giesen et al., 2016). Yet, the precise mechanism of cooperation remains unclear.
Partially because the analysis of larval taste is currently limited to only about one
third (12 of the total 37) of the GRNs of the TO due to as yet missing genetic tools
(Apostolopoulou et al., 2015). In addition, taste coding in larvae likely includes multiple
levels of interaction: the sensory level, the subesophageal ganglion (SOG, the first taste
integration center of the brain) and subsequent circuits in higher brain and premotor
areas.

Here, we show that the pharyngeal D1 neuron pair of the DPS constitutes an
additional sensory organ level for bitter sensing (Figures 2.7A,B). Larvae without the
D1 neuron pair do not show caffeine avoidance (Figure 2.2M) and odor-caffeine learning
(Figure 2.4B). The D1 neuron pair responds to caffeine (Figure 2.3C). Sugar may be
similarly sensed in the pharyngeal organ: adult poxn mutant flies lacking all external
GRNs are still capable of selecting sugar by virtue of pharyngeal taste neurons (LeDue
et al., 2015), while larvae lacking Gr43a, their main sugar receptor, fail to prefer sugar.
Gr43a is not expressed in the larval external taste organs: the DO, TO, and VO. But,
among other cells, the receptor is present in pharyngeal sensory neurons (Mishra et al.,
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2013). Therefore, the larval pharyngeal sensory organs appear to perceive tastes with
opposing valence and to contribute to taste guided behaviors.

Yet, it was also shown that taste coding is more combinatorial than initially thought.
Bitter tastants can suppress the stimulatory effect of attractive gustatory cues. This
could take place in the taste receptor cells or in higher-processing central pathways
(shown for different insects in (Chapman et al., 1991; Chu et al., 2014; Dethier, 1978;
Gordon and Scott, 2009; Haskell and Schoonhoven, 1969; Jeong et al., 2013; Meunier
et al., 2003; Simpson et al., 1991). Thus, interference with pharyngeal D1 neuron pair
function could shift the net output of the entire taste system toward a more positive
value that would also lead to an impairment in caffeine driven behaviors.

Interestingly the D1 neuron pair of the DPS is among the few larval sensory
neurons to survive remodeling during metamorphosis as it is incorporated into the
adult pharyngeal sensory system (Gendre et al., 2004). Tracing the D1 neuron pair
throughout development would allow for analyzing its significance for adult taste
perception. Further studies will be necessary in adult and larval Drosophila in order
to dissect the detailed nature of taste coding via the external and pharyngeal taste
organs, and its persistence across metamorphosis.

2.7.2 Caffeine Perception and Feeding Behavior

All growth in Drosophila normally occurs during the juvenile larval stages, resulting
in a remarkable 200-fold increase in body mass (Church and Robertson, 1966). To
reliably recognize nutrients (e.g., yeast, the major source of proteins (Cooper, 1960)
, or carbohydrates (Mishra et al., 2013; Schwarz et al., 2014)) and to weigh them
against low concentrations of bitter, potentially hazardous compounds, larvae need a
sophisticated sense of taste.

We speculate that in contrast to food choice, consumption of bitter food in non-
choice situations is only marginally influenced by TO and pharyngeal sensory organ
function. Drosophila larvae consume less food if it contains caffeine or quinine (Figure
2.1; (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b). Ablation of the entire set of external and pharyngeal
bitter GRNs via Gr33a-GAL4 only marginally increases the amount of consumed
caffeine or quinine containing substrate (Figure 2.4; (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b).
We therefore argue that larvae have at least one additional system that perceives bitter
information to regulate food consumption. This could be another, putative, caffeine
sensitive receptor, or an allosteric effect of caffeine onto a sugar receptor or other
receptor with positive valence. Alternatively, or additionally, caffeine may act via
mechanisms that change the motivation or the health of the animals after consuming
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Fig. 2.7 Schematic overview of the larval peripheral sensory system perceiving caffeine
and quinine taste to trigger larval behavior. (A) Bitter quinine taste information affecting
larval choice behavior is mediated mainly by the TO neurons C1–C4 (light red and red) and especially
by the single TO neuron C3 (red). Bitter caffeine taste information affecting larval choice behavior is
mediated by the single D1 neuron (green) of the DPS (this study). Ablation of D1 does not impair
quinine-dependent choice behavior (Supplemental Figure 2.3). The ligand specificity for the rest of
the 12 “bitter” neurons of the TO (B1, B2, C5, and C6), DO (A1 and A2), DPS, VPS, and PPS is yet
unknown (indicated in white). Signals propagate to the subesophageal ganglion via the maxillary nerve
(for quinine) and the labral nerve (for caffeine). From here, postsynaptic, yet unidentified, second
order neurons further process gustatory signals to trigger taste-dependent choice behavior. In addition
to the peripheral sensory system depicted here, this study suggests that there are more central sensors,
which remain unidentified and are, therefore, not included in the scheme. (B) Taste information of
the Gr93a positive D1 sensory neuron of the DPS is able to instruct caffeine-dependent behaviors.
This includes caffeine-dependent choice behavior and caffeine-dependent punishment (necessary for
aversive olfactory learning), but excludes a necessity for caffeine-dependent food avoidance.
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caffeine. Feeding in most insects can be divided into at least four phases: food finding,
sampling, food consumption, and cessation of feeding (Beck, 1965; Schoonhoven, 1972).
The decision as to whether and when a food source is accepted occurs during the
first two phases. Our results suggest that the decision to avoid food that contains
bitter substance like quinine, denatonium, or caffeine is made by the TO and/or the
pharyngeal DPS. Once the decision is made to constantly feed, larvae start a motor
program of alternating biting and non-biting periods (Chapman, 1982; Ma, 1972).
Our data suggest that food consumption is under control of a different, yet unknown,
system, because larvae that lack the 12 pairs of bitter GRNs still fed less on a caffeine
containing substrate (Figure 2.4C). This would allow larvae to appropriately adjust
their feeding rates in an environment that does not allow for food finding and sampling,
e.g., due to the omnipresence of a harmful substance in the food source, as in our
non-choice feeding assay.

Which systems may instruct food consumption? One possibility is the enteric system,
which includes neurons in the esophageal, hypocerebral, and proventricular ganglion.
In insects the enteric system regulates rhythmic foregut and pharynx movements and
processes associated with these movements, like food consumption (Griss et al., 1991;
Hill et al., 1966), air swallowing (Carlson and O’gara, 1983), and molting-related
behaviors (Bestman and Booker, 2003; Miles and Booker, 1998). Further downstream
along the digestive tract, enteroendocrine cells located in the midgut of adult Drosophila
express Grs necessary for bitter taste perception. Enteroendocrine cells, in insects as
well as in mammals, produce regulatory peptides upon detection of luminal nutrients
or chemicals to regulate gut physiology, food intake, and glucose homeostasis in a
paracrine and/or endocrine manner. By testing Gr93a mutants in the non-choice
feeding assay it is possible to test this hypothesis. A reduction in feeding would support
our interpretation, whereas normal feeding rates would argue for one or more Gr
independent mechanisms.

2.7.3 The Molecular Basis of Caffeine Perception

Caffeine, a methylxanthine primarily derived from coffee trees and tea plants, but
also present at low concentration in fruits, is one of the behaviorally active substances
most commonly consumed by humans (Clifford, 1985; Wintgens, 2012). Caffeine is
known to improve alertness and arousal in humans and other mammals but also
in invertebrates (Clifford, 1985; Wintgens, 2012). It has an impact on numerous
insect behaviors, including fine motor movements, attention, and complex cognitive
processes (Mustard, 2014). However, unlike most tastants, which are detected through
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G protein-coupled receptors at the cell surface, it has been proposed to also serve
conserved pharmacological functions; namely, to increase cAMP through the inhibition
of phosphodiesterases, to increase intracellular calcium levels via release of intracellular
stores through ryanodine receptors, and as an antagonist of adenosine receptors
(Mustard, 2014).

Yet, in adult Drosophila Gr33a and Gr66a gene function— together with Gr93a—was
demonstrated to be required for caffeine responsiveness (Lee et al., 2009; Moon et al.,
2006, 2009). Gr33a was suggested to be a receptor required for the perception of many
different bitter substances and was, therefore, proposed to function as a co-receptor
for bitter sense in general (Moon et al., 2009). Gr66a and Gr93a, however, show a
specific response to caffeine and other methylxanthine derivatives such as theophylline
(Lee et al., 2009). In line with these results Gr93a mutant larvae show an altered
physiological response of the D1 neuron pair to caffeine (Figures 2.6A,B) and Gr33a;
Gr66a double mutant and Gr93a mutant larvae do not avoid caffeine (Figures 2.5B,C).
Accordingly, caffeine sensing in Drosophila at different developmental stages functions
through a specific (and more sensitive) Gr-dependent molecular mechanism, rather
than an unspecific effect on internal calcium stores. However, the neuronal Gr93a
expression differs between the larval and adult stage. Adult Drosophila—in contrast to
larvae—show Gr93a expression in GRNs located at the periphery in different labellar
sensilla (S0, S1, S2, S6, S7, and S10; Weiss et al., 2011) and the abdomen (Kwon et al.,
2014). Therefore, it is likely that caffeine is differently perceived by larval and adult
systems. Yet, a similar approach in adults would require intersectional techniques
(LeDue et al., 2015) to clearly disentangle the pharyngeal system from the peripheral
ones.

In mammals, taste receptors are either homo- or heterodimers, while olfactory
receptors are homomeric proteins. Drosophila olfactory receptors (ORs) appear to be
heterodimers comprised of Orco in combination with one additional OR (Larsson et al.,
2004)]. The Drosophila CO2 receptor is a heterodimer consisting of Gr21a and Gr63a
(Kwon et al., 2007). Here we show that caffeine perception via the pharyngeal D1
neuron requires at least four subunits, since misexpression of Gr93a, Gr33a, Gr66a in
the pharyngeal D2 neuron is not sufficient to confer caffeine sensitivity to this neuron.
Alternatively, the D2 neuron might be missing an element of the transduction cascade
needed in D1, even though D2 is also a taste receptor neuron. Based on the recent
findings of Delventhal and Carlson (2016) it is also possible that bitter signaling in
larvae follows a more complex logic of interaction for Gr genes that also includes
inhibiting effects. This organization seems to be conserved throughout Drosophila
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development as in adult flies misexpression of the three Grs does not equip a sugar
responsive GRNs with caffeine sensitivity (Lee et al., 2009). Clearly, taste perception
in Drosophila - and in particular in the Drosophila larva - has many mysteries yet to
be solved.

2.8 Supplementary Information

2.8.1 Supplementary Methods

Fly Stocks and Maintenance

Flies were maintained on standard Drosophila medium at 25 °C. For all experiments,
flies were transferred to new vials and allowed to lay eggs for two days. Experiments
were performed five or six days after egg laying. Third instar, feeding stage larvae
were used in groups of about 30 animals for behavioral experiments or individually for
anatomical approaches and Ca2+-imaging experiments. Orco mutants (Or83b) were
obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center (23130). All other transgenic lines are
described in the Materials and Methods section.

Feeding

Experiments were performed using standard methods (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b;
El-Keredy et al., 2012; Niewalda et al., 2008; Rohwedder et al., 2012; Schipanski et al.,
2008). Further details are given in the Materials and Methods section. To analyze
if the agarose concentration changes feeding we expanded our approach by testing
agarose concentrations of 1%, 2.5%, 3%, and 3.5% (w/v).

Odor-Caffeine Learning

Experiments were performed using standard methods (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b;
El-Keredy et al., 2012; Rohwedder et al., 2012; Schipanski et al., 2008). Further details
are given in the Materials and Methods. To analyze if the agarose concentration changes
odor-caffeine learning we expanded our analysis by testing agarose concentrations of
1%, 2.5%, 3%, and 3.5% (w/v).

Olfactory choice behavior

Experiments were performed using standard methods (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b,
2013b). One percent (w/v) agarose solution (Sigma Aldrich Cat. No.: A5093; CAS
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No.: 9012-36-6) was boiled in a microwave and filled as a thin layer into Petri dishes
(85 mm diameter, Cat. No.: 82.1472, Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany). As olfactory
stimuli we either used 10 µl amyl acetate (AM, Fluka cat. no.: 46022; diluted 1:50
in paraffin oil, Fluka cat. no.: 76235), 10 µl 3-octanol (OCT, undiluted; Fluka cat.
no.: 74850), or 10 µl 50 mM caffeine solution (Sigma Aldrich cat. no.: 27600). The
odorants were loaded into custom-made Teflon containers (4.5-mm diameter) with
perforated lids as described in Scherer et al. (2003). For the test, 30 larvae were put in
the middle of a Petri dish. Larvae were counted after 5 minutes as being located on
either the odor side, the no-odor side, or a middle neutral side (an area of about 10
mm width running vertically in the middle of the plate). The preference indices for
were calculated as follows:

preference index = (# odor - # no odor) / # total

Positive preference indices therefore indicate attraction of the stimulus.

Statistical Methods

Kruskal-Wallis tests were performed and, in case of significance, followed by Wilcoxon
rank-sum tests; Holm-Bonferroni corrections were used for multiple comparisons as
applicable. Likewise, Wilcoxon signed-ranked tests were used to compare values against
chance level. All statistical analyses were performed with R version 2.14.0 and Windows
Excel 2010. Figure alignments were done with Adobe Photoshop. The behavioral data
are presented as boxplots (middle line, median; box boundaries, 25% / 75% quantiles;
whiskers, 10% / 90% quantiles; circles, outliers). Asterisks (*, **, ***) and “n.s.”
indicate p < 0.05, p < 0.01, p < 0.001, and p > 0.05, respectively.

Light Microscopy

Dissection of 3rd instar larvae was performed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). After
fixation in 3.7% formaldehyde (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) in PBS for 30 min, brains
or heads were washed seven times in PBT (PBS with 3% Triton-X 100, Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO). Next, 5% normal goat serum (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA)
in PBT was added for 2 h. Primary antibodies were applied for 2 days at 4 °C. Samples
were then washed six times with PBT. Secondary antibodies were applied for 2 days at
4 °C and specimens were washed eight times with PBT. Finally, samples were mounted
in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) between two cover slips and
stored at 4 °C in the dark. Anti-GFP [Anti-GFP Rabbit, polyclonal serum, A6455,
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Molecular Probes, (Eugene, OR), 1:1000] was used to label the Grs expression in
the SOG or the periphery. Anti-ChAT (ChAT4B1 Mouse, monoclonal ChAT4B1,
DSHB (Iowa City, IA)1:100) was applied to label the neuropil, whereas anti-FasII (1D4
anti-Fasciclin II Mouse, monoclonal, 1D4, DSHB (Iowa City, IA) 1:50) was used to label
the axonal tracts of the SOG. Anti-elav (Anti-elav mouse, DHSB (Iowa City, IA), 1:100)
served to visualize neuronal nuclei in the periphery. As secondary antibodies, IgG Alexa
Fluor 488 (goat anti-rabbit IgG Alexa Fluor 488, A11008; Molecular Probes, 1:200) and
IgG Alexa Fluor 647 (goat anti-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 647 A21236; Molecular Probes,
1:200) were used. Images were obtained using a Zeiss LSM510 confocal microscope
(Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with a 25-fold oil immersion objective. Image stacks were
projected and analyzed with Image J software (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij). Photoshop
(Adobe Systems Inc., San José, CA) was used for contrast and brightness adjustment
as well as for rotation and organization of the images.
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2.8.2 Supplementary Figures

Supplemental Figure 1 The amount of consumed caffeine containing substrate correlates
with its reinforcing potential. (A) Caffeine-dependent feeding shows a tendency to increase with
higher agarose concentrations up to 3% (the 3rd boxplot is the same as shown in Figure 2.1C). At
an agarose concentration of 3.5% caffeine-dependent feeding slightly decreases when compared with
feeding rates at 3%. However, none of the described effects is significantly different after statistical
evaluation (p=0.2995). (B) Caffeine-dependent learning shows a similar tendency to increase with
higher agarose concentrations up to 3%. Again, learning decreases by further increasing the agarose
concentration to 3.5% (for 1% p=0.7078, for 2.5% p=0.0212, for 3% p=0.0097, for 3.5% p=0.0070,
when learning was compared against random distribution). (C) The data suggests for a positive
correlation of caffeine-dependent feeding and learning. Significances against a mean of 0 are shown
below each box-plot in A and B. Differences among experimental groups are depicted above the
respective box plots in A and B. n.s. non-significant p > 0.05, * p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01. Sample
size for each group n ≥ 12. Small circles indicate outliers.
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Supplemental Figure 2 Expression patterns of the different Gr-GAL4 drivers. (A-G)
The left panels show a schematic overview of the expression patterns of each GAL4 driver in the sets
of six bitter neurons of the external TO (B1, B2 and C1-4) and six bitter neurons of the pharyngeal
DPS (D1 and D2), VPS (E1 and E2) and PPS (F1 and F2). On the right side the expression
patterns of each GAL4 driver crossed with UAS-mCD8::GFP (GFP staining in green, anti-elav cell
body staining in magenta) are shown. The four panels always show TOG/DOG, DPS, VPS, and
PPS (from the top left to the bottom right). In general, we observe similar anatomical results as
published before. Whereas Gr66a-GAL4 and Gr33a-GAL4 label all twelve bitter GRNs (A and
B), all other driver lines show specific expression in only a single GRN: Gr10a-GAL4 in B2 (C),
Gr36c-GAL4 in C1 (D), Gr94a-GAL4 in C2 (E), Gr97a-GAL4 in C3 (F) and Gr93a-GAL4 in D1
(G). In addition, Gr93a-GAL4 shows expression in two olfactory receptor neurons (in G left top panel
and H, ORN). (H) Frontal view of a partial z-projection of the brain hemispheres and the SOG of a
Gr93a-GAL4/UAS-mCD8::GFP larval brain. The expression pattern of Gr93a-GAL4 is visualized
by anti-GFP antibody staining (green). Anti-ChAT/anti-FasII antibody staining is used as neuropil
marker (magenta). Axon terminals of two ORNs in the antennal lobe (arrows ORN) and a single
GRN in the SOG (arrowheads) are visible. Scale bars: 25 µm.
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Supplemental Figure 3 Ablation of the pharyngeal D1 neuron pair does not abolish
quinine-dependent choice behavior. (A) Schematic organization of the set of 12 bitter GRNs
that is used to summarize the GAL4 line expression pattern. Depicted are the external terminal organ
(TO), and internal gustatory organs (DPS: dorsal pharyngeal sense organ, VPS: ventral pharyngeal
sense organ, PPS: posterior pharyngeal sense organ). (B) Quinine choice behavior of larvae lacking
the D1 GRN pair (p=2*10-4 against chance levels, p=0.0870 compared to the GAL4 control and
p=0.0150 compared to the UAS-hid,rpr control). The data shows that larvae lacking the D1 GRN
pair are still able to avoid 5 mM of quinine. Control genotypes are shown in gray, experimental groups
at the center in red. Sample size for each group n ≥ 14; Significances against a mean of 0 are given at
the bottom in B. Significances between experimental groups are depicted above the respective box
plots in B. n.s. non-significant p > 0.05, * p < 0.05 and *** p < 0.001.

Supplemental Figure 4 Caffeine is not perceived by the larval olfactory sensory system.
(A) Larvae do not show any olfactory preference for caffeine when presenting it in Teflon containers
to avoid direct contact (n=12; p=0.9374). (B) Orco mutants show a similar gustatory preference
towards caffeine compared to wild type control larvae. The data suggest that caffeine is not sensed by
the olfactory sensory system (n=10 for wild type and n=9 for Or83b-/-; p=0.1910). Significances
against a mean of 0 are shown below each box-plot in A and B. Differences between experimental
groups are depicted in B above the respective box plots. n.s., non-significant p > 0.05, * p < 0.05,
and ** p < 0.01. Small circles indicate outliers.
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Supplemental Figure 5 Odor acuity towards AM and OCT remains intact after ablation
of Gr33a- or Gr93a-GAL4 positive GRNs. (A-B) Ablation of Gr33a-GAL4 or Gr93a-GAL4
positive GRNs does not change the innate response of experimental larvae towards the odor AM
(p=0.0015 and p=0.0020 respectively). (C-D) Ablation of Gr33a-GAL4 - or Gr93a-GAL4 -positive
GRNs does not change the innate response of experimental larvae towards the odor OCT (p=0.0006
and p=8*10-05 respectively). Sample size for each group is n ≥ 12. Significances against a mean of 0
are shown at the bottom of each panel. Differences among groups are depicted below the respective
box plots. n.s. non-significant p > 0.05, ** p < 0.01 and *** p < 0.001. Small circles indicate outliers.
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Supplemental Figure 6 Ectopic expression of the Gr93a receptor gene in the pharyngeal
D2 neuron does not elicit a response upon caffeine stimulation. (A) Calcium increase upon
25 mM caffeine stimulation was recorded in Gr33a-GAL4 ; UAS-Gr93a; UAS-GCaMP6m experimental
animals. Left panels depict the raw fluorescence images before and during caffeine application (25
mM). At the center, the same pictures are shown including the selection of three ROIs that mark
the D1 neuron, the D2 neuron in its close proximity and a control ROI in similar proximity. This
allows us to control for an artificial fluorescence increase in the D2 cell that originates from D1 cell
fluorescence. The rightmost panels show the ∆F/F false color coded images that depict the fluorescent
increase of the D1 cell during caffeine application.
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Chapter 3

A Map of Sensilla and Neurons in
the Taste System of Drosophila
Larvae

Anna Rist, Andreas S. Thum

3.1 Abstract
In Drosophila melanogaster larvae, the prime site of external taste reception is the
terminal organ (TO). Though investigation on the TO’s implications in taste perception
has been expanding rapidly, the sensilla of the TO have been essentially unexplored. In
this study, we performed a systematic anatomical and molecular analysis of the TO. We
precisely define morphological types of TO sensilla taking advantage of volume electron
microscopy and 3D image analysis. We corroborate the presence of five external types
of sensilla: papilla, pit, spot, knob, and modified papilla. Detailed 3D analysis of their
structural organization allowed a finer discrimination into subtypes. We classify three
subtypes of papilla and pit sensilla, respectively, and two subtypes of knob sensilla.
Further, we determine the repertoire of receptor genes for each sensillum by analyzing
GAL4 driver lines of Ir, Gr, Ppk, and Trp receptor genes. We construct a map of the
TO, in which the receptor genes are mapped to neurons of individual sensilla. While
modified papillum and spot sensilla are not labeled by any GAL4 driver, neurons of the
pit, papilla, and knob type are labeled by partially overlapping but different subsets of
GAL4 driver lines of the Ir, Gr, and Ppk gene family. The results suggest that pit,
papilla and knob sensilla act in contact chemosensation. However, they likely do these
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employing different stimulus transduction mechanisms to sense the diverse chemicals
of their environment.

3.2 Introduction
A major challenge in the field of neurobiology is to find out how animals detect,
discriminate, and respond to the huge variety of sensory stimuli in the environment.
Reception of those stimuli starts in the periphery, where specialized receptor proteins
recognize certain stimuli and translate these into neuronal activity patterns that are
then reported to the central nervous system (Chapman et al., 2013).

In insects, the first structures that come into contact with external stimuli, like
tastants, are the sensilla on the body surface. These small organs are formed by cuticle
structures associated with sensory neurons for the reception of chemical or mechanical
stimuli. Sensilla might form long or short hairs, small pegs or shallow domes. Despite
variations in form and shape, across insect species structural properties of sensilla were
identified that are required for a particular sensory modality (Altner and Prillinger,
1980; Slifer, 1970; Steinbrecht, 1984). The reception of chemical molecules requires
contact between the molecule and the specific receptors on the dendritic membrane.
Therefore, the cuticle wall of olfactory sensilla invariably is perforated by multiple
pores that enable olfactory molecules to enter (Shanbhag et al., 1999; Steinbrecht,
1997). Inside the sensillum, the dendrites of olfactory receptor neurons most often are
highly branched but might also be unbranched (Shanbhag et al., 1999). In contrast,
reception of taste molecules seems to require only a single but larger pore opening that
is located at the tip of taste sensilla (terminal pore). The taste-sensitive neurons do
not branch and most often are accompanied by one mechanosensitive neuron (Altner
and Prillinger, 1980; Falk et al., 1976; Slifer, 1970).

The major taste sensilla of cyclorrhaphan fly larvae are supposed to cluster in
the terminal organ (TO) at the tip of the cephalic lobes (Figure 1a, b) (reviewed
in: Cobb et al. (2009); Gerber and Stocker (2007)). A detailed description of TO
ultrastructure was provided by Chu-Wang and Axtell (1972) for Musca domestica
larvae. Hence, the TO consists of 14 external sensilla grouped into five types which
divide into a dorso-lateral group and a distal group. Gustatory function was inferred
for most of the sensilla due to relevant structural properties (Chu-Wang and Axtell,
1972a). Investigations on the ultrastructure of the TO of Drosophila melanogaster
larvae, however, have been rare (Singh and Singh, 1984). This paucity of information
might derive from the technical difficulty to examine sensillar ultrastructure in three
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dimensions using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Only recently a number of
advanced techniques to effectively acquire volume electron microscopy data have been
introduced to the field of biology (Briggman and Bock, 2012; Peddie and Collinson,
2014).

Nevertheless, in Drosophila larvae, a function in taste reception of the TO was
confirmed by behavioral, physiological and anatomical studies (Apostolopoulou et al.,
2014b, 2015; Heimbeck et al., 1999; Kim et al., 2016; Kwon et al., 2011; Oppliger et al.,
2000; Python and Stocker, 2002; van Giesen et al., 2016). Importantly, a receptor-
to-neuron map of gustatory receptors (Grs) and neurons of the TO was constructed
using the GAL4/UAS system. In this map, eight neurons of the TO are defined by
their combinatorial expression of 28 Gr-GAL4 drivers (Kwon et al., 2011). Subsequent
studies assigned a role to mapped TO neurons in the reception of bitter compounds
(Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b; Kim et al., 2016; van Giesen et al., 2016) and also of
other tastants (van Giesen et al., 2016). In addition to Grs, neurons of the TO might
express ionotropic receptors (Irs) (Croset et al., 2010; Stewart et al., 2015; van Giesen
et al., 2016) and receptors of the Pickpocket receptor (Ppk) gene family (Liu et al.,
2003a).

Despite the increasing number of investigations on the neuronal and molecular
basis of larval taste reception, the functional organization of the TO is still unclear. In
particular, the specific stimuli for most neurons of the TO remain unknown. Previous
work has not defined which receptor neurons are housed in individual sensilla nor in
which sensilla individual receptor genes are expressed. Thus, it has been difficult to
carry out well-designed experiments on the function of sensory neurons and sensilla.

Here, we define morphological types of TO sensilla based on their ultrastructure
taking advantage of focused-ion-beam scanning-electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) that
allows for automated acquisition of serial sections with highest resolution (Kubota,
2015). Further, we map receptor genes of the Ir, Ppk and Gr family to sensilla using
the GAL4/ UAS system. We create a neuron-to-sensillum map that lays a foundation
for subsequent investigations on how Drosophila larvae use sensory information to
perceive their environment.
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3.3 Materials and Methods

3.3.1 Flies

Fly lines were kept on standardized cornmeal medium at 25 °C. For visualization of
neuronal expression patterns, GAL4 driver lines (Table 3.1) were crossed to UAS-
mCD8::GFP reporter strain (Lee and Luo, 1999) (RRID: BDSC_5137, Table 3.1).
Crossed flies were transferred to fresh food vials every second day and were allowed to
lay eggs for 48 hr. Detailed information for all fly lines can be found in Table 3.1. For
electron microscopy wildtype Canton S flies were used.

3.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

For SEM, first, second and third instar Canton S wild type larvae were prepared. After
rinsing the larvae in PBS, they were bathed in hot water (≈ 90 °C) for 1.5–2 min.
Subsequent fixation was carried out in 2.5% glutardialdehyde (Agar Scientific, UK)
buffered in Na-cacodylate buffer at 4 °C. After 1.5 hr, the anterior first third, comprising
at least the cephalic, first and second segment, was cut off and put back in fresh fixative
for additional 3 hr at 4 °C. After fixation, samples were washed in Na-cacodylate,
followed by post-fixation in 1% osmium tetroxide (SERVA Electrophoresis GmbH,
Germany) for 2 hr at 4 °C in the dark. After additional washing steps in Na-cacodylate,
samples were dehydrated in ascending ethanol concentrations at 4 °C. Then, samples
were dried via CO2 (Bal-Tec CPD 030, Liechtenstein). Specimens were coated with
gold-paladium or platinum. Samples were examined in a FESEM Auriga Crossbeam
workstation (Zeiss, Germany). TO sensilla of at least 10 samples were examined of
each larval stage.

3.3.3 Focused Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscopy (FIB-
SEM)

For FIB-SEM serial sectioning, second and early third instar wild type Canton S larvae
were used. After rinsing in PBS, the anterior half of the larva was incubated in fixative
(2% formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) with 2.5% glutardialdehyde in 0.1 M
Na-cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4) for 30–90 min. Then, the head region was cut off and
incubated in fresh fixative for another 90 min. Wash- and post-fixation steps were
similar to SEM preparation. En bloc staining was carried out with 1% uranyl acetate
and 1% phosphotungstic acid in 70% EtOH in the dark over night before continuing the
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Table 3.1 Fly lines
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Table 3.1 (Continued) Fly lines

aThese fly lines also carry a UAS-GFP construct in addition to the Bloomington GAL4-construct.

alcohol dehydration the next day. Samples were transferred to propylene oxide before
embedded in Spurr (Plano,GmbH, Germany) using ascending Spurr concentrations
diluted in propylene oxide for optimal tissue infiltration. Polymerization was carried
out at 65 °C for 72 hr. Blocks were trimmed using an Ultracut UCT microtome
(Leica, Germany), mounted on conventional SEM stubs, and sputtered with 80–100
nm platinum.

FIB-SEM serial sectioning was carried out using a FESEM Auriga Crossbeam
workstation (Zeiss, Germany). One continuous image stack of the distal 12 µm of the
larval TO was recorded with a resolution of 2048 x 1536 x 25 nm (pixel size: 8.301 nm,
field of view: 17 x 12.75 µm). FIB fine milling was carried out with 500 pA. Aspects
of TO sensilla were examined in two further samples by FIB-SEM.

3.3.4 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

Single sections of TO sensilla from several samples were analyzed by TEM. Preparation,
fixation and embedding was carried out similar to FIB-SEM. Samples were cut into
85 nm sections with a diamond knife (Diatome, Switzerland) on an Ultracut UCT
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microtome (Leica, Germany). Sections were stained with 2% uranyl acetate (5 min)
and with 0.4% lead citrate. Samples were examined using a TEM 912 (Zeiss, Germany)
equipped with a TRS 2K wide angle CCD camera (Tr€ondle, Germany), 2048 x 2028
pixel size.

3.3.5 Image Processing and 3D Reconstruction

EM images were corrected for brightness and contrast using ImageJ (NIH, USA).
Alignment of the continuous FIB-SEM image stack was carried out in ImageJ and
AMIRA 6 (FEI, Netherlands). 3D image reconstructions were done with AMIRA 6.

3.3.6 Immunostaining

For visualization of neuronal expression patterns, GAL4 driver lines (Table 3.1) were
crossed with the UAS-mCD8::GFP reporter strain. Early third instar larvae were used
for the immunostainings. The head region containing at least the cephalic and the first
thoracic segment was removed from the body in PBS. Subsequent fixation was carried
out in 3.6% formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) in PBS for about 30 min. After
washing in PBT (PBS with 3% Triton-X 100 (Fisher Scientific GmbH, Germany))
heads were blocked with 5% normal goat serum (NGS, Vector Laboratories, USA) in
PBT for 2 hr and afterwards incubated for 2 days with primary antibodies at 4 °C.
Before applying the secondary antibodies for 2 days at 4 °C, heads were again washed
with PBT. All incubation steps were conducted on a shaker and on ice. For microscopy,
larval heads were embedded in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, USA) for 1 hr before
mounting between two cover slips.

3.3.7 Immunofluorescence Antibodies

Primary and secondary antibodies are specified in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. The expression
patterns of GAL4>UAS-GFP larvae were visualized using rabbit anti-GFP antibody
(1:1000; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany; A6455; RRID: AB _221570) in combi-
nation with goat anti-rabbit IgG Alexa Fluor 488 (1:200; Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Germany; A11008; RRID: AB _143165) (Tables 3.2 and 3.3). Neuronal cell bodies in
the periphery were stained by mouse anti-Elav-9F8A9-s antibody (1:50; DSHB, USA;
Elav-9F8A9; RRID: AB _528217) and goat anti-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 647 (1:200;
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany; A21235; RRID: AB _2535804). To map dendritic
ends of IR25a-GAL4>UAS-GFP and Ir76b-GAL4>UAS-GFP positive neurons to TO
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Table 3.2 Primary antibodies for immunostainings

sensilla, endogenous GFP expression without antibody staining was examined. For
costaining experiments, goat anti-GFP-FITC (1:1,000; abcam, UK; ab6662; RRID:
AB _305635) was used to visualize GFP in GAL4>UAS-GFP larvae. Expression
of RFP was visualized using rabbit anti-DsRed (1: 200; Clontech Laboratories, Inc,
USA; 632496; RRID: AB _10013483) in combination with anti-rabbit IgG Cy5 (1:200;
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany; A10523; RRID: AB _2534032). Expression of
Ir25a was visualized by rabbit anti-Ir25a antibody (1:500; R. Benton; RRID: AB
_2567027) (Croset et al., 2010) and anti-rabbit IgG Cy5 as second antibody (Tables
3.2 and 3.3).

3.3.8 Antibody characterization

Anti-GFP

The anti-GFP rabbit polyclonal antibody was raised against GFP isolated directly
from Aequorea victoria (according to the manufacturer’s information). In Drosophila
larvae, anti-GFP specifically stained transgenic GFP in cells expressing GAL4 -driven
UASmCD8::GFP (see Figures 3.8 and 3.9). GFP-staining was not detectable in larvae
carrying the GAL4 or UASmCD8::GFP constructs only (data not shown).

Anti-Elav

The mouse monoclonal antibody ELAV-9F8A9 was originally generated by Dr. G.
Rubin against the Drosophila Elav (embryonic-lethal abnormal vision) protein. Elav-
9F8A9 is a marker for most cells in the central and peripheral nervous system, at all
stages of development, once they have differentiated into a neuron. The recombinant
total protein is fused to the first 260 aa of phage T7 gene 10 (according to manufacturer’s
information).
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Table 3.3 Secondary antibodies for immunostainings

Anti-GFP-FITC

The conjugate goat anti-GFP-FITC antibody recognizes a single precipitin arc against
anti-goat serum anti-fluorescein and purified and partially purified green fluorescent
protein (Aequorea victoria) in immune electrophoresis assays (according to the manu-
facturer’s information). In our experiments the antibody staining pattern in the PNS
of X-GAL4/ UASmCD8::GFP Drosophila larvae was similar to that of the rabbit
anti-GFP antibody.

Anti-DsRed

The “Living Colors DsRed Polyclonal Antibody” has been raised against DsRed-Express,
a variant of Discosoma sp. red fluorescent protein. The quality and performance of this
lot of “Living Colors DsRed Polyclonal Antibody” was tested by western blot analysis
of lysates from untransfected HEK 293 cells and lysates from HEK 293 cells stably
expressing DsRed (according to the manufacturer’s information). In Dosophila larvae,
anti-DsRed specifically stained RFP-expressing cells (see Figure 3.9a).

Anti-Ir25a

Rabbit polyclonal antibody against Ir25a was raised against the synthetic peptides
SKAALRPRFNQYPATFKPRF and DVAEANAERSNAADHPGKLVDGV. The anti-
body was verified in adult Drosophila antenna sections of Ir25a null mutants (Benton
et al., 2009).
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3.3.9 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy and Image Pro-
cessing

Images were captured using a Zeiss LSM 510 Meta, a Zeiss LSM 780 or a Zeiss LSM 880
confocal microscope (Zeiss, Germany) with a 25x oil or 63x oil objective. Serial confocal
image stacks were collected at 0.8 µm or 1 µm steps. The resulting image stacks were
processed and analyzed with Image J software (NIH, USA). Contrast and brightness
adjustments of images and projection views were done with Image J. Between five and
ten samples were examined to analyze GAL4>UAS-GFP expression in TO sensilla.
Co-labeling with Gr66a- RFP or anti-Ir25a was investigated in a minimum of three
specimens.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 TO Organization and Classification of Sensilla

The TO is bilaterally located at the tip of the cephalic lobes above the mouth opening
(Figure 3.1a). It consists of 14 external sensilla of which 11 form the distal group of
the TO and the remaining three the dorsolateral group. In accordance to previous
studies (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1972a; Singh and Singh, 1984) we identified five major
sensillar types by SEM: the distal group comprise three papilla (P1-3), five pit (T1-5)
and two knob (K1-2) sensilla as well as one spot (Sdi) sensillum. The dorsolateral group
consists of one papillum (Pdo), one modified papillum (Pmod) and one spot sensillum
(Sdo) (Figure 3.1b, e).

In addition to external characteristics, proper classification of insect sensilla requires
analysis of their internal ultrastructure. To determine ultrastructural properties, we
took advantage of FIB-SEM serial sectioning (Figure 3.1c). We were able to develop an
experimental protocol that allowed us to acquire a continuous image stack comprising
the distal part of the TO. This volumetric data set enabled threedimensional analysis
of sensilla using the software AMIRA to reconstruct distal structures of sensilla (3.1d,
Movie 1). Thus, the precise structural organization of each sensillum could be examined
(Figure 3.3-3.7; Movie 2-10).

In the following, external structures of types of sensilla will be presented (Figure
3.2). In addition, we will demonstrate how finer classification of subtypes was possible
based on analysis of sensillar internal organization (Figure 3.3-3.7).
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Fig. 3.1 Terminal organ organization and localization of sensilla. (a) Scanning-electron-
micrograph of a 3rd instar larval head with mirrored organization. The terminal organ (TO) lies
close and ventrally to the dorsal organ (DO). Below, the mouth hooks are visible above the mouth
opening (modified from (Apostolopoulou et al., 2016)). Cuticle cirri (cirri) cover the frontal part of the
cephalic lobes. (b) Close-up of the TO (1st instar): diverse sensilla are observable (e). Classification
of sensilla and their position within the TO was determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and focused-ion-beam SEM (FIB-SEM) (c) and subsequent three-dimensional analysis of sensilla
distal parts (d). (c) FIB-SEM enables volumetric data acquisition of TO sensilla ultrastructure. An
SE-microscope is additionally equipped with an ion-gun that can remove very thin slices of sample
material. The SEM takes a serial image after each section (Briggman Bock, 2012). (d) FIB-SEM
serial sectioning enabled 3D reconstructions of sensilla that allowed a precise analysis of sensillar
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Fig. 3.1 (Continued) structural properties. (e) Schematic drawing of types of sensilla and their
position within the TO. A terminal pore is present in some sensilla, which is indicated by a grey dot.
Nomenclature for sensilla was adopted from previous work on house fly larvae (Chu-Wang and Axtell,
1972a). Abbreviations: for sensillum names see table on the right side in (e); d= dorsal; v= ventral;
l= lateral. Scale bars: (a) 20 µm; (b) 1 µm.

3.4.2 External Morphology of TO Sensilla

Five morphological types of TO sensilla can be classified based on external structural
properties revealed by SEM. Three types (papilla, pit, and spot) have a terminal pore,
which is a character of gustatory sensilla (Falk et al., 1976). The group of papilla, P1–3

of the distal and Pdo of the dorso-lateral group, cover about half of the TO surface
(Figure 3.2a1). They protrude from the cuticle forming a shaft. The shaft consists of a
bud-like structure which protrudes centrally from a cylindric sheath. A terminal pore
is located at the tip of the bud, approximately 200 nm in diameter (Figure 3.2a2, a5).
The pit sensilla are most abundant in terms of number (Figure 3.2b). They do not
have a shaft, but simply form a terminal pore in the cuticle. Two pit sensilla, T4 and
T5, are located on the dorso-medial side of the distal group, whereas the other three,
T1–3, are hidden in the gorge between P1 and P2 on the opposite side. The latter are
best visible in 1st or 2nd instar larvae, in which cuticle folds are smaller, and sensilla
lie more separated (Figure 3.2b3, b4). The two spot sensilla, too, only form a pore
in the cuticle (∼150 nm) (Figure 3.2c). Sdo was only visible in 1st instar larvae by
SEM (Figure 3.2c2). Spot and pit sensilla are difficult to distinguish by their outer
structure, but they clearly differ in their inner organization (see later results). The
cuticle shafts of the two knob sensilla enlarge towards the end (∼1.5 µm in diameter)
(Figure 3.2d). No cuticle pores were visible in the terminal region of the shaft (Figure
3.2d3). However, FIB-SEM revealed a lateral pore at the base of the shaft (Figure
3.6b4). The modified papillum, Pmod, is located in the dorso-lateral group (Figure
3.2e). It roughly resembles the appearance of the papilla, but the shaft’s cylindric
portion is substantially larger (∼5 µm in diameter). In addition, the bud-shaped part
is smaller, displays lateral grooves and lacks a terminal pore (Figure 3.2e3). Like for
the knobs, FIB-SEM revealed a lateral pore at the base of the shaft (Figure 3.7d).

3.4.3 Internal Morphology of TO Sensilla

Next, we asked if a finer discrimination of classified sensillar types would be possible
based on inner structural properties. Therefore, TO sensilla were examined using
FIB-SEM serial sectioning and TEM (Figures 3.3-3.7). We obtained a continuous image
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Fig. 3.2 External morphology of TO sensilla. Five types of sensilla are externally visible in
the TO. Schematics on the left are similar to Figure 1e highlighting respective sensilla in red. (a1)
Schematic of the TO with papilla highlighted in red. (a) Three papilla are present in the distal group
(P1, P2, P3) and one in the dorso-lateral group (Pdo). Externally, papilla resemble each other: the
cuticle shaft consists of a cylindrical portion (cyl) that enwraps a bud-like structure with a terminal
pore (po) (a2–a5). B) Five pit sensilla are present in the distal group (b1, in red). They lack a
prominent shaft and are only visible as a pore in the cuticle surface. T4 and T5 lie lateral to P3 and
K1 (b2) whereas T1, T2, and T3 are situated on the opposite site of the TO. They are located inside
the cuticle groove between P1, P2 and Sdi (b3–4, 1st instar larva). (c) There are two spot sensilla
(c1): one in the distal group (Sdi) (c3) and one in the dorso-lateral group (Sdo) (c2). Like the pit
sensilla, they are only visible as pores from the outside (c2–c3). (c2) Sdo sits lateral to Pmod (1st
instar larva; asterisk: contamination). (c3) Sdi is located next to T1-3. Its pore is enclosed from one
side by a cuticle ridge. (d) Two knob
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Fig. 3.2 (Continued) sensilla are present in the distal group: K1 and K2 (d1). (d2–d3) They
possess a cuticle shaft that is terminally absent of pores. (e) A modified papillum sensillum (Pmod) is
located in the dorso-lateral group. (e2) Like the papilla, its shaft forms a cylindrical portion that
encircles a bud-like structure. (e3) Close-up of the bud. The cylinder is substantially larger than that
of the papilla, and the bud lacks a terminal pore. Abbreviations: po= pore; cyl= cylindric portion;
sh= shaft. Scale bars: 0.5 µm

stack of the TO comprising the sensory parts of sensilla (∼12 µm deep from the cuticle
surface). Based on this image stack, 3D reconstructions of sensilla representative for a
certain morphological type or subtype were generated. Reconstructed structures include
the internal structures considered relevant for classification of types and subtypes of
sensilla (Figures 3.3-3.7, Table 4, Movie 1-10).

All TO sensilla follow a common, basic architecture, which has been described for
most insect sensilla. Roughly, a sensillum houses single or multiple bipolar neurons
which are surrounded by a number of sheath cells. The neurons send one axon to
the central nervous system. Apically, one dendrite proceeds to the outer cuticle
structures. The dendrite distributes into an inner and outer dendritic segment divided
by a constrictive ciliary region (e.g., Figure 3.3b6, 3.5c). The dendritic outer segments
are encircled by a dendritic sheath that forms a lumen in which the dendrites are
bathed in sensillum lymph (Altner and Prillinger, 1980; Slifer, 1970; Steinbrecht, 1984;
Zacharuk, 1980; Zacharuk and Shields, 1991) (Figures 3.3-3.7, Table 3.4).

Some TO sensilla display specific structural modifications. The dendritic tips
might compose a tubular body (e.g., Figure 3.3a8). This structure is characterized by
densely packed microtubules indicating mechanosensitivity (Thurm, 1964). In other
neurons, the membrane of dendritic ends is lamellated (e.g., Figure 3.6b5), which is
characteristic for thermo- and hygro-sensitive (Altner and Prillinger, 1980) or CO2-
sensitive neurons (Stange and Stowe, 1999). The dendritic sheath of most TO sensilla
is distally replaced by a sheath that is explicitly thicker and less electron-dense: the
cuticle tube. This structure was observed and introduced in the larval sensilla of Musca
domestica (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1972a) (e.g., Figure 3.3a1, a8).

To describe the morphology of TO sensilla we considered the following six structural
criteria: (a) number of dendrites; (b) distribution of dendrites in the lymph cavity; (c)
presence of a tubular body or other characteristic dendritic organization; (d) presence
of a cuticle tube; (e) presence of a terminal pore; (f) presence of a sensillum shaft
(Table 3.4). In the following, individually identified sensillar types will be described
in detail. The anatomical criteria introduced above are used for fine classification of
types of TO sensilla.
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Fig. 3.3 Internal morphology of papilla sensilla. The four papilla can be classified in three
distinct subtypes due to differences in their structural properties. (a1), (b1), (c1): 3D reconstructions
of the three subtypes based on FIB-SEM serial imaging. For reconstructions six structural parts of the
sensilla were considered: sensillum shaft (sh), cuticle tube (ct), dendritic sheath (ds), tubular body
(tb), dendrite with tubular body (dtb), dendrite without tubular body (d) (color scheme: bottom left).
Sensillum shaft, cuticle tube and dendritic sheath are shown in transparent to visualize otherwise
covered sensillum parts. To clarify the position and shape of single parts, these are individually
presented in (a2), (b2), and (c2): the respective part is highlighted in red, remaining parts are shown
in grey. Below are electron micrographs of the relevant structures captured by FIB-SEM or TEM. The
corresponding cutting plane through the sensillum for each image is approximated in the complete 3D
reconstruction by the dotted arrows. (a) Papilla subtype a: Papillum 1 and 3 (P1/3) resemble each
other, both are represented by the 3D reconstruction of P1 in (a1). (a3) Cross-section through
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Fig. 3.3 (Continued) the distal sensillum part close to the pore opening. The cuticle tube
surrounds the sensillum lymph, within a single dendritic tip. (a4, a6) Fine pore canals (grey arrows)
are present in the cuticle of the bud near the pore. A plug clogs the sensillum pore (asterisk in (a5);
orange structure in (a7)). (a8, a9) P1/3 house three dendrites (d1, d2, dtb) bathed in sensillum lymph
and proximally surrounded by a dendritic sheath. (a7, a8) One dendrite ends at the base of the
shaft with a tubular body: dtb. It locates at the junction of dendritic sheath and cuticle tube. (b)
Papilla subtype b: (b1) 3D reconstruction of Papillum 2 (P2). (b3–b4) Five dendrites belong to P2
(d1–4, dtb), one ends with a tubular body (dtb) positioned similar to that of P1/3. The dendritic
sheath encases the majority of the dendritic outer segments (dos). They emerge from the dendritic
inner segments (dis) at the ciliary region after a ciliary constriction (cc). Dendritic outer segments
are decreased in diameter compared to dendritic inner segments (b5, b6 (TEM-image)). (c) Papilla
subtype c. (c1) 3D reconstruction of the Papillum in the dorso-lateral group (Pdo). It has three
dendrites (d1–3) but none ends with a tubular body. (c3–c5) The other structural properties resemble
those of the other papilla. (c3) A pore plug is also present (asterisk). Abbreviations: cu= cuticle,
sh= shaft, ct= cuticle tube, ds= dendritic sheath, tb= tubular body, d= dendrite, ly= sensillum
lymph, dos= dendritic outer segments, dis= dendritic inner segments. Scale bars: 3D images: 2 µm;
micrographs: 0.5 µm

Papilla Sensilla

Compared to the other types of sensilla, papilla are large (Figure 3.3, Movie 2-4). Their
dendrites are widely distributed in the sensillum lymph, which appears electron-dense
(e.g., Figure 3.3a8, b5). In the terminal region of the bud, fine pore canals are visible
in the cuticle (Figure 3.3a4, a6, arrow). They, however, might not penetrate the
outmost cuticle layer. The terminal pores seem to be plugged with a material of similar
electron-density than the dendrites (Figure 3.3a5, asterisk, a7).

Despite these similarities in structural organization, papilla differ in the number
and cellular characteristics of their sensory dendrites. The papilla of the distal group
have either three (P1 and P3) (Figure 3.3a9) or five (P2) (Figure 3.3b5) dendrites. Pdo

houses three dendrites (Figure 3.3c). In P1, P2, and P3, one dendrite ends proximal to
the others composing a tubular body at the transition from the dendritic sheath to the
cuticle tube (Figure 3.3a7, a8, b3). The other dendrites extend towards the terminal
pore and terminate below (Figure 3.3a1, a7, b1).

Based on these structural differences, we classify three papilla subtypes: (a) P1

and P3 have three dendrites, one with a tubular body (Figure 3a, Movie 2); (b) P2

houses five dendrites, one with a tubular body (Figure 3.3b, Movie 3); (c) Pdo with
three dendrites and no tubular body (Figure 3.3c, Movie 4, Table 3.4).

Pit sensilla

Pit sensilla lack a cuticle shaft and are visible only as a pore from the outside (Figure
3.4, Movies 5–7). Internally, the diameter of their lymph cavity appeared considerably
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Table 3.4 Structural properties of TO sensilla

smaller than that of the papilla. Sensory dendrites are packed densely within the
lymph that appears electron-dense (e.g., Figure 3.4a4, b4, c3). Proximal, the dendritic
sheath is not smooth like in papilla but displays lamellar folds (Figure 3.4a3, arrow).
The terminal pores are plugged similar to those of the papilla (Figure 3.4a6, b5,
c5, asterisk). On top of an electron-opaque material a second layer was visible that
appeared electron-dense and fuzzy leaking out of the pit sensilla pore (Figure 3.4a6,
b5, c5, arrow).

Despite these common characteristics, pit sensilla display differences in the structural
criteria given before. Consequently, we could identify three subtypes of pit sensilla:
(a) T1 and T5 (Figure 3.4a; Movie 5); (b) T2 (Figure 3.4b, Movie 6); and (c) T3 and
T4 (Figure 3.4c, Movie 7). These show differences in the number of sensory dendrites
and in the presence of a tubular body. T1 and T5 each contain three dendrites (Figure
3.4a3, a4). One dendrite ends proximal with a tubular body at the transition from the
dendritic sheath to the cuticle tube (Figure 3.4a4). T2 has four sensory dendrites but
none contains a tubular body (Figure 3.4b1, b3, b4). T3 and T4 appear similar in their
internal organization. Both contain two sensory neurons (Figure 3.4c3), their cuticle
tubes and dendritic sheaths are similar in size and texture. None of their dendrites
ends with a tubular body (Figure 3.4c1, c2). In addition, the form and size of the
cuticle tube is different between the three subtypes (Figure 3.4a1, b1, c1).

Spot Sensilla

Spot sensilla, Sdi and Sdo, house only one sensory dendrite (Figure 3.5, Movie 8). It
ends with a tubular body beneath the cuticle surface (Figure 3.5c, d). The dendritic
sheath opens to one side and a short cuticle channel forms a pore to the outside (Figure
3.5c, d, arrows). No cuticle tube was observed (Figure 3.5a).
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Fig. 3.4 Internal morphology of pit sensilla. Because of the differences in their internal
ultrastructure three subtypes were classified: (a) Pit sensilla subtype a: T1 and T5: three dendrites,
one ends with a tb (a4); (b) subtype b: T2: four dendrites, no tb (b3, b4); (c) subtype c: T3 and T4
have two dendrites and no tb (c3, c4). Figure organization and color scheme is similar to Figure 3.3.
Gross structural organization described for papilla sensilla is shared by pit sensilla: dendritic outer
segments are enclosed by a dendritic sheath and bath in sensillum lymph (a3, b3, c3). Distally, the
dendritic sheath is replaced by a cuticle tube (a5, c4). If present, the tubular body of one dendrite is
located at the junction of dendritic sheath and cuticle tube (a4). Pit sensilla lack a sensillum shaft.
(a3) Proximally, the ds of pit sensilla forms characteristic lamellar folds around the sensillum lymph
and the dendrites (white arrow). They were observed at this location in all pit sensilla, together with
electron-dense spots (asterisk). In T2 the dendritic sheath becomes thicker in the distal part (compare
b3 and b4). This phenomenon was also observable in T3 and T4 (c1, dendritic sheath). The pores of
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Fig. 3.4 (Continued) all pit sensilla have a pore plug (a6, b5, c5: asterisk). Its electron-density
is similar to that of the dendrites. In addition, the pore opening is filled with material of high
electron-density on top of the plug (a6, b5, c5: black arrow). Abbreviations: cu= cuticle, ct= cuticle
tube, ds= dendritic sheath, tb= tubular body, d= dendrite, ly= sensillum lymph, dos= dendritic outer
segments, dis= dendritic inner segments, po= pore. Scale bars: reconstructions: 2 µm; micrographs:
0.5 µm

Knob Sensilla

The two knob sensilla share structural characteristics (Figure 3.6, Movie 9). Both have
a single dendrite surrounded by a dendritic sheath which, unlike the other sensilla, does
not disappear in the region of the cuticle tube (Figure 3.6a, b). Instead it continues
to the sensillum tip but becomes fragmented (Figure 3.6a4, b5, white arrow). Very
fine pore canals were visible in the cuticle of the distal knob part, similar to those
observed in papilla (Figure 3.6a6, b6, white arrow). Though knobs lack a terminal pore,
a lateral pore was observed at the base of the shaft (Figure 3.6b4, arrow). Here, the
dendritic sheath and the cuticle tube are interrupted to one side and a short channel
leads to the outside (Figure 3.6b4). The shape of the dendrite follows that of the

Fig. 3.5 Internal morphology of spot sensilla. (a) 3D reconstruction of Sdi. Figure organization
and color scheme is similar to Figure 3.3. Spot sensilla house one dendrite which ends with a tubular
body below the cuticle surface (c, d: tb). (e, f) The dendrite is surrounded by the dendritic sheath
distal of the ciliary region. The tubular body of Sdo (d) appears substantially larger than that of Sdi
(c). Both spot sensila lack a cuticle tube. However, a short cuticle channel leads from the dendrite to
the pore opening in the cuticle (c, d, white arrow). The dendritic sheath opens towards the channel
to one side (c, d). Abbreviations: similar to Figures 3.1-3.4. Scale bars: reconstructions: 2 µm;
micrographs: 0.5 µm
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cuticle shaft as it enlarges towards the tip. In K1 no remarkable pattern of microtubuli
was observed by FIB-SEM and TEM (Figure 3.6a5). Contrary, in K2 the dendrite
seems to be lamellated in the enlarged tip of the sensillum (Figure 3.6b5, black arrow).
Because of these differences in their ultrastructure we classify the two knob sensilla
into two different subtypes: (a) K1 (Figure 3.6a) and (b) K2 (Figure 3.6b).

Modified Papillum

The modified papillum houses one dendrite (Figure 3.7, Movie 10). It ends with a
tubular body below the bud-shaped cuticle shaft, which does not comprise dendritic
parts (Figure 3.7c). In this region, a basal, lateral pore was observed extending from
one side of the dendrite to the outside (Figure 3.7d, arrow). The dendrite is surrounded
by a dendritic sheath. Similar to the spot sensilla, no cuticle tube was present (Figure
3.7).

3.4.4 Selection of Chemosensory GAL4 Lines

In order to find fly lines that express in neurons of TO sensilla we screened a series
of GAL4 driver and other lines (Table 3.1) that (a) were reported to be involved in
Drosophila adult and/or larval contact chemosensation, or (b) label receptor genes of
receptor gene families/receptor genes that were reported to be involved in Drosophila
contact chemosensation. GAL4 lines of Grs have been mapped to neurons of the
TO in previous studies (Kwon et al., 2011). Therefore, we could concentrate on Gr
lines representative for individually mapped TO neurons (Table 3.1). Irs also have
been investigated for their expression (Croset et al., 2010, 2016; Stewart et al., 2015)
and function (Croset et al., 2016; van Giesen et al., 2016) in larvae. Therefore, we
could focus on lines found to label neurons of the TO in these previous studies (Table
3.1). Ppk receptors, too, are expressed in larval TO neurons and were linked to
contact chemosensation (Alves et al., 2014; Colomb et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2003a).
Unfortunately, not for all members of the Ppk but also Trp receptor gene family a GAL4
line was available. Therefore, our screen was restricted to a selection of these receptors
(Table 1). In addition to GAL4 lines of chemosensory receptor genes, we tested GAL4
lines reported to be involved in Drosophila larval gustation like sano-GAL4 (Alves
et al., 2014), R58F10-GAL4 (Mast et al., 2014) and a selection of NP-GAL4 lines
found to label the SEZ of adult Drosophila (Hayashi et al., 2002; Miyazaki and Ito,
2010). Another GAL4 line, R31A02-GAL4, came up in a screen of whole mount image
data on mushroom body related GFP expression patterns of about 6,000 GAL4 lines
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Fig. 3.6 Internal morphology of knob sensilla. K1 (a) and K2 (b) resemble each other in their
internal morphology except for the cellular organization of their dendrite. Figure organization and
color scheme is similar to Figure 3.3. (b5) In K2, the dendritic membrane is folded at the tip (black
arrows), whereas that of K1 is smooth (a5). (b4) Both knobs have a lateral pore at the base of their
sensillum shaft. The dendritic sheath and the cuticle tube open and form a short channel to the
outside (white arrow). (a4) Though a cuticle tube is present in the distal part of the sensilla, the
dendritic sheath continues towards the tip of the sensillum shaft. It is fragmented in the region of the
sensillum shaft (white arrows) and displays a granular structure before entering the cuticle tube (a3,
b4: black arrow). Though knobs lack terminal pores, very fine pore canals are present in the cuticle at
their tip (a6, b6: white arrows). Abbreviations: similar to Figure 3.1-3.4. Scale bars: reconstructions:
2 µm; micrographs: 0.5 µm
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Fig. 3.7 Internal morphology of modified papillum. Internal morphology of modified papillum.
(a) 3D reconstruction of the modified papillum (Pmod). Figure organization and color scheme is
described in Figure 3.3. (c) Pmod has a single dendrite that ends with a tubular body below the
bud-like structure of the sensillum shaft. (e, f) The dendrite is surrounded by a dendritic sheath distal
to the ciliary region (region shown in (e) is not part of the reconstruction in (a)). (d) A small pore
channel to the outside is inserted in the dendritic sheath at the tip of the dendrite (white arrow).
Abbreviations: similar to Figures 3.1-3.4 Scale bars: reconstructions: 2 µm; micrographs: 0.5 µm

((Li et al., 2014), accessible via http://flweb.janelia.org/cgi-bin/flew. cgi) relevant for
a different study (Rohwedder et al., 2016).

We included only GAL4 lines into the mapping of sensilla (Table 3.5, Figures 3.8,
4.5) that showed a consistent and specific staining pattern of sensory neurons in the
TO (Figure 3.8, Table 3.5). In case of a few GAL4 lines, Gr66a-GFP and sano-GAL4,
we were not able to reproduce the specific expression patterns reported before in larvae
(Alves et al., 2014; Colomb et al., 2007). The tested Trp-GAL4 lines showed no or
only heterogeneous expression patterns in TO sensory neurons. The same was true
for the tested NP-GAL4 lines. Consequently, these lines, too, were not included in
the mapping of sensilla. We could not observe GAL4 driven GFP expression in TO
neurons in the tested GAL4 lines of Ppk18, Ppk19, Ppk20, Ppk27, and Ppk28 (data
not shown).
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Fig. 3.8 Receptor gene repertoire of TO sensilla. (a) Schematic of one larval cephalic lobe.
All neurons innervating TO sensilla of the distal group (DG, yellow) are clustered in the TO ganglia
(TOG). Neurons innervating Pdo in the dorso-lateral group (DLG, dark yellow) are located in the
dorsal organ ganglia (DOG) together with the neurons innervating the DO (dark grey neurons)
(Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1972a; Python and Stocker, 2002). Axonal projections from TOG neurons
innervate the SOG via the maxillary nerve (MN), whereas the gustatory neurons of the DOG reach
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Fig. 3.8 (Continued) the SOG via the antennal nerve (AN) (Python and Stocker, 2002). (b)
Projection view of one larval cephalic lobe comprising the region depicted in (a): MJ94-GAL4 drives
GFP expression (green) in all sensory neurons. Neuronal cell nuclei were marked with anti-Elav
(magenta) and are used as landmarks for the TOG and DOG. Mouth hooks (MH) are visible in
transmission light. (c) Frontal view of the TO: sensillar cuticle protrusions are identifiable by
transmission light. (d-w) Investigated GAL4>UAS-GFP larvae that showed GFP expression in
sensory neurons of TO sensilla. Respectively, the left image shows a partial projection view of the
cephalic lobe depicting anti-GFP-labeled neurons in the TOG and DOG region of the selected GAL4
driver lines (number of labeled neurons are given in brackets). For optimal visibility of GFP-labeled
neurons, the anti-Elav signal and the transmission light are not included in the presented projection
views but were considered during the anatomical analysis. The right image depicts a close-up of the
TO as presented in (c). These partial projection views visualize the dendritic tips of anti-GFP-labeled
sensory neurons in the cuticle protrusions of the sensilla (marked by white arrows). In this view
staining artefacts like those visible in (g) or (h) (black arrows) look similar to the dendritic tips.
However, dendrites were clearly distinguishable from these contaminations in the complete image
stacks. In (g) only five of the six Gr33a-GAL4 labeled neurons are visible because one is hidden
behind the other neurons due to the perspective in the projection view. (q) Ppk11-GAL4 : In addition
to one labeled neuron, two further, non-neuronal cells were GFP-labeled (white asterisks) in the
region of the TOG. (s) Besides the seven neurons labeled by Ppk23-GAL4 that innervate TO sensilla,
one additional neuron is visible near the TOG (black asterisk) that does not innervate TO external
sensilla. Abbreviations: DG= distal group of TO sensilla; DLG= dorso-lateral group of TO sensilla;
AN= antennal nerve; MN= maxillary nerve; DOG= dorsal organ ganglion; TOG= terminal organ
ganglion. Scale bars: cephalic lobes: 10 µm; TO-close-ups: 5 µm.

3.4.5 Expression of GAL4 Driver Lines in Neurons of TO
Sensilla

We analyzed which taste receptor genes might be expressed in sensory neurons of
TO sensilla (Figure 3.8, Table 3.5). Therefore, gene expression was visualized using
the GAL4/UAS system and confocal laser scanning microscopy (Figure 3.8). This
approach has been proven to be successful though GAL4 driver expression might not
precisely reflect the endogenous gene expression patterns (Choi et al., 2016; Kwon
et al., 2011; Weiss et al., 2011). Because the shapes of TO sensilla are identifiable in
transmission light, it was possible to assign a GFP-labeled sensory neuron to its proper
sensillum (Figure 3.8 d–w, Table 3.5).

None of the GAL4 lines analyzed here drove expression in sensory neurons of the
modified papillum or spot sensilla. No sensory neurons were labeled by one of the
examined Trp-GAL4 lines. We tested ten GAL4 lines of Grs that are suggested to
cover the entire set of potential gustatory receptor neurons innervating the TO (Kwon
et al., 2011): Gr36c, Gr97a, Gr33a, Gr94a, Gr59f, Gr28a, Gr21a, Gr59e, Gr2a. As
expected, respective GAL4 lines all drove GFP expression in sensory neurons of TO
sensilla. Of all papilla (P1-3, Pdo) at least one neuron was labeled by one of these
Gr-GAL4 lines: Gr36c-, Gr97a-, Gr94a, Gr59f-, Gr28a-, and Gr33a-GAL4 (Figure
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Table 3.5 Number of neurons labeled by GAL4 driver lines per sensillum

Table gives the maximum number of labeled neurons per sensillum for different GAL4 driver lines.

8d–m). Two Gr-GAL4 lines additionally drove expression in pit and/or knob sensilla:
Gr28a-GAL4 in T2 and both knobs and P2 (Figure 3.8j), Gr59f-GAL4 labeled T2

in addition to Pdo (Figure 3.8i). In three lines GAL4 driven GFP expression was
restricted to knob or pit sensilla: Gr59e-GAL4 labeled one neuron of T2 (Figure 3.8m),
Gr2a-GAL4 labeled one neuron in T2 and one in T3 (Figure 8l), and Gr21a-GAL4
labeled one neuron in K2 (Figure 3.8k). The Gr33a-GAL4 line drove expression in all
papilla and also in pit sensillum T5 (Figure 3.8g). Of the investigated Ppk lines (Table
3.1), Ppk6-, Ppk12 -, and Ppk11-GAL4 exclusively drove expression in the pit sensilla
T1 and T2 (Figure 3.8p–r). Ppk6-GAL4 labeled a second TO neuron in few samples
that could not be traced to its respective sensillum because of its weak staining intensity
(Figure 3.8p). In contrast to the other Ppk-GAL4 lines, Ppk23-GAL4 (Mast et al.,
2014) broadly labeled neurons in all papilla sensilla, in total ten neurons (Figure 3.8s).
GAL4 lines of Ir25a and Ir76b broadly labeled neurons of TO sensilla (Figure 3.8t, u).
Their expression was restricted to papilla and pit sensilla. All pit sensilla plus papilla
P2 were labeled by Ir76b-GAL4 (Figure 3.8t). Ir25a-GAL4 displayed a mostly similar
expression pattern, but additionally labeled a neuron of Pdo and none of T3 (Figure
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3.8u). Ir7a-GAL4 labeled one neuron of P2, P3, and Pdo, respectively (Figure 3.8v).
Ir60c-GAL4, involved in larval acid-sensing (Croset et al., 2016), consistently labeled
one neuron of T1, T4, T5, and P1, respectively (Figure 3.8w). We also investigated the
R58F10-GAL4 line that was shown to be involved in larval pheromone detection (Mast
et al., 2014). R58F10-GAL4 labeled one neuron of Pdo (Figure 3.8n). R31A02-GAL4
that specifically labeled two neurons of P1 (Figure 3.8o).

Taken together, TO sensilla showed different expression patterns within and across
morphological types and subtypes. Several sensilla have some receptor genes in
common but the combination of receptor genes seems to be different for each sensillum.
Expression of gene families is not restricted to one particular type of sensilla. However,
Ir-and Ppk-GAL4 lines predominantly labeled pit sensilla whereas Gr-GAL4 driven
expression was present in all papilla (Table 3.5).

3.4.6 A Map of Sensory Neurons and Sensilla

The previous experiment determined the repertoire of GAL4 lines for each sensillum
(Figure 3.8, Table 3.5). However, it was still unclear if these GAL4 lines label the same
or different neurons within a sensillum. This information would enable future studies
to discover sensilla function by manipulating their single neurons. Consequently, we
aimed to specify individual TO neurons based on the expression of GAL4 drivers. This
approach was successfully used by others in previous studies (Choi et al., 2016; Kwon
et al., 2011). Kwon and colleagues (2011) created a neuronal map of eight TO neurons
defined by Gr-GAL4 driver expression. We determined to which sensilla these previ-
ously defined neurons belong. The receptor gene expression of most of the TO neurons
has not been determined in previous studies. Here, we were able to “de-orphanize”
additional TO neurons by resolving their expression patterns (Figures 3.9, 4.5). We
assume that all chemosensory GAL4 driver lines (expression of chemosensory receptor
genes and/or chemosensory function) are expressed in one of the non-mechanosensory
neurons of the sensilla. Mechanosensory neurons, also those of taste sensilla, are
generally not considered to sense chemicals (Keil, 1997; Steinbrecht, 1984; Thurm,
1964).

Mapping Previously Defined TO Neurons to Sensilla

Eight neurons previously were defined in the DO and TO ganglion that innervate
the TO: B1-2 (TO, DOG), C1-6 (TO, TOG) (see (Kwon et al., 2011), Figure 4). A
further neuron, C7, is labeled by Ppk6-GAL4 (van Giesen et al., 2016). Gr33a-GAL4
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Fig. 3.9 Specificity of sensory neurons of TO sensilla. The specificity of single neurons
of TO sensilla was determined. Co-expression of several GAL4 drivers with Gr66a or Ir25a was
analyzed. (a1–a6) Candidate GAL4>UAS-GFP combinations were crossed to Gr66a-RFP. (b1– b9)
GAL4>UAS-GFP combinations showing expression in similar sensilla as Ir25a-GAL4>UAS-GFP
were co-stained with anti-Ir25a. The panels depict projection views of labeled neurons within the
region of the TOG and DOG. White arrows indicate co-labeled neurons. GAL4 driven UAS-GFP
expression stained with anti-GFP-FITC (green), Gr66a-RFP with DsRed (magenta), Ir25a expression
with anti-Ir25a (magenta). Imaged channels are presented as composition (colored, first column) and
individually (greyscale). Scale bars: 10 µm
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expression, which is similar to the expression pattern of Gr66a (Colomb et al., 2007;
Kwon et al., 2011; Weiss et al., 2011)), labeled six neurons of the TO: four in the TOG,
C1–C4, and two neurons in the DOG, B1, and B2. The neurons C1–C3 can each be
distinguished by the expression of one specific GAL4 driver: Gr36c-GAL4, Gr94a-
GAL4, and Gr97a-GAL4, respectively. B2 of the DOG is identifiable by expression of
Gr10a-GAL4 (Kwon et al., 2011). Accordingly, we can assign C1 to P2 (Figure 3.8h),
C2 to P1 (Figure 3.8d) and C3 to P3 (Figure 3.8e) based on the expression of these
specific GAL4 lines (Figure 4.5). C4 is localized in T5 labeled by Gr33a-GAL4 alone
(Figures 3.8g, 4.5). Gr59e- and Gr59f-GAL4 specifically label C5, which we assign to
T2 (Figures 3.8i, m, 4.5). T2 also houses C7 marked by the expression of Ppk6-GAL4
(Figures 3.8p, 4.5). Gr21a-GAL4 marks C6 that is housed by K2 (Figures 3.8k, 4.5)
and in addition is labeled by Gr28a-GAL4 (Figure 3.8j). We found that B1 and B2
neurons are housed in Pdo together with a third neuron (Figures 3.8, 4.5).

Defining “Orphan” Neurons of TO Sensilla

Gr-GAL4 driver lines only labeled a subset of eight TO neurons (Kwon et al., 2011).
To find GAL4 driver lines that label the remaining “orphan” neurons of the TO, we
have investigated the expression of further Gr-, Ppk and Ir-GAL4 lines in TO neurons
and sensilla (Figure 3.8, Table 3.5). We tested, if these lines label different or similar
neurons in the TO (Figure 3.9).

Our approach was limited to putative Gr66a- and Ir25a-expressing neurons (Figure
3.8, Table 3.5) because for co-expression analysis only a Gr66a-RFP line and an
antibody against Ir25a (a-Ir25a) (Croset et al., 2010) were available. To examine co-
expression, candidate GAL4>GFP combinations were crossed to Gr66a-RFP (Figure
3.9a) or co-stained with a-Ir25a (Croset et al., 2010) (Figure 3.9b).

First, we tested how faithful the expression patterns of Gr66a-RFP and a-Ir25a
correspond to the expression in their GAL4 driver counterparts. All neurons labeled
by Gr66a-RFP or a-Ir25a completely overlapped with the set of neurons labeled by
their corresponding GAL4 - line (Figure 3.9a1, b5). However, we observed differences
in the total number of labeled neurons. The maximum number of labeled neurons for
Gr66a-RFP itself was five: one in the DOG, four in the TOG (Figure 3.9a2), in the
majority of samples three to four neurons were labeled (Figure 3.9a1, a3–a6). The
one neuron of Gr66a-RFP labeled in the DOG is the “B2” neuron confirmed by the
co-expression of Gr10a-GAL4 (Figure 3.9a2). In contrast, six neurons were labeled by
Gr33a-GAL4 (corresponding to Gr66a expression, (Colomb et al., 2007; Kwon et al.,
2011; Weiss et al., 2011)) (Figure 3.8g). A-Ir25a itself stained on average seven to
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eight neurons of the TOG (Figure 3.9b), whereas Ir25a-GAL4>UAS-GFP labeled
only five to six neurons of the TOG (Figure 3.9b5). Because of these discrepancies
in numbers of labeled neurons, interpretations of the co-labeling results were done
carefully. Because a-Ir25a labels more but all cells of its Ir25a-GAL4 counterpart
(Figure 3.9b5), colabeling of a-Ir25a and another GAL4 line does not allow to map
both to one neuron. However, if no co-labeling occurs, we can conclude that the
respective GAL4 line certainly does not overlap with Ir25a-GAL4 and assign both
lines to different neurons. For Gr66a-RFP it is the other way round: co-labeling means
there is indeed overlap between Gr66a-GAL4 and the respective GAL4 line, but no
co-labeling does not mean the opposite.

Ppk11-GAL4 and Ir25a-GAL4 both labeled a single neuron of pit T1 (Figure 3.8q,
u, Table 3.5). Ppk11-GAL4 was not co-expressed with a-Ir25a in T1 (Figure 3.9b8).
Therefore, Ppk11-GAL4 and Ir25a-GAL4 label two different neurons, termed C10
and C11, respectively (Figure 4.5). Further, Gr2a-GAL4 driven expression defines
the neuron “C13” of pit T3 and showed no co-staining with a-Ir25a (Figure 3.9b1).
Ir25a-GAL4 defines the neuron “C14” of pit T4, because this was the only GAL4 line
that labeled a neuron of T4 at all (Figure 3.8u, Table 5). R31A02- GAL4 labeled two
neurons of the papillum P1 (Figure 3.8o, Table 5). As expected, one neuron showed
co-expression with Gr66a-RFP and was therefore identified as the C2 neuron. The
second neuron labeled by R31A02-GAL4 did not co-express and was denoted as “C8”
(Figures 3.9a6, 4.5). Gr28a-GAL4 labeled neurons in four sensilla: P2, T2, K1, K2

(Figure 3.8j, Table 3.5). The labeled neuron of T2 is defined as “C12”. Costaining
with a-Ir25a (Figure 3.9b2) confines this neuron from C5 and C7 because they lack
a-Ir25a co-staining (Figure 3.9b4, b7). Gr28a-GAL4 expression in the single neuron of
K1 defines this one as “C15”. In K2, Gr28a-GAL4 is expressed in C6 together with
Gr21a-GAL4 (Figures 3.8j, 4.510). In papillum P2 Gr28a-GAL4 is expressed in C1
confirmed by coexpression with Gr66a-RFP that is used as a landmark for this neuron
(Figure 3.9a3, Table 3.5). One neuron of Pdo was specifically labeled by R58F10-GAL4
(Figure 3.8n), which was previously shown not to be expressed in one of the Gr66a
and Gr33a positive B1 or B2 neurons (Mast et al., 2014). Therefore, we have denoted
the R58F10-GAL4 labeled neuron as “B3” (Figure 4.5). Ppk23-GAL4 labels all three
neurons of Pdo, B1–B3. Two neurons are labeled in P1 which most likely are C2 and
C8 because Ppk23 should not be expressed in the mechanosensory, third neuron of P1.
In P3 Ppk23-GAL4 labels C3 and also defines C16, the second chemosensory neurons
of P3 (Figure 4.5).
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Fig. 3.10 Neuron-to-sensillum map of the TO. The schematic summarizes structural and
molecular properties of TO sensilla and neurons. GAL4 driver lines are mapped to specific neurons of
individual sensilla (written below neurons in black). The complete set of Gr-drivers was previously
mapped to TO neurons C1–C6 by Kwon et al. (2011) (these drivers are marked with an asterisk).
Not all driver-lines showing expression in neurons of individual sensilla (Figure 3.8, Table 3.5) could
be mapped to a specific neuron by co-localization analysis. These driver lines are listed in the grey
boxes below the list of the mapped ones (respective number of labeled neurons are given in brackets).
Neurons are considered to be taste sensitive when either labeled by a chemosensory GAL4 driver
line (turquois neurons) or housed in one of the designated taste sensilla (light turquois neurons).
Mechanosensitivity of a neuron is indicated by a tubular body in the tip of the dendrite (magenta
neurons). These mechanosensory neurons are generally considered to not sense chemicals (Keil,
1997; Steinbrecht, 1984). Therefore, we assume that all chemosensory GAL4 driver lines (either by
expression of chemosensory receptor genes or function) are expressed in one of the non-mechanosensory
neurons in the sensilla (turquois ones). C6 of K2 has been shown to be sensitive to changes in
osmolarity (van Giesen et al., 2016) (orange neuron). Sensilla are arranged according to their location
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Fig. 3.10 (Continued) in the distal or dorso-lateral group, their putative function and according
to their type or subtype. Papilla and pit sensilla with a mechanosensory neuron are considered to
serve bimodal function, mechanosensation and gustation, and those without a mechanosensory neuron
to serve unimodally in taste sensation. Putative taste sensilla fall in one of three structural classes:
(1) terminal pore with taste neurons and a mechanosensory neuron (tp, bi); (2) terminal pore and
only taste neurons (tp, uni); (3) no terminal pore and a taste neuron (ntp). In total, 18 neurons are
defined by GAL4 driver expression and mapped to individual sensilla. Six putative taste neurons
remain “orphan”. They might be labeled by one of the GAL4 drivers that could not be mapped or by
additional ones. Abbreviations: tp= terminal pore; bi= bimodal; uni= unimodal; ntp= no terminal
pore

Notably, we observed reduced numbers of labeled neurons for Gr2a>UAS-GFP and
Gr28a>UAS-GFP when stained with anti-GFP-FITC in the co-staining experiments
(Figure 3.9a3, b2, b1) compared to staining with anti-GFP (Figure 3.8j, l). Presented
evaluation of the results was not affected thereby.

Our findings are summarized in a detailed neuronal map of TO sensory neurons
and sensilla in Figure 4.5. Of the entire set of 33 neurons innervating external TO
sensilla, the map defines 19 neurons by GAL4 driver expression and assigns these to
their corresponding sensilla (Figure 4.5, turquois neurons). Newly defined were the
previously “orphan” neurons C8–C16 and B3. There are six further neurons that could
not be defined by GAL4 driver expression but are most likely gustatory because they
belong to pit or papilla sensilla (Figure 4.5, light turquois neurons). Eight further
neurons of the TO contain a tubular body and are therefore most likely mechanosensory
(Figure 4.5, magenta neurons).

3.5 Discussion
We have analyzed the ultrastructural and molecular organization of the sensilla of
the TO of Drosophila melanogaster larvae (Figures 3.1-3.9). We have established a
neuron-to-sensillum map (Figure 4.5) that assigns GAL4 driver lines relevant for larval
gustation to individual TO sensilla illustrating principles of the larval taste system.
Now, we can interpret ultrastructural features of sensilla in combination with the
receptor gene repertoire of their sensory neurons to specify their functionality and
contribution to taste reception.

Our results clarify and alter several of the previous findings by light and electron
microscopy. The TO consists of two groups of sensilla, the distal and the dorso-
lateral group (Figure 3.8a). In addition to the external sensilla of both groups,
mechanosensitive scolopidia sensilla lie internally below the cuticle surface of the TO
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(Chu-Wang Axtell, 1972). Neurons of the TO-distal group cluster in the TO-ganglion.
Neurons of the dorso-lateral group lie in the DO-ganglion, in the TO-ganglion or
independently of both ganglia (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1972a; Python and Stocker, 2002)
(Figure 3.8a). The number of TO neurons given in recent literature (Apostolopoulou
et al., 2015; Kwon et al., 2011) mainly relates to the study of Python and Stocker (2002).
They estimated the number of neurons belonging to the TO, and DO, according to anti-
Elav-stainings of neuronal cell nuclei. They counted a total of 32–33 anti-Elav-stained
neurons in the ganglion of the TO. Of these, they assumed 30 neurons to be associated
with the TO-distal group including 26 neurons that belong to the external sensilla and
four neurons that belong to internal scolopidia sensilla. The FIB-SEM analysis in the
present study is restricted to the external sensilla of the TO. We find that the external
sensilla of the TO-distal group comprise in total 28 neurons by counting the dendrites
in the sensilla (Table 3.4, Figure 4.5). This number is slightly different from Python
and Stocker (2002) but consistent with the study by Singh and Singh (1984) who also
examined the ultrastructure of external sensilla of the TO of Drosophila larvae (Singh
and Singh, 1984). The external sensilla of the dorso-lateral group comprise five neurons
(Table 3.4, Figure 4.5) in agreement with all previous studies (Chu-Wang and Axtell,
1971; Python and Stocker, 2002; Singh and Singh, 1984).

Python and Stocker (2002) assumed 26 neurons of the TO-distal and dorso-lateral
group to be gustatory according to interpretations on the fine structure of associated
sensilla (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1972a; Singh and Singh, 1984). We consider 25 neurons
of the TO to be gustatory based on their structural and molecular characteristics
(Figure 4.5). Despite the similar number, in contrast to the previous studies we include
the neurons of the knob sensilla and exclude the neurons of Pmod and the spot sensilla
(Figure 4.5). We show that Pmod and spot sensilla most likely are not gustatory because
they lack fine structural characteristics of gustatory sensilla and also lack chemosensory
receptor gene expression (Figures 3.5, 3.7, 4.5, see further discussion). We were able to
define 19 of the 25 putative chemosensory neurons by GAL4 driver expression (Figure
4.5) thereby expanding the established receptor-to-neuron map (Kwon et al., 2011)
by 11 neurons. Six neurons remain “orphan”. These neurons might be labeled by
one of the GAL4 drivers which could not be mapped to a single neuron but to the
sensillum (Table 3.5, Figure 4.5), or they might express receptor genes not covered by
the screened GAL4 lines (Table 3.1).
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3.5.1 Papilla, Pit, and Knob Sensilla are Taste Sensilla

Papilla and Pit Sensilla

We consider all papilla and pit sensilla to act in taste reception (Figure 4.5). They
display ultrastructural features characteristic for taste sensilla: a terminal pore, two to
five neurons, and a pore plug (Altner and Prillinger, 1980; Slifer, 1970; Steinbrecht,
1984) (Figures 3.3, 3.4). In addition, neurons of papilla and pit sensilla express receptor
genes involved in taste reception (Figure 3.8, Table 3.5). Likely, tastants enter the
sensilla through the terminal pore, distribute in the sensillum lymph and directly
contact the receptor proteins in the membrane of their dendrites.

Typical taste sensilla are described to also house one mechanosensory neuron besides
several chemosensory ones (Altner and Prillinger, 1980; Falk et al., 1976; Slifer, 1970).
Mechanosensitive function is indicated by the presence of a characteristic pattern of
microtubules in the tip of the dendrite: the tubular body (Thurm, 1964) (e.g., Figures
3.3a8, b3, 3.4a4). In the TO, we found sensilla of the papilla and pit type with (P1, P2,
T1, and T5) (Figures 3.3a, b, 3.4a) and without such a mechanosensory neuron (Pdo,
T2, T3, and T4) (Figures 3.3c, 3.4b, c). How the coincidental reception of mechanical
stimuli affects the process of taste sensation has been unclear. According to a recent
study in adult Drosophila, the mechanosensory neuron, present in all external adult
taste sensilla (Falk et al., 1976; Stocker, 1994), responds to the texture of the food
substrate (Sánchez-Alcañiz et al., 2017). Depending on the hardness of the substrate
the activity of the mechanosensory neuron modulates the appetitive response to sugar
of the chemosensory neurons (Sánchez-Alcañiz et al., 2017). Hence, there might be two
different mechanisms underlying taste reception in papilla and pit sensilla. In the one
set of sensilla, the gustatory response might be modulated by food texture. In the other
set, the gustatory response might be processed independent of the textural properties
of the food substrate. Despite common sensory structures, papilla and pit sensilla are
substantially different in their structural organization (Figures 3.3, 3.4, Table 3.4).
Most noticeable is their difference in size: papilla sensilla form a shaft protruding from
the cuticle whereas pit sensilla do not. The lymph cavity of papilla sensilla is more
spacious. Accordingly, the dendrites of papilla are floating in sensillum lymph whereas
only little lymph was observable around the dendrites of pit sensilla. It is tempting to
speculate that these structural differences are reflected in the sensilla’s function. Could
it be that the spacious papilla sensilla take up the more complex molecules like sugars,
bitter substances or fatty acids? In contrast, the small and hidden pit sensilla might
be sensitive to small molecules like salts or amino acids, which might also influence the
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chemical composition and properties of the lymph indirectly acting on the receptor of
the dendrites.

Regarding the repertoire of receptor genes expressed in the sensillar dendrites a
strict separation of receptor gene families to different types of sensilla was not observable
by GAL4 -driver analysis. However, Gr-GAL4 drivers predominantly labeled papilla,
whereas Ir- and Ppk- GAL4 drivers mainly labeled pit sensilla. In general, members
of the Gr gene family contribute to the reception of sugars and bitter compounds in
Drosophila (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b; Weiss et al., 2011). In contrast, gustatory
Irs and Ppks were so far shown to contribute to salt taste (Alves et al., 2014; Liman
et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2003a; Zhang et al., 2013) and Irs also to amino acids in
larvae (Croset et al., 2016). Still, it is difficult to predict the specific function of a
neuron from its expression of individual receptor genes. It is rather the combinatorial
expression of receptors within one neuron that seems to be crucial for the neuron’s
specific function (Delventhal and Carlson, 2016; Knecht et al., 2016). Therefore, the
actual stimuli can only be confirmed by physiological and behavioral tests. Indeed, few
studies have defined a link between gustatory stimuli and particular neurons of the
TO (Apostolopoulou et al., 2016, 2014b, 2015; van Giesen et al., 2016).

Papilla likely are sensitive to bitter stimuli indicated by the expression of Gr66a
and Gr33a in their neurons (Figure 3.8, Table 3.5). Contribution to the behavioral
response to bitter stimuli of three of these neurons (C1, C2, C3) was corroborated
(Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b; Kim et al., 2016). Gr66a and Gr33a-positive B2-neuron
of Pdo (Figure 10, Table 3.5) responded to bitter stimuli (van Giesen et al., 2016),
too. Interestingly, the B2-neuron did not influence aversion behavior to the bitter
stimuli in preference assays (van Giesen et al., 2016). Therefore, this neuron might
be correlated with a different behavior. Indeed, sensory reception by the B2-housing
sensillum Pdo might rather be involved in larval social than feeding behavior. A recent
study identified a single neuron in the TO that detects larval pheromones (Mast et al.,
2014). This neuron was specifically labeled by R58F10-GAL4, which we mapped to
the last uncharacterized neuron of Pdo: B3 (Figure 4.5). However, pit sensilla, too,
might be responsive to aspects of bitter stimuli. Gr66a and Gr33a are also expressed in
T5. The C7 cell of T2 responded to all taste modalities including the bitter substance
denatonium in physiological experiments (van Giesen et al., 2016). Notably, IR25a
seemed to mediate the response to denatonium rather than the designated “bitter”
Grs 33a and 66a. Though responsive to many different tastants, C7 abolishment only
had an effect on aversive behavior of the larva to denatonium (van Giesen et al., 2016).
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However, Kim et al. (2016) reported that blockage of Gr33a-GAL4 neurons, which
are nearly exclusively located in papilla, also leads to a loss of denatonium avoidance.

Taken together, a clear interpretation on how papilla, pit sensilla and their neurons
functionally differ is problematic given the many experimental differences in the referred
studies. Additional experiments, especially on the physiological level, are required to
understand the functional differences between neurons and between sensilla.

Knob Sensilla

The sensory neurons of the two knob sensilla were labeled by Gr-GAL4 lines, too,
indicating a role in taste sensation. However, the lack of pores in the knobs’ outer
cuticle argues for a different stimulus transduction mechanism than suggested for the
papilla and pit sensilla.

Nevertheless, at least K2 likely acts in contact chemosensation. Its single neuron,
C6, expresses Gr21a and Gr63a (Kwon et al., 2011) (Figure3.8k). Gr21a and Gr63a
were repeatedly shown to mediate CO2 responses (Jones, Cayirlioglu, Grunwald Kadow,
Vosshall, 2007; Kwon et al., 2007). In adult flies, however, CO2 reception is linked to the
olfactory system as Gr21a and Gr63a are expressed in olfactory basiconic sensilla(Jones
et al., 2007; Kwon et al., 2007). In the fluid natural environment of larvae, CO2 reception
might rather involve contact chemosensation of the CO2-dissolvents bicarbonate and
protons. Indeed, physiological measurements indicated sensitivity of C6 to osmolarity
and pH changes (van Giesen et al., 2016). The membrane in the dendritic end of C6
is folded and densely packed (Figure 6b5). In other insects, distal lamellation of the
dendrite was linked to CO2 reception, too (Stange and Stowe, 1999). The relevance of
this structure for the transduction mechanism remains unclear. Presumably, lamellated
dendrites benefit from an increased receptive surface area that enables very dense
packing of the molecular receptors (Stange and Stowe, 1999). However, lamellation
of distal dendrites can also be associated with thermo- or hygrosensation (Altner and
Prillinger, 1980; Haug and Altner, 1984). In Musca larvae, Chu-Wang and Axtell (1972)
resolved arrays of microtubules between the lamella of K2 and also in the unfolded
dendrite of K1. Possibly, the transduction mechanism in both knobs engages mechanical
forces triggered by shrinkage or growth of the dendrite in response to chemical changes
in the environment.
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3.5.2 Modified Papillum and Spot Sensilla receive Mechanosen-
sory Stimuli

We consider the two spot sensilla and the modified papillum not to be involved in
taste sensation. Their structural organization appears untypical for a taste sensillum.
They house a single dendrite which terminates with a tubular body that confers
mechanosensitivity (Figures 3.5, 3.8; Table 3.4). The tubular body was shown to be
connected to the dendritic membrane which in turn connects to the dendritic sheath via
fine filaments (Thurm, 1964). Mechanical deformation of the sensillum is transmitted
via the dendritic sheath to the dendritic membrane (French, 1988; Keil, 1997). A
further argument against gustatory function of spot sensilla and Pmod is that none of
the analyzed taste receptor GAL4 lines labeled a neuron of these sensilla (Figure 3.8;
Table 3.5). We conclude that the terminal pore of the spot sensilla and the lateral one
of the modified papillum are probably molting pores. During growth, larvae have to
shed their cuticle between instars in a process known as molting (Riddiford et al., 2003)
during which the cuticle parts of sensilla are shed, too. Their inner cuticle parts, like
the dendritic sheath, are thought to be pulled out through a pore in the new cuticle
(Altner and Thies, 1972; Wensler and Filshie, 1969; Zacharuk, 1980). This molting
pore then becomes the functional terminal pore of contact chemosensilla (Blaney
et al., 1971; Zacharuk, 1980), or it remains without sensory function as a terminal or
lateral pore in other types of sensilla (Ameismeier, 1985; Haug and Altner, 1984; Keil,
1997; Zacharuk, 1980). Mechanosensitive campaniform sensilla of other species, for
instance, were observed to be modified in such a way that outer cuticle structures are
reduced to a slight depression in the cuticle (Keil, 1997) strongly resembling the form
of the spot sensilla. On the molecular level, Trp channels were shown to contribute to
mechanosensation in sensory neurons of mechanoreceptive sensilla (Fowler and Montell,
2013). However, none of the Trp-GAL4 lines we have here investigated (Table 3.1)
labeled spot or the Pmod sensilla. Nevertheless, we conclude that the spot sensilla and
Pmod might not sense chemical but rather mechanical stimuli. To what extend their
information is processed along with the gustatory information remains open. Sensory
information from Pmod is not sent to the CNS along with that of the other TO sensilla.
Its single neuron lies independently in the hemocoel and the axon does not join the
maxillary or antennal nerve indicating that sensory information of this sensillum might
be separated from taste processing.
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3.5.3 Multimodal Function of the TO is Conferred by Struc-
tural Diverse Sensilla

Despite the numerical simplicity of their chemosensory system larvae seem to perceive
a wide range of chemicals (Gerber and Stocker, 2007). This might be achieved by
gustatory sensory neurons that are sensitive to multiple taste modalities even with
opposing valences (van Giesen et al., 2016). Therefore, larval gustatory neurons
seem to express receptors from different receptor gene families at a time which was
reported previously (van Giesen et al., 2016), and is also shown here (Figures 3.9, 4.5).
Presumably, the identity of a chemical or mixture of chemicals is finally perceived in
the CNS by the combinatorial activity across different gustatory neurons (van Giesen
et al., 2016).

The TO consists of structurally diverse sensilla. Based on the ultrastructural and
molecular evidence most sensilla likely serve in contact chemosensation of tastants:
the papilla, pit, and knob sensilla. The most obvious structures that infer function
are the terminal pore, which indicates gustation, but also the tubular body, which
indicates mechanosensation. Considering these “functional” structures three groups
emerge within the morphological classes of the taste sensilla (Figure 4.5): (a) taste
sensilla with a terminal pore and also one mechanosensory neuron (P1, P2, P3, T1,
T5); (b) taste sensilla with a terminal pore but without the mechanosensory neuron
(Pdo, T2, T3, T4) and (c) taste sensilla without a terminal pore (K1, K2) (Figure 4.5).
Do these differences in structure reflect differences in functionality? The mechanism
of stimulus transductions should be fundamentally different in the nonterminal pore
sensilla than in the terminal pore sensilla. However, the latter, pit and papilla sensilla,
might be similar in their functionality since they both have a terminal pore and
overlapping receptor gene expression in their neurons. Differences in structure like
the lack of the mechanosensory neuron or the cuticle shaft could be, for instance, due
to constraints during evolution and development. Still, papilla and pit sensilla might
differ in parameters of the sensory transduction process, for instance the dynamics of
ligand binding that would shape the activity pattern of their gustatory sensing neurons
induced by a taste stimulus.

Finally, to find out how the structure of sensilla indeed is related to function
physiological experiments are needed for which the here presented map of sensilla and
neurons provides the basis.
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3.7 Supplementary Information

3.7.1 Supplementary Movies

The supplementary movie files can be found on the electronic version of this document
or online at: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/cne.24308.

Movie 1: FIB-SEM stack of distal terminal organ and 3D reconstruction of sensilla.

Movie 2: 3D reconstruction of papilla subtype a: P1 and P3. Color legend in Fig.
3.3c1.

Movie 3: 3D reconstruction of papilla subtype b: P2. Color legend in Fig. 3.3c1.

Movie 4: 3D reconstruction of papilla subtype c: Pmod. Color legend in Fig. 3.3c1.

Movie 5: 3D reconstruction of pit subtype a: T1 and T5. Color legend in Fig. 3.3c1.

Movie 6: 3D reconstruction of pit subtype b: T2. Color legend in Fig. 3.3c1.

Movie 7: 3D reconstruction of pit type c: T3 and T4. Color legend in Fig. 3.3c1.

Movie 8: 3D reconstruction of spot sensilla. Color legend in Fig. 3.3c1.

Movie 9: 3D reconstruction of knob sensilla. Color legend in Fig. 3.3c1.

Movie 10: 3D reconstruction of modified papilla. Color legend in Fig. 3.3c1.
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Chapter 4

Sensory Organs of Drosophila
Larvae Investigated by targeted
FIB-SEM

Anna Rist, Georg Kislinger, Michael Laumann, Andreas S. Thum

4.1 Abstract
Drosophila melanogaster larvae possess several external sense organs on their head,
thoracic, and abdominal segments. Here, we studied their external and internal
morphology. Using focused-ion-beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) we
gained precise anatomical data on internal fine structures of sensilla dendrites and
accessory structures. Optimization of the preparation protocol for FIB-SEM allowed
straightforward and efficient examination of larval sensory organs. By embedding
the larvae in only a minimal amount of resin, their surface topology remained intact
enabling direct access of the sensilla for FIB-SEM slicing and imaging. Thus, we are
able to provide a comprehensive description of three larval head organs: the dorsal,
ventral, and labial organ. Investigated sensilla on thoracic and abdominal segments
fall into three broad categories: hair, peg, and spot sensilla. Except for the dorsal
organ, fine structural characteristics of the majority of sensilla suggest mechanosensory
function. In comparison to previous literature we generate a map that defines the
positions of sensilla on thoracic and abdominal segments. This map provides the basis
for further molecular and functional examination of larval sensilla.
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4.2 Introduction
Drosophila melanogaster larvae have become a favored model organism to study
principles of sensory perception (Apostolopoulou et al., 2016; Gerber and Stocker,
2007). It has been shown that larvae actively use sensory cues to navigate through their
environment. Thermal, photo, chemo- and mechanosensory information is processed
by the larval nervous system to optimize their behavior towards favorable conditions
like finding protein-rich food sources or avoiding predators and toxic compounds
(Gomez-Marin and Louis, 2012).

The knowledge on neuronal correlates underlying sensory perception in Drosophila
larvae has clearly progressed because many sensory neurons and receptor genes could be
associated with particular sensory modalities. Larvae sense and differentiate between
different tastants, but also other sensory stimuli, expressing gustatory receptor (Gr),
ionotropic receptor (Ir) and pickpocket (Ppk) genes in their sensory neurons (Apos-
tolopoulou et al., 2015; Joseph and Carlson, 2015; Rimal and Lee, 2018). For instance,
sensation of the bitter compound caffeine by a taste neuron of a pharyngeal organ
requires the receptors Gr93a in combination with Gr33a and Gr66a (Apostolopoulou
et al., 2016) (Chapter2). A set of thermosensory neurons, expressing the receptors
Ir25a and 21a (Ni et al., 2016), belongs to the larval olfactory organ and guides the
larva towards preferred thermal environments (Klein et al., 2015; Ni et al., 2016).
Nociception is mediated by PPK and TRP channels in multidendritic neurons spanning
the larval body wall (Robertson et al., 2013; Tracey et al., 2003; Zhong et al., 2010).

In contrast to this growing knowledge on the neuronal and molecular fundamentals
of sensory processing, knowledge on the morphology of underlying sense organs is still
limited. Recently, one study, by authors of this paper, comprehensively analyzed the
ultrastructural organization of the major larval taste organ, the terminal organ (TO).
Based on three-dimensional microscopical data, sensilla of the TO were classified. Fur-
ther, it was possible to assign previously defined receptor neurons to sensilla clarifying
the function of both sensilla and sensory neurons (Rist and Thum, 2017). Except for
the TO, knowledge on organization of Drosophila larval sensilla is based on different
studies of different species and developmental stages of dipteran larvae (Chu-Wang and
Axtell, 1971, 1972a,b; Dambly-Chaudière and Ghysen, 1986; Green and Hartenstein,
1997; Hartenstein, 1988; Hertweck, 1931; Honda and Ishikawa, 1987; Kankel et al.,
1980; Singh and Singh, 1984). Some of these studies used light microscopy (LM), others
examined outer morphology by scanning electron micrscopy (SEM), or exclusively
internal morphology by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Comparison between
these studies is further complicated by the lack of a consistant nomenclature of larval
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sensillum types. In the last two decades imaging techniques tremendously advanced.
Nowadays, a larger body of knowledge on sensillum morphology in general is available.
Therefore, conclusions drawn on structure and function of larval sensilla might be
different today.

Several external sense organs can be found along the larval body consisting of
different types of sensilla. The largest sense organs are located at the larval head,
consisting of several sensilla. Here, the major external organs for chemosensation
are situated. The primary olfactory dorsal organ (DO) (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1971;
Singh and Singh, 1984) and the primary gustatory TO (Rist and Thum, 2017; Singh
and Singh, 1984). Further ventral, two smaller organs are located: the ventral organ
(VO) above the mouth opening between rows of cuticle cirri and the labial organ
(LO) below the mouth opening (Kankel et al., 1980). These head organs all consist of
several sensilla. Sensory organs on the thoracic and abdominal organ are of simpler
organization and mostly consist of one individual sensillum. Overview schemes of
larval sensory organs and circuits in the current literature do not consider thoracic
and abdominal sensilla. Surely, this is because too few is known about their anatomy
and function. However, it was shown that, like in other dipteran species, sensilla on
the larval thorax and abdomen come in a fixed pattern with invariant numbers and
typically form a single row in the middle of each segment (Green and Hartenstein,
1997). These sensilla were first all classified as hair-type sensilla (Kankel et al., 1980).
Later, at least three different types of sensilla were classified: trichoid, basiconic and
papilla sensilla (Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1985; Green and Hartenstein, 1997).
The function of these sensilla is largely unclear.

Classification of insect sensilla is best done by analysis of their external and internal
morphology using electron microscopy (EM) (Altner and Prillinger, 1980; Keil, 1997;
Slifer, 1970; Steinbrecht, 1984). However, the preparation of insect tissue for EM
requires a complex process of preparation. External morphology is typically analyzed
by critical point drying and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Preservation of
the inner ultrastructure, in contrast, typically requires resin infiltration followed by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Recently, FIB-SEM has been increasingly
used to obtain a 3D representation of cellular structures in high resolution (Peddie
and Collinson, 2014; Titze and Genoud, 2016). FIB-SEM can automatically generate
serial images with superior z-axis resolution. Typically, the ion beam removes layers
of the sample from the block face and an image is taken after each slice by the SEM.
Structures of interest can be followed very conveniently in 3D with highest resolution up
to 5 nm in z-direction. Subsequent alignment of the serial images needs minimal effort
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since images are taken in the same orientation (Helmstaedter et al., 2011; Kizilyaprak
et al., 2014; Peddie and Collinson, 2014). It is possible to perform FIB-SEM on
dried samples that offer direct access to their surface topography. However, cellular
structures are better preserved by resin-infiltration. The latter method typically leads
to solid blocks preventing the viewing of topological surface structures. This hinders
targeted selection of an interesting area challenging the FIB-SEM approach that is
best suited for small volume imaging. Therefore, samples have to be exactly cut to the
region of interest. Insect sensilla might be very tiny, located scattered without obvious
landmarks or hidden between multiple other sensilla. Therefore, target preparation of
a particular sensillum is often like finding the needle in the haystack. To overcome this
limitation, we here apply only a minimal amount of resin to embed Drosophila larvae
for FIB-SEM imaging. The resulting thin layer of resin on the samples still provides
superior access to the topography enabling targeted FIB-SEM.

In the present study we take advantage of the minimal-embedding approach in
combination with FIB-SEM imaging to examine the ultrastructure of sense organs
on the head, thoracic and abdominal segments of Drosophila larvae. We provide a
comprehensive description of their external an internal morphology. We compare our
findings with previous literature to gain a consistent nomenclature for larval sensilla.
Further, we discuss structural characteristics of sensilla in relation to their putative
function.

4.3 Materials and Methods

Flies

Drosophila wild type Canton S flies were kept on standard corn meal medium at room
temperature like previously described (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b; Rohwedder et al.,
2012). For experiments, 3rd instar larvae prior to the wandering stage were used.

4.3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Third instar larvae were rinsed with tap water to remove food residuals. Then,
specimens were incubated in tap water at 90 °C for two minutes. Subsequently, larvae
were fixed in 2.5 % glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M HEPES buffer for three hours. The fixative
was exchanged each hour. Primary fixation was followed by three washing steps in 0.1
M HEPES buffer, each for ten minutes. Then, samples were incubated in 1 % osmium
tetroxide buffered in 0.1 M HEPES for two hours, followed by three washing steps
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in 0.1 M HEPES for ten minutes each. All steps were performed at pH 7 and 4 °C.
Next, samples were gradually dehydrated in an increasing ethanol series: 30 %, 50
%, 70 % two times for ten minutes and then 70 % overnight (all at 4°C). Next day,
dehydration was continued with 80 %, 90 % and 96 % three times for ten minutes and
100 % four times for ten minutes each (at room temperature). Dehydrated samples
were transferred to a critical point drier (Bal-Tec CPD 030, Liechtenstein) and critical
point dried over liquid. Afterwards, samples were glued to aluminum SEM-stubs using
adhesive conductive carbon pads (Plano GmbH, Germany) or Conduct-C (Conductive
Carbon Cement, Plano GmbH) and subsequently coated with ca. 12 nm platinum in
a sputter coater (Quorum Q 150R ES Sputter-Coater, UK). SEM micrographs were
acquired on a FESEM Auriga Crossbeam workstation (Zeiss, Germany) using the
SmartSEM software-package (Zeiss, Germany).

4.3.2 Focused Ion Beam-SEM (FIB-SEM)

After rinsing in PBS, the anterior half of the larva was incubated in fixative (2 %
formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) with 2.5 % glutardialdehyde in 0.1 M Na-
cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4) for 30–90 min. Then, the head region was cut off and
incubated in fresh fixative for another 90 min. Wash- and post-fixation steps were
similar to SEM preparation. En bloc staining was carried out with 1 % uranyl acetate
and 1 % phosphotungstic acid in 70 % EtOH in the dark over night before continuing the
alcohol dehydration the next day. Samples were transferred to propylene oxide before
embedded in Spurr (Plano,GmbH, Germany) using ascending Spurr concentrations
diluted in propylene oxide for optimal tissue infiltration (Rist and Thum, 2017). Resin
was drained of the samples by gravity during polymerization. Polymerization was
carried out at 65 °C for 72 h. Samples were mounted on aluminum SEM-stubs using
adhesive conductive carbon pads (Plano GmbH, Germany). Samples were sputter-
coated with ca. 100 nm platinum.

FIB-SEM serial sectioning was carried out using a FESEM Auriga Crossbeam
workstation (Zeiss, Germany). Images were acquired using a second electron detector
or a backscattered electron detector. FIB fine milling currents were either 500 pA or 1
nA.

4.3.3 Image Processing

Images were corecetd for brightness and contrast with ImageJ (NIH, USA).
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Fig. 4.1
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Fig. 4.1 (Continued) Sensilla of Drosophila larval body segments minimal-embedded for
FIB-SEM. A) SEM image of the ventral side of a whole 3rd instar Drosophila larva. The body of
larvae is divided into the pseudocephalon (pce), three thoracic (t1-t3) and eight abdominal (a1-a8)
segments (a8 is formed by the fusion of at least two abdominal segments (Courtney et al., 2000)). B)
Sense organs of the cephalic segment. DO and TO are located on the tip of the two cephalic lobes,
the VO is located further ventral between rows of cirri and the LO is located beneath the mouth
opening. C) Sensilla on the second thoracic (t2) segment. Visible is one hemisegment from dorsal to
dorso-lateral. Visible are four spot-sensilla (white arrows), three hair sensilla (black arrows) and one
peg sensillum (orange arrow). D) In FIB-SEM, an ion-beam removes tissue layer by layer, an SEM
image can be taken automatically after each step. E) Larval front parts embedded in minimal amount
of Spurr’s resin placed in a conventional, flat-embedding silicon mold to allow excess resin to drain
off. F) SEM image of minimal-embedded larval head mounted on SEM stub with conductive tape.
Surface structures of sensilla are clearly visible and accessible for FIB-SEM immediately. Inlet depicts
cross-section through cephalic lobe after FIB-SEM sectioning of the DO. Scale bars: A) 300 µm, B)
50 µm, C) 20 µm, E) 1 mm, F) 50 µm, inlet: 20 µm.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Larval Body Parts Minimal-Embedded for FIB-SEM

The body of Drosophila larvae is divided into segments: a pseudocephalon (pce), three
thoracic (t1-t3) and eight abdominal (a1-a8) segments. The last abdominal segment,
a8, is more appropriately named “anal division” as it is formed by the fusion of at least
two abdominal segments (Courtney et al., 2000; Wipfler et al., 2013) (Figure 4.1 A).
The pseudocephalon (here referred to as “head”) is the strongly reduced head capsule
of the larva, dorsally fused with and partially retracted in the prothorax (Courtney
et al., 2000; Wipfler et al., 2013). Four sensory organs are situated on the larval head:
TO, DO, VO and LO (Figure 4.1 B). These are the more complex external sense organs
of the larva consisting of several sensilla. In contrast, the individual sensilla on the
thoracic and abdominal segments are widely distributed over the cuticle surface (Figure
4.1 C).

Scattered and small insect sensilla like that of Drosophila larvae can be challenging
to be investigated by TEM. In the present work, we prepared the larvae for FIB-SEM
using only minimal amounts of resin. This allowed to exactly locate also smallest
sensilla on the body wall for subsequent serial imaging (Figure 4.1 D-F). Instead of
embedding the samples in a block, like typically done, we let the samples harden in
only minimal amounts of Spurr’s resin (Figure 4.1 E). The result of this approach were
‘sculptures’ of the samples that could be immediately mounted on SEM stubs. Larger
head organs but also the smallest body wall sensilla could be clearly identified on these
minimal embedded sculptures by SEM (Figure 4.1 F). In contrast, block-embedded
samples require cutting off excess resin to expose the region of interest to microscopical
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Fig. 4.2 Dorsal organ ultrastructure. A) SEM image depicting the outer morphology of the
DO. The dome is perforated by multiple tiny pores (black arrow). Visible are also three of the seven
lateral pores (arrows), which are traces of molting (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1971). B)-H) FIB-SEM of
minimal-embedded samples. B) Cross-section through the dome portion at the base. Visible are the
seven triplets of olfactory dendrites (ot) forming a circle embedded in a large vacuole. The triplets
are surrounded by six peripheral sensilla that are located at the bottom of the trench between the
dome and the surrounding rim. In the present work, DO peripheral sensilla are named DP1-DP6.
C) Portion of the distal dome depicting the multiple branched olfactory dendrites. In the cuticle,
pore tubules are visible (pt). D) Cross-section through the DO several micrometer below the cuticle
surface. The dendrites of all sensilla are surrounded by a minimum of one, common sheath cell (shc).
Olfactory triplets are now each bathed in electron-dense sensillum-lymph centering the large vacuole.
This cross-section depicts the approximate level where dendritic outer segments (dos) are formed by a
ciliary constriction (cc) of the the inner segments (dis). In contrast, dendrites of DP3,
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Fig. 4.2 (Continued) DP5, DP6 are still tightly enclosed by a dendritic sheath. E1-E4) DP2 and
DP4 display similar organization. These sensilla form a pore in the cuticle with a short cuticle channel
below. E2) Two dendrites are identifiable, one contains a tubular body at its end below the pore.
Both dendrites are enclosed by a separate dendritic sheath (ds) that becomes fragmented towards the
ciliary constriction (E2, E3). E4) Cell body (cb) of the dendrite without tubular body in the DO
ganglion (DOG). The cell body has a round form with the nucleus in the center, which fills most of
the cell lumen. F1-F5) DP1. F1) DP1 forms a pore at the base of the dome of similar structure as
DP4 and DP2. F2) below the pore the single dendrite of DP1 contains a tubular body and is enclosed
by a dendritic sheath. F3) Ciliary constriction of the single neuron whose dendritic inner segment
(F4) originates from a roundish cell body in the DOG (F5). G1-G3) DP3, DP5, DP6 share a similar
structural organization. The outer sensillum part resembles that of the others (E1, F1). G2) One
very tiny dendrite (∼100-150 nm in diameter) is identifiable below the pore, which is surrounded by a
dendritic sheath of similar size as the other DO peripheral sensilla. G3) Approximately 25 µm below
the dome base, a second dendrite becomes visible. Here, both dendrites are within a large, bulb-like,
electron-lucent structure where the intersection of their dendritic inner and outer segments is located.
H) Cross-section of the DOG. Cell bodies of olfactory dendrites (cbo) lie centrally to those of peripheral
sensilla (cbp), which are considerable smaller in diameter and different in shape. Abbreviations: d=
dorsal, m= medial, shc= sheath cell, ot= olfactory triplets, dis= dendritic inner segment, dos=
dendritic outer segment, ds= dendritic sheath, tb=tubular body, cc= ciliary constriction, d= dendrite,
cbp= cell bodies peripheral sensilla, cbo= cell bodies olfactory sensilla. Scale bars: A) 2µm, inlet:1
µm, B,C,E,F) 1µm, G) 2µm, G2) 125 nm.

imaging. This can be very difficult, because small structures are not visible through
the resin and the sample does not provide contrast as it is dark from post-staining
with osmium.

In the present study we used Spurr’s resin for embedment. Simple draining of Spurr’s
resin by gravity was enough to remove most excess resin exposing smallest surface
structures (Figure 4.1E-F). Therefore, we could avoid further steps like centrifugation
or fine manipulation of samples to achieve proper removal of excess resin like necessary
for the viscuous Durcupan (Kizilyaprak et al., 2014; Schieber et al., 2017), which
was reported to provide good milling quality by FIB-SEM (Hayworth et al., 2015).
However, at least for our purpose, Spurr’s resin showed no significant differences in
milling behavior compared to Durcupan (data not shown). Like reported previously
(Belu et al., 2016; Bittermann et al., 2012; Schieber et al., 2017), we observed no
deterioration of ultrastructure preservation by maximally reducing the resin.

4.4.2 Sensory Organs of the Larval Head

Dorsal Organ

We obtained an image stack of the DO covering the distance from its outer sensory parts
to the region of the DO ganglion (DOG), where the cell bodies of the sensory neurons
are located. In total, the image stack spans ∼78 µm. This comprehensive image stack
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Fig. 4.3 Ventral organ ultrastructure. A) SEM image depicting the outer structure of the VO.
The four visible sensilla are named V1 to V4 from medial to lateral. The inlet details the tiny pore of
the V3 sensillum that is similar to the pore of V2 and V4. B)-E) FIB-SEM of minimal-embedded
samples. B) SEM-image of V1, V2 and V3 close to cuticle surface. V1 and V3 are each innervated
by one dendrite that terminates containing a tubular body. Dendrites are surrounded by a dendritic
sheath (also D). V2, in contrary, is innervated by two dendrites that are enclosed by a cuticle tube
proximal of the pore (C,D). E) V4, too, is innervated by one dendrite that forms a tubular body at
its tip beneath the cuticle. Abbreviations: ds = dendritic sheath, tb= tubular body, d= dendrite,ct=
cuticle tube. Scale bars: A) 1 µm, inlet: 100 nm, B) 1 µm, C) 0,5 µm, inlet: 250 nm, D) 1 µm, E) 0,5
µm.

allowed to trace dendrites from their tips near the cuticle surface to the neuron’s cell
body in the DOG (Figure 4.2). Structural aspects of the DO were examined in further
samples by TEM and FIB-SEM.

In line with previous studies (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1971; Singh and Singh, 1984),
we observe the DO to comprise seven triplets of the putative olfactory dendrites that
branch multifold in the dome-region of the DO, which is perforated by tiny pores
that span the outer cuticle (Figure 4.2A,C). In the rim between the dome and the
surrounding cuticle ridge lie six peripheral sensilla (Figure 4.2B,D). The outer cuticle
part of all six peripheral sensilla appears similar in its structure. Its organization is
very simple, consisting of a small cuticle bulge of the dome portion with a tiny pore in
its center. The pore is first surrounded by a short cuticle channel that disappears as
soon as the dendrites become visible. Internally, however, they have different structural
properties. We numbered these sensilla DP1 to DP6 (dorsal organ peripheral sensilla
1 to 6), which allows to better differentiate between them. This was possible due to
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their spatial arrangement consistent accross further samples examined by TEM or
FIB-SEM (data not shown). For instance, DP1 is characterized by a single dendrite
with a tubular body that terminates at the base of the pore. DP1 was always situated
between DP2 and DP6. DP2 can be identified by two dendrites, one ends with a
tubular body. DP4 displays a similar internal ultrastructure. Between DP2 and DP4
lies DP3. DP3, 5 and 6 house two dendrites each, which have a remarkable small
diameter (Figure 4.2B).

The olfactory triplets do not display any obvious characteristics based on which
such discrimination would be possible. The olfactory triplets form a circle posterior of
the branching surrounded by a vacuole, filled with a substance appearing homogenously
grey in the EM. The peripheral sensilla are also arranged as a circle, surrounding the
olfactory triplets (Figure 4.2B,D). Dendrites of sensilla are enclosed by a minimum of
one sheath cell beneath the cuticle. Olfactory triplets are densely packed within their
dendritic sheath basally of the dome (Figure 4.2 B). Proximal to the dome-base, the
lumen of the triplets is wider and electron-dense sensillum lymph is visible bathing the
dendrites (Figure 4.2D).

All dendrites are separated into an inner and an outer dendritic segment by a ciliary
constriction several micrometers below the base of the dome (Figure 4.2D). The exact
depth of the constriction however varies for the different types of sensilla. Dendritic
segments of DP1,2 and 4 are constricted aproximately 10-11 µm proximal to their tips
at more or less the same level than the olfactory dendrites (Figure 4.2D). In contrast,
the dendritic outer segment of DP3,5 and 6 is about 25 µm long before it reaches the
ciliary constriction, much deeper than the other sensilla of the DO (Figure 4.2G3).
Another notable difference between the sensilla is the size of their dendrites. Olfactory
dendrites have comparable large dendrites up to 1 µm in diameter whereas DP3,5 and
6 have very tiny dendrites down to 100 nm in diameter (Figure 4.2G2). Dendritic inner
segments of olfactory and peripheral sensilla are considerable larger in diameter than
their dendritic outer segments, which is a typical feature of insect sensilla dendrites
(Keil, 1997). The dendritic sheath only surrounds the outer dendritic segments and
disappears close to the ciliary constriction (e. g. Figure 4.2F4). Nevertheless, dendritic
inner segements of one sensillum seem to stay together, too. Notably, each dendrite of
DP2 and DP4 is surrounded individually by a dendritic sheath.

DP3, 5 and 6 display a striking morphology. Approximately 22 µm below the outer
cuticle an electron lucent large (∼5µm in diameter), a bulbous vacuole forms around
the dendrites that is rich in membranes (Figure 4.2G3). The origin of this structure is
not clear. It might be formed by the inner sheath cell or by the dendrite itself. Inside
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the membranous bulb, the second dendrite of these sensilla becomes visible (Figure
4.2G3). It is not clear where this dendrite exactly terminates. The dendritic tip might
lie within the bulbous structure or further distal. Both dendrites divide within the
bulb into an outer and inner segment. In the DOG cell bodies of both neurons lie
adjacent (Figure 4.2H).

The cell bodies of olfactory neurons are located more anterior in the DOG compared
to that of the peripheral sensilla, which are located more towards the basal site of
the DOG. Further, cell bodies of olfactory neurons are elliptically shaped and larger
(∼10 µm wide and ∼25 µm long) than those of the peripheral sensillar neurons. The
peripheral neurons’ cell bodies have a roundish appearance and are only 3-5 µm in
diameter (Figure 4.2H).

Ventral Organ

The VO is situated ventral to the TO between the rows of cirri on the front of the
larval head above the mouth opening (Figure 4.1B, Figure 4.3A). The cuticle forms
an invagination, about 8 µm in diameter. Within, four sensilla are visible by SEM
examination. From medial to lateral we name these sensilla V1-V4 in accordance with
the nomenclature of the VO of Musca larvae by Chu-Wang and Axtell (1972). V1
forms a shallow dome of approximately 1.5 µm in diameter centering a tiny, plugged
pore (Figure4.3A). V1 is innevated by one dendrite that terminates with a tubular
body at the base of the pore and is encased by a dendritic sheath (Figure 4.3B). V2,
V3 and V4 form tiny pores (∼100-150 nm in diameter) that lie in pits (Figure 4.3 A).
V3 and V4, like V1, are each innervated by one dendrite, which has a tubular body at
the end at the base of the pores (Figure 4.3 B, D, E). V2, in contrast, is innervated
by two small dendrites (∼200 nm in diameter). Both dendrites are surrounded by a
cuticle tube for a few micrometer proximal of the pore. The cuticle tube is replaced by
a dendritic sheath further proximal (Figure 4.3 C).

Labial Organ

The labial organ (LO) is located ventral of the mouth opening on the lower lip (Figure
4.1B). The LO is formed by two sensilla, which we named L1 and L2 (Figure 4.4A). L1
forms a cavitiy with a pore in the centre that is less than 100 nm in diameter and sits
on a small, shallow socket (Figure 4.4A). It is innervated by one neuron that composes
a tubular body at its tip at the base of the pore and is surrounded by a dendritic sheath
(Figure 4.4E). L2 forms a peg-like structure protruding approximately 2 µm from the
cuticle. The peg’s cuticle has a rough texture and appears more electron-lucid than
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Fig. 4.4 Labial organ ultrastructure. A) SEM image of the outer structure of the LO. B)-F)
FIB-SEM of minimal-embedded samples. The LO compose two sensilla, here named L1 and L2. L1
forms a pore centering a small socket situated in a cylindric cavity. L2 portrudes peg-shaped from
the cuticle and its outer structure appears rough. The inlet depicts the tiny pore of L1. B) Section
through the pore of L1 inside the cavity. Another pore is found on the base of the L2-peg (arrows).
C) Inside, the peg is filled by an electron-dense, smooth filling. D) At the base of the peg a dendrite is
attached containing a tubular body. E) The single dendrite of L1, too, terminates with a tubular body
below the pore. F) Dendrites of both sensilla are enclosed by a dendritic sheath and continue through
the endocuticle for several micrometer without forming the ciliary constriction. Abbreviations: ds =
dendritic sheath, tb= tubular body. Scale bars: A) 1 µm, inlet: 100 nm, B, F) 1µm, C-E) 0.5 µm.

the body cuticle by SEM imaging (Figure 4.4A). Internally, the peg is filled with an
electron-dense material, presumably cuticle. Like L1, L2 is innervated by one dendrite
composing a tubular body, which ends at the base of the peg where a pore is present
(Figure 4.4D).

4.4.3 Sensory Organs of the Thoracic and Abdominal Seg-
ments

In addition to the major head organs, the body wall of the larva possesses several
other sensilla on thoracic and abdominal segments (Figure 4.1B, 4.6, 4.6). Previous
descriptions of these sensilla are not consistent across the literature because studies
have been carried out in different larval stages using different experimental approaches
(Dambly-Chaudière and Ghysen, 1986; Green and Hartenstein, 1997; Hartenstein, 1988;
Hertweck, 1931; Honda and Ishikawa, 1987; Kankel et al., 1980; Singh and Singh, 1984).
To clarify the morphology of thoracic and abdominal sensilla, we took the opportunity
and revised previous findings using FIB-SEM of minimal-embedded larvae (Table 4.2).
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Table 4.1 Sense organs of the larval head

Sensillum Structure Pores Dendrites Hypothesized function
DO
dome cuticle protrusion multiple pores 21 arranged in seven triplets olfaction
DP1 cuticle bulge with pore terminal pore (molting) one, with tb mechanosensation
DP2, DP4 cuticle bulge with pore terminal pore two, one with tb contact chemosensation
DP3, DP5, DP6 cuticle bulge with pore terminal pore (molting) two, "dendritic bulbs" thermosensation

VO*
V1 shallow dome terminal pore (molting) one, with tb mechanosensation
V2 pore on small cuticle elevation terminal pore two contact chemosensation
V3, V4 pore on small cuticle elevation terminal pore (molting) one, with tb mechanosensation

LO
L1 cavity centering a pore terminal pore (molting) one, with tb mechanosensation
L2 peg-like, rough cuticle surface basal pore (molting) one, with tb mechanosensation
Table summarizes morphological features of cephalic sense organs of Drosophila larvae revealed by FIB-SEM imaging.
* Singh and Singh (1984) find the VO to compose 5 sensilla.

In addition, by means of SEM, we analyzed the outer morphology of sensilla and their
distribution and location within each thoracic and abdominal segment (Figure 4.5).

As described before for 1st instar Drosophila and other dipteran larvae (Green
and Hartenstein, 1997), in 3rd instar larvae we find a stereotypic pattern of sensilla
that seems invariant in number between individuals, too. Sensilla are arranged along
a vertical line close to the middle of each segment. However, compared to previous
literature we observe less spot sensilla on abdominal segments. Green and Hartenstein
(1997) found eight spot sensilla from the dorsal mid-line to ventral mid-line in 1st instar
larvae examined by SEM. Dambly-Chaudière and Ghysen (1986), too, find eight spot
sensilla through investigation of abdominal segments by light microscopy. Spot sensilla
are named "papilla" in these two previous studies (Dambly-Chaudière and Ghysen,
1986; Green and Hartenstein, 1997). In contrast, we here find six spot sensilla (Table
4.2). Spot sensilla are very small and due to the preparation for SEM the cuticle of
larvae often becomes deformed. Therefore, spot sensilla might be hidden and easily
missed. Nevertheless, we observed the same pattern of sensilla in all investigated larvae
(minimum of three larvae for each segment) and only rarely found a discrepancy in
number of spot sensilla.

Peg Sensilla

This sensillum consists of a peg-shaped cuticle protrusion inside a cavity (Figure4.6F,
4.7G-I). The cavity is round an has a diameter of approximately 3.5 µm and is up
to 4 µm deep. The peg is about 4 µm long and slightly protrudes from the cavity.
The sensillum is innervated by three dendrites. One dendrite innervates the peg
and proceeds to its tip (Figure 4.7G). The other two dendrites end at the base of
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Fig. 4.5 Map of thoracic and abdominal sensory organs. This schematic depicts the bilateral
pattern of sensilla on thoracic and abdominal segments exemplary for one side of the larva from the
dorsal to the ventral mid-line. Sensilla have fixed positions on segments wherefore they can be named
according to this position (e. g. "t1H1": hair sensillum on position one on segment t1). Sensory organs
on thoracic and abdominal segments mainly are single sensilla. Here, they are categorized as spot
(S)-, peg (P)- and hair (H)-type sensilla. The Keilin’s organs (KO) and also the double hair sensilla
are formed by several sensilla. Peg sensilla and KOs are exclusively found on thoracic segments, the
double hair exclusively on abdominal segments. Segment a8 seems devoid of the sensillum types
and pattern of the other segments. Pattern of sensilla on t2 and t3 is similar and also the sensillum
pattern of a1-a7 is similar. A minimum of three larvae was examined to determine the pattern of
sensilla for each segment. On a1-a7 two more spot sensilla (axS5, axS6 ) might be present as reported
previously (Dambly-Chaudière and Ghysen, 1986; Green and Hartenstein, 1997) but not observed in
the present work.

the peg. One ends with a tubular body, the other one does not display particular
features (Figure 4.7H). All dendrites are surrounded by a dendritic sheath, which is
connected to the pore a the base of the peg, which is most probably a molting pore.
The individual dendritic sheaths of the three dendrites dissolve at the level of the
epidermal layer. Here, dendrites are surrounded by at least one sheath cell and seem
to bath in an electron-lucent sensillum lymph (Figure 4.7I). Peg sensilla on different
dorsal and ventral positions of t1 and t2 were examined and no difference in structural
organization was recognized.

Spot Sensilla

Spot sensilla form a shallow depression in the cuticle with a pore, slightly enhanced, in
the center Figure (Figure 4.6G, 4.7D-F). They are innervated by one dendrite which
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Fig. 4.6 External morphology of thoracic and abdominal sensilla. External morphology
imaged by SEM. A-D) Hair sensilla in different forms can be observed on the thoracic and abdominal
segments. A) A bifurcated hair with a long cuticle shaft (sh) dorsally on the third thoracic segment.
Hair sensilla sit in a circular cuticle depression (dep). The cuticle appears porous inside the depression.
B) A short hair sensillum of the first segment reduced to a stamp with the basal pore. C) A medium
sized hair. D) A double hair present only on abdominal segments. Two hair sensilla are adjacent
to each other sharing one cuticle depression. E) Keilin’s organ is situated on the ventral side of
the thoracic segments. It is formed by three hairs of approximately the same size and one spot-like
sensillum. The hairs each are associated with a basal pore. F) Peg sensilla are only present on the
thoracic segments. The knob-shaped cuticle shaft lies inside a circular cavity, which it might slightly
protrude. G) The dominant sensillum type of thoracic and abdominal segments are sensilla forming a
shallow pit with a pore in the center, the spot sensilla. Abbreviations: sh= shaft, dep= depression.
Scale bars: A,D,F) 1 µm; B,C,E,G) 2 µm.
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terminates with a tubular body below the pore (Figure 4.7D). The dendritic sheath
around the dendrite is open to and connects with the pore (Figure 4.7D). The dendrite
is encased by at least one sheath cell in the epidermal layer. The outer dendritic
segment is approximately 10 µm long before reaching the ciliary constriction (Figure
4.7F). Spot sensilla examined at various locations, dorsal and ventral of thoracic and
abdominal segment, displayed similar structural organization.

Hair Sensilla

Single hair sensilla are distributed over the thoracic and abdominal segments (Fig-
ure 4.6A-D, 4.7A-C). The cuticle surface of the body wall forms a shallow, circular
depression containing the hair-shaped shaft of the sensillum. We observed different
modification of the sensillum shaft (Figure 4.6A-C). It might form a single hair but
sometimes the hair is bifurcated forming two branches (Figure 4.6A). The hair comes
in different lengths. It might be very short, reduced to a stump (Figure 4.6B), or very
long up to 15 µm (Figure 4.6A) or even longer. Any intermediate lenghts (Figure
4.6C) were observed. In addition, we find one type of hair sensillum that comes in
a pair ("double hair", Figure 4.6D). Two hairs of different sizes are adjacent to each
other and share the same cuticle depression. Irrespective of the outer appearance
of the shaft, hairs were innervated by a single dendrite terminating at the hair base
composing a tubular body (Figure 4.7C). A pore, presumably a molting pore, can be
found at the base of the sensillum, too (Figure 4.7B). The interior of the hair-shaft is
electron-lucent, surrounded by an electron-dense scheath (Figure 4.7A). The double
hair was exclusively found on abdominal segments on position axH1 in accordance
with previous literature (Dambly-Chaudière and Ghysen, 1986; Green and Hartenstein,
1997). Hair sensilla observed on position t1H1 were always of the small size (Figure
4.7B). Hair sensilla on all other positions were of variable sizes.

Keilin’s Organ

The KO is exclusively located on the ventral side of thoracic segments t1-t3. The organ
is composed of three hair and one spot sensillum (Figure 4.6E, 4.7J-M). The hairs are
of similar lengths. The spot sensillum is very tiny and can therefore easily be missed.
All three hairs and the spot are each associated with a single dendrite (Figure 4.7J-M).
This dendrite terminates with a tubular body below the cuticle (Figure 4.7K-M).
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Fig. 4.7 Internal Morphology of thoracic and abdominal. FIB-SEM of minimal-embedded
samples. A-C) Internal structure of hair sensilla. A) Cross-section of the hair shaft. It is not innervated
by a dendrite. The shaft consists of a solid electron-lucent filling surrounded by an electron-dense
layer, presumably cuticle. B) Section of the hair base. Here, a basal pore is inserted in the socket of
the hair shaft. C) A single neuron is associated with the hair terminating with a tubular body at the
base of the hair shaft. D-F) Spot sensillum. D) A single dendrite terminates below the pore forming
a tubular body (tb). The dendrite is surrounded by a dendritic sheath (ds) that disappears close to
the ciliary constriction (cc), which is located close to the entry of the outer dendritic segment into the
endocuticle layer (F). G-I) Peg sensilllum. G) Cross-section through the peg that is approximately 2-
4 µm in diameter. It is clearly innervated by one dendrite (d) densely packed in the tube of the peg.
H) Three dendrites below the base of the peg. One dendrite forms a tubular body. The dendrites
are individually surrounded by a dendritic sheath that disappears beneath the cuticle where the
dendrites are enclosed by a common sheath cell (H,I). I) Ciliary constriction of the three dendrites.
J-M) Keilin’s organ (KO). The epicuticle layer is thickened at the base of the hairs (J, K). K) One
dendrite, containing a tubular body, terminates at the base of each hair, where a pore is inserted in
the cuticle. Hairs are of different interior organization than those in A-C. Clearly visible are the the
three layers of epicuticle
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Fig. 4.7 (Continued) surrounding the interior that appears more electron-lucent (J, K). L) A
spot-like sensillum is adjacent to the three hairs innervated by a single dendrite forming a tubular body
below the pore. M) Four dendrites innervating the KO are individually surrounded by a dendritic
sheath. This constellation is maintained in the epidermal layer for more than 25 µm. Abbreviations:
tb= tubular body, ds= dendritic sheath, cc= ciliary constriction, d= dendrite. Scale bars: A: 0.5 µm,
B-E) 1 µm, F) 0.5 µm, G) 1 µm, H, I) 0.5 µm, J, K, M) 1 µm, L) 0.5 µm.

4.5 Discussion
The aim of the present study was to extend the knowledge on the structural basis of
sensory reception in Drosophila larvae. Using FIB-SEM on minimal embedded larvae
we gained precise knowledge on the structure of larval cephalic organs but also on
the sensilla on the thoracic and abdominal segments. We are now able to verify and
complete results of previous studies (Table 4.2, 4.1). In addition, we created a map
of the thoracic and abdominal segments that displays the distribution and sequence
of sensilla on these segments. The scattered sensilla can now be clearly assigned by
their position (Figure 4.5). This possibility eases further functional and anatomical
characterization. Certainly, a key step in the future would be to decipher the receptor
genes and GAL4 lines labeling the sensory neurons of the different types of sensilla
and organs.

4.5.1 Comparison to Previous Literature

Dorsal Organ

The external and internal morphology of the DO of Drosophila was described here by
means of FIB-SEM 3D imaging. Recorded data covers the fine structure from the most
distal, cuticular, part to the DOG (Figure 4.2). The DO has been described in detail
for Musca domestica larvae (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1971). A following study on the
ultrastructure of the Drosophila DO assumed a similar organization (Singh and Singh,
1984). The extensive set of data recorded in the present work allows to complement
and clarify the description of the structural organization of the DO.

In addition to the olfactory triplets, six peripheral sensilla were identified in the
invagination between the dome and the surrounding cuticle rim. Five of them are
innervated by two neurons, one is is innervated by one neuron. This is congruent
with previous findings (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1971; Singh and Singh, 1984). We have
named the peripheral sensilla DP1-DP6. It is difficult to compare our findings to
Singh (1984), because descriptions of peripheral sensilla are vague in this previous
study. In Musca, Chu-Wang et al. (1971) classified the peripheral sensilla into four
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types: "contact chemoreceptor", "unclassified receptor", "lateral pore receptor" and
"scolopidium-like receptor". Based on numbers of dendrites and other structural
properties, DP4 and DP2 might correspond to the unclassified receptor and DP5 and
DP3 to the contact chemosensory receptor. DP1 most probably corresponds to the
scolopidium-like sensillum. We come to partially different conclusions on the potential
function of these sensilla.

In Drosophila the peripheral sensilla of the DO were hypothesized to serve different
modalities: gustation, mechanosensation, thermosensation and hygrosensation (Chu-
Wang and Axtell, 1971; Klein et al., 2015; Kwon et al., 2011; Ni et al., 2016; Python
and Stocker, 2002). Evidence therefore derives from observed ultrastructure indicating
certain functions (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1971), and more previously from anatomical,
physiological and behavioral experiments (Klein et al., 2015; Kwon et al., 2011; Ni
et al., 2016).

We conclude that DP3, DP5 and DP6 are the candidates for thermosensory function.
These sensilla house two neurons each and were associated with a large, bulbous struc-
ture, approximately 25 µm below their outer cuticle (Figure 4.2). This structure might
resemble the ‘dendritic bulb’, found by recent studies using fluorescence microscopy
of transgenic fly lines (Klein et al., 2015; Ni et al., 2016). It was shown that the DO
neurons with these structures trigger cool avoidance behavior in larvae (Klein et al.,
2015). Presumably, this response to cooling is mediated by the ionotropic receptor 21a
(Ni et al., 2016). In these previous papers, the ‘bulb’ clearly seems to be of dendritic
origin. Whether here observed bulbous structure is of dendritic origin, too, remains
unclear. Typically, thermosensory sensilla are associated with neurons that terminate
below the other neurons of the sensillum and form extensive lamellation (Steinbrecht,
1984).

Based on the presence of terminal pores in peripheral sensilla, contact chemosensory
funtion was assumed for at least some of them (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1971). Further
evidence for gustatory function is the expression of Gr genes in the DO (Kwon et al.,
2011). Neverthless, most of the ‘terminal pores’ might in fact be traces of molting
instead of having sensory function. We conclude, that DP4 and DP2 might be contact
chemosensory. They display typical characteristics: they each house two neurons, one
of it mechanosensory (indicated by a tubular body, and a terminal pore) (Figure 4.2E).

The structural organization of DP1 indicates mechanosensation due to the presence
of a single neuron composing a tubular body at its dendritic tip (Figure 4.2F).
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Table 4.2 Sensilla of thoracic and abdominal segments

Sensillum Number, location Structure Pores Dendrites Hypothesized function other names/
classifications

spot total: 70 (842,5)*

t1: 8
t1-2: 7
a1-7: 6 (82,5)*

dorsal and ventral

shallow depression
with pore (∼200 nm)
in center

terminal pore
(molting)

one with tb mechanosensation papilla2,4,5

campaniform2,3

pit4

peg total: 6
t1-3: 2
one dorso-lateral
one ventro-lateral

knob-shaped peg in cavity
peg-surface smooth

basal pore
(molting)

three:
one innervates peg
two end at base of peg
one with tb

hygro-/mechanosensation koelbchen5,6

knob-in-pit3

hair-type B1

basiconic2

hair
single

double

total:30
23
t1-3: 3
a1-7: 2
dorsal and ventral
7
ab1-7: 1
dorsal

hair-shaped smooth shaft
different sizes:
short, intermediate, long
shaft might be bifurcated

short to long hairs,
no bifurcation

basal pore
(molting)

basal pore
(molting)

one dendrite
terminates at shaft base
with tb

one dendrite each hair
with tb

mechanosensation

mechanosensation

hair-types C,D,E1

trichoid2,4,5

hair-type F1

KO total: 3
t1-3:1
ventral

three hairs
one spot

basal pore
terminal pore
(molting)

four dendrites:
one at base of each hair
one below spot-pore
all with tb

mechanosensation hair-type A1

Table summarizes morphological findings of this study for sensilla of thoracic and abdominal segments of 3rd instar larvae. Important discrepancies
to previous literature on Drosophila are indicated.
1Kankel et al.,1980: 3rd instar; SEM
2Hartenstein, 1988: embryos; LM, TEM
3Singh and Singh, 1984: 2nd instar; TEM
4Green and Hartenstein, 1997: 1st instar; SEM, LM
5Dambly-Chaudière and Ghysen, 1986: 3rd instar, embryo; LM
6Hertweck, 1931
*Eight spot sensilla were found in abdominal segments in earlier studies (Dambly-Chaudière and Ghysen, 1986; Hartenstein, 1988) resulting in a total of 84.

Ventral Organ

The external morphology of the VO of Drosophila melanogaster larvae is here described
for the first time to our knowledge. The internal ultrastructure has been described
also previously (Singh and Singh, 1984). A detailed description of the VO of Musca
larvae is available, too (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1972a). As described for Musca we
identify four sensilla, three of them innervated by a single neuron and one by two
neurons (Figure 4.3). This number was also found in other dipteran, cyclorrhaphan
larvae based on external observation by SEM (Honda and Ishikawa, 1987). The V1
sensillum was also termed ”plate” sensillum in the literature (Honda and Ishikawa,
1987). A mainly gustatory function of the Drosophila VO was often assumed based
on the presence of sensillum-pores and also the expression of Grs in neurons of the
VO (Colomb et al., 2007). The pores might be traces of molting. They were absent
in 1st instar larvae of onion and seed-corn flies (Honda and Ishikawa, 1987), which
have not undergone molting in this stage. Most VO-sensilla are associated with a
single dendrite terminating with a tubular body (Figure 4.3B,E), which is a hallmark
of mechanosensation. Therefore, we conclude that the VO is mainly a mechanosensory
organ and its only gustatory sensillum might be V2.
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Labial Organ

The LO is omitted from overview schematics of Drosophila larval head sensory organs
used in current literature. One reason therefore surely is that very few studies took
note of this organ (Kankel et al., 1980; Singh and Singh, 1984). In the present study,
we find two sensilla associated with the LO in accordance with Kankel et al. (1980).
In contrast Singh and Singh (1980) describe three sensilla belonging to the LO based
on examination of internal ultrastructure (Singh and Singh, 1984). Further, we were
able to identify that the two single neurons of the LO sensilla each compose a tubular
body at their endings. Therefore, we conclude that the function of the LO is in
mechanosensation.

Peg Sensilla

In the present work termed ”peg”-sensilla have been described before and been named
differently (Table 4.2). Kankel et al. (1980) has characterized these sensilla as hair-type,
maybe due to limitations in resolving the structure of the sensillum by SEM. Later
studies by Hartenstein and co-workers classified this sensillum more appropriately as
basiconic (Hartenstein, 1988). They found three neurons belonging to this sensillum,
two of them innervating the peg-part and one terminating at the peg-base. We, too,
observed three dendrites belonging to the peg-sensillum. However, we clearly observed
only one dendrite innervating the peg. The other two terminate at the base of the
peg, one contains a tubular body (Figure 4.7G,H). At the base of the peg, a pore is
inserted, which contacts all three dendrites. Their dendritic sheaths open towards and
are connected to the pore. This pore might be a molting pore. It was absent in freshly
hatched 1st instar larvae previous to the first molting (Hartenstein, 1988). Singh
and Singh (1984) described a ”Knob-in-pit" (KIP) sensillum which they found on the
dorso-lateral surface of the larva on either side and describe it as a peg-shaped structure
associated with three dendrites. This KIP sensillum might correspond to here described
peg-sensilla. For peg sensilla, a hygro-thermosensory function was assumed (Hartenstein,
1988) based on structural similarities to hygro-thermosensory insect sensilla (Altner
et al., 1981; Steinbrecht, 1984). Thereafter, peg-shaped sensilla typically sunken in a
cuticle cavity associated with three dendrites hint a hygro-thermosensory function. One
of the three neurons typically associated with thermo-/hygrosensory sensilla displays
peculiar structural characteristics as it might be branched or is highly lamellated in
its tip that ends beneath the peg (Altner et al., 1981; Steinbrecht, 1984). Instead of
lamellation, we find that one neuron of the larval peg-sensilla contains a tubular body
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(Figure 4.7H). This indicates a mechanosensory and not a thermosensory function. In
the absence of physiological data, the function of the peg-sensilla remains obscure.

Spot Sensilla

The here named "spot" sensillum has been described previously and given different names
(Table4.2): papilla (Dambly-Chaudière and Ghysen, 1986; Green and Hartenstein, 1997;
Hartenstein, 1988), pit, or campaniform sensillum (Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein,
1985; Green and Hartenstein, 1997; Hartenstein, 1988; Singh and Singh, 1984) (Dambly-
Chaudière and Ghysen, 1986; Green and Hartenstein, 1997; Hartenstein, 1988; Singh
and Singh, 1984). However, we consider "spot" sensillum to be an appropriate name.
The ultrastructure of this sensillum type strongly resembles that of the spot sensilla
described in the TO (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1972a; Rist and Thum, 2017). "Papilla"
or "pit" would lead to confusion with sensilla types identified in the TO of Drosophila
larvae (Chu-Wang and Axtell, 1972a; Rist and Thum, 2017). Further, the name
"papilla" was used by Kankel et al. (1980) to term the peg-sensilla.

Like in the present study, Hartenstein et al. (1988) found one dendrite associated
with the spot sensilla that terminates with a tubular body. They mentioned that
this dendrite, like the one of hair sensilla, is not encircled by a complete sheath.
Contrary, we found a prominent dendritic sheath around dendrites of all spot-and
hair- sensilla (Figure 4.7). This difference might derive from the fact that Hartenstein
(1988) investigated first instar larvae, whereas in the present study 3rd insar larvae
were investigated. The organization of spot sensilla strongly argues for mechanosensory
function, also presumed previously (Hartenstein, 1988).

Hair Sensilla

Hair sensilla are numerous on thoracic and abdominal segments of Drosophila larvae
(Figure 4.5, Table 4.2). In accordance with previous literature, we find that the shaft
of hair sensilla varies greatly in size (Kankel et al., 1980). Therefore, Kankel et al.
(1980) classified the hair sensilla into different types. However, we find here that the
internal ultrastructure of hair sensilla is similar, irrespective of length and shape of the
shaft. The hair sensilla display clear characteristics of mechanosensory function. The
influence of the different shaft forms on the sensitivity of these sensilla remains to be
investigated.
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Keilin’s Organ

The KO is relatively easy to identify and was described for several larvae of dipteran
species (Keilin, 1915; Lakes and Pollack, 1990; Lakes-Harlan et al., 1991)(Table 4.2).
In early literature the KO was assumed to serve hygro-and thermosensory function
(Benz, 1956; Hafez, 1950). For Drosphila larvae, the KO was so far described to consist
of three hairs (Kankel et al., 1980). We find that one spot-like sensillum is in addition
associated with the organ (Figure 4.7L, 4.6E). A detailed study of the ultrastructure of
the KO exists for the larvae of Phormia (Lakes-Harlan et al., 1991). Their report of KO
anatomy is in accord with here presented data. From electrophysiological recordings
they concluded a mechanosensory function of the KO, probably associated with the
crawling behavior of the larva.

4.5.2 FIB-SEM of Minimal-Embedded Samples for Investiga-
tion of Sensilla Morphology

In the present work we demonstrated that minimal-embedding in combination with
FIB-SEM is very suitable for the observation of sensilla. The direct access to the
surface topology simplified selection of the area to be milled and imaged. This makes
FIB-SEM very straightforward. Samples are not longer embedded in a bulk of resin
that has to be removed before to expose the regions of interest. In an earlier study
we already have taken advantage of FIB-SEM 3D imaging (Rist and Thum, 2017).
Conventionally, we embedded our sample, head parts of Drosophila larvae, in a bulk of
resin forming a solid block. Because FIB-SEM has limited milling capacity, the sample
had to be pre-trimmed very accurately to the region of interest. In the previous study,
we were interested in the TO, which is fortunately prominently positioned on tip of the
cephalic lobes. Still, the procedure was tedious and time-consuming leading to many
false attempts due to cutting to far and damaging the region of interest. Certainly, for
the scattered sensilla of the thoracic and abdominal body parts of the larva without
prominent landmarks, the former approach would not have worked.

In the present study, access to sensillum sensory structures, like the cuticle apparatus
and the outer dendritic segments of sensory dendrites, was rarely a problem and very
straightforward using targeted FIB-SEM of minimal-embedded larvae.

In case of the DO, we were interested not only in the anterior sensory structures of
the sense organs but also in the region of cell bodies (∼40 µm deep) and the course of
the dendrites. Imaging such a large volume still is tedious.
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The milling trench has to be set very large in order to cover all interesting structures.
As the milling process intrudes deeper tissue layers, structures of interest might run
out of the milling and imaging window, because directions might not be foreseen. The
trench can be re-trimmed by the FIB but this adds more time to the process. In
general, it is good to keep the distance of the imaging window relatively close to the
top surface as imaging quality is best there. Deep trenches will lead to charging effects,
disturbing the imaging. Still, minimal embedding minimizes empty resin around the
sample, which is thought to dramatically reduce charging effects (Schieber et al., 2017)
encountered imaging large block surfaces (Peddie and Collinson, 2014; Wanner et al.,
2015). However, one cavaet of minimal embedding might be that the sample is more
prone to movement. This might be in particular problematic slicing and imaging
delicate structures like hair sensilla of larvae.

To better localize deeper regions of interest, but also to analyze molecular properties
of cellular structures, correlated light and electron microscopy (CLEM) approaches
are available (de Boer et al., 2015). Fluorescence, however, is very difficult to preserve
through fixation and staining procedures for EM. The use of minimal-embedded
specimen is beneficial in this regard, too. Fluorescence observed before EM-preparation
of the sample can be overlaid to the topology of the SEM images (Schieber et al.,
2017).

FIB-SEM is a powerful technique to gain 3D anatomical data at high resolution.
In combination with minimal-embedded samples this method becomes straightforward
with the potential for high throughput. We are certain that here presented approach
can be used by many researchers and laboratories to investigate sensillum morphology
of any species.
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Specifics of the Larval Chemosensory System
The nervous system of Drosophila larvae is greatly reduced in the number of neurons
compared to adult flies (Gerber et al., 2009). In this spatially restricted, numerically
reduced system sensory neurons show little or no redundancy in function and associated
receptor gene expression. In Chapter 2, it is demonstrated that the ablation of a single
receptor gene, Gr93a, expressed in a single neuron pair of the pharyngeal DPS, results
in impaired avoidance of caffeine and the ability to associate caffeine with an odor. In
accordance to this finding, other studies described neurons with unique function or
receptor gene expression patterns in the larval sensory system, too (Apostolopoulou
et al., 2014b; Choi et al., 2016; Kwon et al., 2011; Mishra et al., 2013; van Giesen et al.,
2016).

Larvae spend their life entirely on and in the food source where they were placed as
eggs. Therefore, taste molecules, sensed by direct contact with the food substrate, are
probably their prevalent chemical stimulus. One can assume that their chemosensory
system adapted to this situation. The larval taste system outnumbers the olfactory
system in terms of neurons. Sensory neurons, associated with taste organs of putative
external and internal taste organs count around 110-120 (Python and Stocker, 2002).
In contrast, the olfactory system consists of only 21 sensory neurons, all located in
the dorsal organ (DO). The situation is conversed in adult flies. They possess many
more olfactory neurons than taste neurons (Gerber et al., 2009; Gerber and Stocker,
2007). Adults have to cover large distances in order to find food or mating partners,
wherefore they rely on long-range olfactory information.

The morphological analysis of larval sensillum types in Chapter 3 and 4 showed
that these are different from those found in adult Drosophila. Most larval taste sensilla
seem to be very reduced in their cuticle sensillum shaft up to having no shaft at all, but
still share typical characteristics of taste sensilla with adult counterparts. In contrast,
some forms of larval sensilla seem to be unique and do not have an obvious counterpart
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in the adult. In particular, the knob sensilla and also the peg sensilla display a unique
morphology.

In adults, the majority of taste sensilla form a hair-shaped cuticle shaft that
is between 15 µm (S-type) and 35 µm (L-type) long (Shanbhag et al., 2001). In
comparison, larval taste sensilla of the TO and DO investigated in the present thesis
had significantly smaller cuticle shafts. The cuticle shaft of papilla of the TO was
reduced to a bud-shaped stub measuring 2-3 µm in height (see Chapter 3). Pit sensilla
in the TO, the two putative taste sensilla at the base of the DO and the sensillum V2
of the ventral organ (VO) were even more reduced in their cuticle apparatus, since a
protruding cuticle shaft was not present at all. Larvae are immersed in food. Sensilla
probably are in continuous contact with tastants of the food substance. Therefore, a
large sensillum shaft to reach into food sources might not be necessary.

In Chapter 3 it was shown that some of the larval taste sensilla in the TO lack
the mechanosensory neuron, which is a typical characteristic of taste sensilla of adult
Drosophila (Shanbhag et al., 2001) and general of insects (Altner and Prillinger, 1980;
Shields, 2008; Steinbrecht, 1984). Therefore, this question arises: do larvae possess two
systems of taste perception? One relying on simultaneous mechanical sensing and the
other not? If so, it would be of great interest to find out how these two systems differ
in the coding of taste. This question can now be addressed in Drosophila larvae due to
the detailed neuron-to-sensillum map of the TO presented in Chapter 3. Based on this
map, directed manipulation of both systems is possible by selection of GAL4 driver
lines specific for neurons of sensilla belonging to the one or the other system.

In the larval taste system the same taste receptor gene families are expressed as in
the adult stage. However, larvae seem to employ a different set of receptor genes per
family. This was shown for Grs (Kwon et al., 2011) and recently also for Irs (Croset
et al., 2016; Stewart et al., 2015). Taste receptors of different gene families might
be co-expressed in some neurons. This was shown in Chapter 3 and is supported by
further studies (Koh et al., 2014; van Giesen et al., 2016). These recent findings are
not consistent with the previous assumption that Grs and Irs are not co-expressed
(Benton et al., 2009), which was adopted in Chapter 1.

A conspicuous difference between the taste receptor gene set of larvae and adults
is that larvae seem to employ only one sugar receptor, Gr43a (Kwon et al., 2011;
Mishra et al., 2013), whereas adult flies have at least eight more Grs (Gr5a, Gr61a,
Gr64a–f ) for the reception of sugars (Fujii et al., 2015). In contrast, larvae share many
Grs dedicated to the reception of bitter compounds with adults (Kwon et al., 2011;
Weiss et al., 2011). It is assumed that bitter taste in Drosophila is sensed by taste
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neurons expressing a subset of Grs (French et al., 2015a; Kim et al., 2016; Weiss et al.,
2011). In adults, these were shown to be different from sugar-sensing or water-sensing
taste neurons (Cameron et al., 2010; Slone et al., 2007; Weiss et al., 2011). It seems
that many Grs act cooperatively in the sensation of bitter compounds. The degree of
responsiveness for one bitter-sensing neuron is determined by the specific combination
of Grs within this neuron (Delventhal and Carlson, 2016; French et al., 2015a; Kim
et al., 2016). In line with this assumption is the finding of Chapter 2. Here, it was
shown that the sensation of the bitter compound caffeine, by taste neurons of the
DPS, requires the expression of several Grs. The specific responsiveness to caffeine is
conferred by one Gr, Gr93a. In this context, it would be of great interest to find out,
if larvae are able to discriminate among different bitter compounds. For instance, if
they can discriminate between the taste of caffeine and quinine. Therefore, one would
create a conditioned taste aversion (CTA) (Glendinning, 2008; Masek and Scott, 2010;
Schleyer et al., 2015) of the larva to one taste stimuli, e. g. caffeine. Next, one would
test, if the larva generalizes this CTA to the other taste stimulus, e. g. quinine. If
not, this would indicate that larvae are able to differentiate the taste of both stimuli.
Because the molecular basis for the sensation of both tastants is already established in
larvae (Chapter 2, (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b)), one could then test if the ability to
discriminate between the two tastants is abolished due to gene knockout of respective
Grs.

How the Sensory Apparatus of the Sensillum Refines
the Receptor Response
Light, temperature, humidity, touch, chemicals - these are environmental stimuli
perceived by animal sensory systems. The actual stimulus, the receptor inside the
sense organ finally responds to, however, might be of a different nature. For instance,
the mechanism underlying humidity sensing by the receptor neuron might be rather a
mechanical than a chemical one in insects (Steinbrecht, 1984; Yokohari, 1978, 1981).
Based on ultrastructural properties of the sensillum and physiological properties of the
associated sensory neurons, it was concluded that the cuticle structures of the sensillum
might change their size due to the environmental stimulus. The mechanical changes
in the sensillum structures are sensed by the receptors on the dendritic membrane
(Yokohari, 1978, 1981). This example demonstrates the importance of understanding
the structural organization of the sensillum in order to decipher the actual transduction
mechanism underlying a given environmental stimulus. The present work contributes to
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this requirement by providing a detailed analysis of sensilla morphology of Drosophila
larvae (Chapter 3 and 4).

Not only the gross structures of the sensillum but also the fine organization of the
accessory structures, like the sensillum lymph, are important in refining the response
profile of the receptors. The fact that CO2, a gaseous, volatile and thus olfactory
stimulus, is received by a chemosensory neuron expressing a heteromeric complex of
two Grs, Gr21a and Gr63a (Jones et al., 2007; Kwon et al., 2007; Scott et al., 2001; Suh
et al., 2004) is striking. This finding indicates that CO2 is sensed as a taste stimulus,
though the underlying chemosensory neuron is housed by olfactory sensilla in adult
Drosophila (Jones et al., 2007; Kwon et al., 2007; Suh et al., 2004). Therefore, CO2

has to be transferred from an olfactory stimulus into an gustatory stimulus by the
sensillum accessory structures.

Interestingly, the neuron-to-sensillum map generated in Chapter 3 shows that the
larval CO2 receptor, marked by Gr21a expression, is housed in a sensillum of the
taste-sensing TO. This further argues for a non-olfactory transduction of the CO2-
stimulus. In fact, a recent study showed that the Gr21a-neuron of Drosophila larvae
responds to changes in osmolarity (van Giesen et al., 2016). In previous literature, it
was suggested that the sensillum lymph contains a carbonic anhydrase that catalyzes
the conversion of to its soluble metabolite bicarbonate constituting the true ligand for
the Gr21a/Gr63a complex (Jones, 2013; Stange and Diesendorf, 1973). One could now
test, if interference with such an enzyme in the sensillum lymph of Drosophila larvae
has an effect on the sensation of CO2.

Taste sensilla of adult Drosophila flies show different response profiles to tastants
(Hiroi et al., 2002; Weiss et al., 2011). Certainly, these differences are due to the different
receptor gene expression profiles of the sensilla’s dendrites (Delventhal and Carlson,
2016; French et al., 2015a; Hiroi et al., 2002, 2004; Weiss et al., 2011). These sensilla
are also different in their morphology. Therefore, the question arises: which structural
properties of the sensory apparatus of the sensilla might additionally contribute to
their different response profiles?

One possibility of the sensillum is to regulate the stimulus access to the dendrites.
Pore plugs might confer selectivity to potential stimuli due to interfibrillar spaces,
binding sites, and ionic charges in the plug. Consistently, two types of taste sensilla of
Manduca sexta showed different permeability to different types of ions, which further
differed between larvae of various lepidopteran species (Shields, 1996). Putative taste
sensilla in the TO of Drosophila larvae have pore plugs, too (Chapter 3, (Singh and
Singh, 1984)). In Chapter 3 it was shown that the pore plugs of pit and papilla sensilla
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show similar electron-density. However, the pores of pit sensilla were covered by an
additional layer of an electron-dense substance pouring out of the pore. Therefore, it
might be that pore plugs are selectively permeable to chemicals. Thus, they might
refine the response profiles of the receptor neurons of pit and papilla sensilla. One
promising approach to further explore the constituents of the pore regions, might be
the use of atomic force in combination with chemical force microscopy. Recently, these
techniques have been successfully applied to analyze the chemical surface structure
of moth olfactory sensilla with respect to its role in stimulus uptake by the sensillum
(Maitani et al., 2010). A major advantage of this technique is that the sample has
not to be prepared by chemical fixation (Goldsbury et al., 2009), which affects tissue
preservation. Therefore, sensilla can be examined in their natural state (Maitani et al.,
2010).

An opening and closing mechanism for the terminal pores of taste sensilla of
locust (Bernays et al., 1972; Blaney and Chapman, 1969) but also dipteran fly species
(Stürckow et al., 1967, 1973) has been demonstrated. It was hypothesized, that based
on the feeding status of the animal, sensilla might be opened or closed to allow or
prevent sensation of tastants (Bernays et al., 1972). If taste sensilla of Drosophila larvae
employ a similar mechanism to regulate their sensitivity, needs to be revealed. However,
morphological analysis in Chapter 3 shows that other than in adult flies, Drosophila
larval taste sensilla contain only one lumen, which contains the dendrites. The second
lumen of taste sensilla, existing in most adult insect species (Pollack and Balakrishnan,
1997; Shields, 2008), was considered to be crucial in the closing mechanism. The closure
of the sensillum pore might be the consequence of the second lumen collapsing due to
a drop in pressure (Stürckow et al., 1967).

It becomes evident that sensilla regulate the stimulus transduction in many ways.
Future studies aiming to decipher, how tastants are received by the sensory system
would greatly benefit from focusing on the structural composition of the different
sensillum parts: which molecules can pass the pore to enter the sensillum? What is
the molecular composition of the sensillum lymph in different types of sensilla? How
do these factors influence the sensitivity of the receptor neuron? The comprehensive
analysis of taste sensilla provided by the here presented work allows to address these
questions in Drosophila larvae.
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General Discussion

Analyzing Insect Ultrastructure in 3D
Three-dimensional (3D) information is much easier to understand than two-dimensional
(2D) images. 2D images from 3D objectives are always accompanied with a loss of infor-
mation. The quality of the 2D image depends on how well the spatial properties of the
object are retained in the 2D projection. While a pseudo-3D image taken by a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) is intuitively understandable, the observer’s imagination
will be challenged looking at a transmission electron (TEM) micrograph. Therefore,
comprehensive understanding of anatomical structures requires the representation of
their morphology in 3D.

Nowadays, a broad spectrum of imaging methods have become available for 3D
anatomical studies: confocal laser scanning microscopy, light-sheet fluorescence mi-
croscopy, serial block-face scanning electron microscopy (SBFSEM), focused ion beam-
SEM (FIB-SEM), or µ-computed tomography (Denk and Horstmann, 2004; Keller
and Dodt, 2012; Kizilyaprak et al., 2014; Metscher, 2009; Zucker, 2006). Technical
innovations greatly accelerated the process of data acquisition and processing and made
it possible to analyze morphological data sets of previously unknown size. New tech-
nologies allow for fast and precise capturing of anatomical structures. Developments in
the processing of 3D microscopy images allow for object-based representations of mor-
phology. Anatomical data can be presented very attractively including animated and
interactive 3D reconstructions (Helmstaedter et al., 2011; Long et al., 2012). FIB-SEM,
and SBFSEM, are now the methods of choice to gain three-dimensional insight into
the ultrastructure of cells and tissues (Briggman and Bock, 2012; Peddie and Collinson,
2014; Titze and Genoud, 2016).

In Chapter 3 and 4 it was demonstrated that FIB-SEM is very well suited to
investigate the morphology of insect sensilla, too. FIB-SEM has been used for this
purpose in few studies before (Giulio et al., 2012, 2015; Nagel and Kleineidam, 2015).
The preservation of ultrastructure, image quality, and size of imaged volume in the
present work is unmatched. Further, in Chapter 4 it was possible to simplify the
procedure of FIB-SEM by optimizing the preparation protocol, allowing for site-
directed slicing and imaging of a region of interest. This minimal-embedding technique
will be greatly beneficial for the future study of insect sensilla. Proper sensillum
classification could be simplified, because outer structures can directly be related
to inner sensillum morphology. Following finest cellular structures, like the ciliary
microtubules, is possible due to highest resolution in z-direction by FIB-SEM sectioning
and imaging.
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The use of new technologies, in particular FIB-SEM, have the potential to greatly
improve and facilitate the detailed investigation of insect sensilla. Optimal results in
morphological work can be achieved using a combination of different microscopical
techniques and computer-based three-dimensional reconstructions, like it was done in
the present thesis. With the possibilities made available by these technical developments,
the study of insect morphology may revive in the coming years.
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